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“If a person hasn't ever experienced 
true despair, she grows old never 
knowing how to evaluate where she is 
in life; never understanding what joy 
really is. I'm grateful for it." –Banana 
Yoshimoto, Kitchen

Cover photograph by Rob Stephen (www.robstephen.com). That shit's copyrighted.
Cover layout by Dave Disorder

In DIY punk rock, there is a dissolve between audience and 
band. Lower stages. Smaller price tags. Shared spaces. Bands 

traditionally been considered idols or gods are shrunken down to 

progress. I like this.
But, there is a world of difference inside the inch or so—especially 

in DIY punk—from all the time, energy, and money it takes to display 
your creation, compared to showing up, walking in, popping off, and 

the best one can hope for are rehearsals. Yet, somewhere along the 
line, someone got the idea that any commentary, any two cents worth, 

put in literally thousands of hours of creative work. 

is in constant contact with hundreds of folks face-to-face; via email, and 

Razorcake.

print it on your dime” entitlement mentality, the, “If you delete my 

really wanted to talk shit remotely, nine times out of ten, there was a 

world was a little bit smaller. 

spoken within punching distance. It makes you more honest.

aggressive in cars than if they stand next to each other in the bus—

a back seat. Digital aggression often masks human meekness and 
insecurity. With fewer constraints and consequences, the digital arm 
of punk has proven not to be more humane and powerful, but more 

talking shit, but in a highly public space where some ding dong 

met face-to-face a racist or a baby fucker or ripper-off-er (while the 
usual offense is making music that the listener disagrees with). With 
no evidence, just a degree in Righteous Indignation, these emoticon 
warriors can leave a byte-heavy bruise for the rest of the world to 
see—and for those incapable of critical thought—to believe.

hours for some stale bread, commie,” you may be saying. “Welcome 

show where the drunk, slurring assholes in the audience are popping 

mistaken themselves as the show.

off the computer, pull out a great book, plop a record on the turntable, 

down that noisy ass-biting static. 

you can be.

Porch Chatter

–Todd Taylor 
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I

I’M AGAINST IT

It was the third day of the Coachella 
festival and, sometime when the sun was at 

the press area for the Hot British Band with 
whom I had secured an interview. A half hour 
had passed since our designated meeting 
time. Every thirty seconds or so, I would 
look at the screen of my phone, wondering 

it over the press tent chatter mixed with the 
only slightly dissipated sound of the band at 
the nearest stage.

Finally, someone called. Hot British 
Band wanted to do the interview inside a 
back stage trailer. I understood this. It was 
barely below Saharan temperatures outside 
and the press area, which doubled as the VIP 
area, had accumulated enough star fuckers to 
ward away anyone who might actually be a 
very important person. For the band, this was 
an ideal situation. For me, it posed a huge 
problem. How would I get backstage without 
a pass?

journalist is that a press pass is not the same as 

issue on account of the fact that, in most cases, 
any band or manager can successfully coerce 
security to let you, the journalist, backstage for 
the twenty minutes or so it will take to conduct 
the interview that no one ever wants to do 

Coachella, where security is abnormally strict 

your intrepid report behind the wire fence, we 
had to be creative.

smashing idea. She would borrow a wristband 
from someone who was not planning on 
leaving the premise anytime soon. I would 
wear the odd piece of fabric for the duration 
of the interview and then return it after we had 

somewhere between a line of fake bathrooms 
and one of the two backstage entrances. She 
met me with someone else who may or may 

entourage and handed me the wristband. 

friends and I made by the armload at summer 

camp, no fewer than ten pieces of thick string 
wrapped and knotted around each other to 
form a few blocks of desert-friendly color 
with the word “backstage” cutting through the 

a wrist much larger than my own. I slipped it 
over my hand without problem and wrapped 
the excess through another bracelet so that it 

entrance as I acted like I really belonged here.

of my escorts.

or someone who somehow earned such a 
nickname. From the conversation, it seemed 

asking the potentially stupid question, “Who 

We walked around and in between the 
white metal rectangular blocks that comprised 
this make-shift rock and techno trailer park. 
Each temporary abode featured a small version 
of a front yard, where the bands congregated to 
drink and smoke and get some sun. In front of 

escorts introduced me to everyone, ending the 
round of “pleasure to meet you” quips with 
the man who provided my backstage pass.

just enough to convey a British accent.

tone that was genuine without seeming to 
convey the fact that I was almost certain that 

that knowledge was about enough to make me 
shriek on the inside.

defunct Hacienda nightclub. However, after 
seeing 24 Hour Party People, the movie based 
on the history of Factory and the Hacienda, 

Coogan, the British comedian who played 

journalist who was so enthralled by punk that 
he launched an indie empire was now forever 
scrawled in my mind as a guy with a grin that 

let anyone forget that he went to Cambridge. 

same age as my parents with a distinguished 
air about him. He was cordial, although he 
seemed a bit weary, like the heat had proved 
itself bothersome.

I thought I might look foolish if he was 
someone else or even worse if my assumption 
was correct. I just stood at the base of a small 
set of stairs quietly waiting for my interview.

Wilson, I wanted to interview him. Without 
his label, some of my favorite records—Joy 

Power, 
Corruption & Lies and Low-Life, Happy 

Thrills ‘n’ Pills and Bellyaches,

And the Hacienda was legendary, something 

of London as the foreign getaway in my 

was known for speaking in extremes. In his 
mildest moments, he either loved or hated 

sentiments about music, though, were fueled 
by much stronger emotions. For a journalist, 
he was a dream subject.

Wilson. Instead, I entered the trailer and 
spent twenty minutes or so with Hot British 
Band. When I left, I stopped by the Famous 

slip back through the gate, but was promptly 
apprehended by a security guard who handed 

he drove me to the front of the concert, the 
parking lot exit, and I sat there arguing with 

that I just happened to make a wrong turn 
while text messaging someone as I walked 

LIZ O

“In order to get 
your intrepid report 
behind the wire 
fence, we had to 
be creative.” 

GUERRILLA MY DREAMS

amousF Tony 



through the press area after an interview. All of 
this was actually true, I just sort of left out the 
part about being backstage for the interview. 
He brought me back to the press area, kindly 

third security guard that I “claimed” to be a 
journalist and was never to be allowed in the 
vicinity of that gate again.

felt like days showing this guy my press 
credentials and the interview that I had just 
done as proof and he had the nerve to say 
that I “claimed” to be a journalist. Did I just 
make up all those thick English accents on 
the tape?

With my already strong aversion towards 

I now felt an intense burning sensation in 
my stomach, I left the press area and walked 
towards the stages, where I ran into no fewer 
than three of my friends and rehashed the 

Coachella,” with the subtitle switching from 

on that evening, when I met with my friends 

to introduce the band, speaking in terms that 
might be construed as hyperbole by the average 

concertgoer, but were viewed as “Classic 

me. He stood with a cane and wore white, 
but, from my vantage point looked similar 

my boyfriend, “I think I accidentally met 

happened this afternoon.”
After I returned to Los Angeles, I told my 

boyfriend, Carlos, the story in vague terms, like 

the course of my life, it has become a point of 
fact that I have an overactive imagination, that 
simple stories involving seemingly uneventful 
walks down the street become the stuff of 
myth. Back in Los Angeles, away from the 
mind-sucking rays of sun, I had resigned 

like the guy on stage, but he was wearing a 

know if he had a cane or not, but, at this point, 

asked Carlos.

the picture, I would either learn that I had 
imagined the greatest accidental meeting of 
my life or that I did meet this person that I 

greatly admired and screwed it up by not 
thanking him for the music.

the back of my mind. No one but Carlos and 
Amy knew what happened and I intended 

Wilson. I looked up the most recent photos 
and called Carlos. After that, the tale “How 

of Coachella” became fodder for smoking 
patios across the L.A. club scene.

traveled fast and, that weekend, it seemed 
as though every club in Los Angeles had 
put together some sort of tribute to the man 

biggest club hit of the post-disco generation. 
At Underground, where I had headed out the 
Friday night after the news broke, the DJs 
played a half-hour block of Factory releases 

time. It was a nice way for everyone who 

to say thank you for the music.

–Liz Ohanesian
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Throughout the course of my life, it has become a point of fact that I 
have an overactive imagination, that simple stories involving seemingly 
uneventful walks down the street become the stuff of myth. 



I
LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT

I found out my music teacher killed 
himself when I came home from a Bruce 
Springsteen concert at RFK Stadium in 
Washington, D.C.

I hated Bruce Springsteen, but my best 
friend bought me a ticket as a birthday 

worked as a bar back at the Knights of 

bottles of Sprite with jug wine. Steve had 

from the neighborhood named Betty who 
had an easy reputation.

Our seats were in the last row of the upper 

on the stage, nor on the screen; but by the end 
Born in the USA 

sticker my forehead and was drooling into 

“Pink Cadillac.”
When I came home that night, my father 

was waiting for me with the bad news. He 

underwear, otherwise the house was dark 

head nurse at a detox unit at the hospital. 

and being out late, but there was something 

was wrong.
“Alan killed himself.”

ourselves from asking. “Alan killed himself” 
is a simple sentence but a complex story. I 
wanted to know “why” but settled for “how” 
and got a forensics report instead.

been coming to our house for years to give 
me and my siblings music lessons, had killed 
his mother and barricaded himself inside her 
house until the police arrived, and when they 
did, he put his mouth around the barrel of a 
shotgun and pulled the trigger.

or not. He was certainly capable of it, but he 

he asked me if I was all right. I said I was and 
went down the stairs to my basement bedroom, 
crawled into bed, and drifted off with my 
thoughts alternating between Betty and Alan.

suicide the next day, she tried to convince me 

an argument with his mother, she postulated, 
and lashed out at her without meaning to 
hit her. I think she was trying to make me 
feel better, but it only made me feel worse. 

Catholicism had on me. Everything made 
me feel guilty and to think of Alan, bunkered 
in his house, wracked with guilt over what 

could dream up.
It was hard to imagine Alan killing 

anything. He wore glasses and a beard 
and had long straight hair that he kept in a 
pony tail. If you saw him you would think 
two words: “Renaissance Fair.” He taught 
traditional Irish music and knew thousands 
of songs on the penny whistle, some of which 
only a handful of folks knew how to play. He 

archive unto himself.

talked one of his buddies into rigging the 
whole house with sound so it was not unusual 
to wake up on weekend mornings to Irish 
rebel songs.

learn how to play the Irish music they loved 

in Irish dance lessons, so it made sense to sign 
us up for music lessons, too. Shortly after we 
started, the venue where the music lessons 

our house and soon every other Wednesday 
night Irish music could be heard throughout 

brother fancied the concertina, and my sisters 

he was around, served drinks.
At the end of the night, all of the teachers 

and students gathered in the family room 
in the basement and played together in a 
crude ceili, which is a kind of jam session. 

while the songs of my childhood turn up on a 

Blood Or Whiskey.
One of the teachers moved away. Another 

sisters and I neglected our lessons and made 

damn poor progress on our instruments. 
In all the years that he came over to our 
house, I only managed to learn a handful of 

and marches mostly. A few slow reels and 
hornpipes, but nothing too complicated. I 
practiced when my mother forced me to in 
the hour before Alan was scheduled to arrive. 
Sometimes it took a month to learn a single 
song and I never did manage to learn how 
to read music. If Alan was disappointed he 
never showed it, but deep down I knew that 
he was.

him so remarkable to me. He was the only 
person I could talk to about the fantasy and 

parents worried that I read too much “weird 
stuff” and my siblings thought I was a freak. 
Looking back, I understand their concern. I 

stories and their covers featured lurid images 
of monsters, blood, and tits.

But Alan understood. He talked to me as 
if I was an adult and not some hunchbacked 

much, but talking to him validated the 

around school carrying huge hardcover 

choice. Alan knew this, knew what I was 
going through, and I loved him for it, albeit 
in the shameful way of an adolescent who 
was seldom comfortable in his own skin. 

my music teacher was a murderer.
Although it does no one any to good to 

as a shrewish woman who mistook her 

things he did not want to hear. Sometimes 

on purpose because this version spares him 

days before the cops showed up; but I know 
this is a lie.

Alan said exactly two things that have 

maiden or two never hurt anybody,” in 
response to my complaint that my mother 

Conan the 
Barbarian

JIM RULAND

“I wanted to know 
‘why’ but settled 
for ‘how’ and got 
a forensics report 
instead.”

LAZY MICK

Carried Away



Catholic. I assumed that all Irish musicians 
were Catholic. He told me he was a secular 
humanist and when he could see that I plainly 

added, “I love my fellow man not because 

loving.” In light of what happened, was Alan 
worth loving?

inches long, but have incredible range. A 
fast reel on a tin whistle will get your feet 
tapping, but a slow air can be devastating.

pretty girls if they wanted to hear a yank play 
the tin whistle. It was usually good for a few 
pence or a cigarette and helped introduce me 
to the local street punks busking for change. 

the now defunct prison in Northern Ireland 
for political prisoners—sat down with us 
and asked to borrow my whistle. He wiped 
the mouthpiece on his pants and played the 

I keep tin whistles around the house. I 

are from Ireland. Some are old and have 

off around the holes. Others have cracked 

but sometimes if I play the songs at different 
speeds (very slow and very fast) I can trick 
myself into thinking I know more than I do.

I put the whistle in my mouth, distribute 
the weight evenly between my teeth and 

instrument and the metal is cool to the touch. 

small but vital part of Alan is alive inside the 
music and it carries me away.

–Jim Ruland
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I’d sit on Grafton Street
and ask pretty girls if they wanted to hear a 

yank play the tin whistle.



A
I’M AGAINST IT

Attention ivory tower academics, readers 
of James Joyce, and assorted intellectual 
miscreants! Avert your glance because what 
follows is a tragic tale of the failure of the very 
educational endeavor itself! A tale so gruesome 

For most people, this might mean 
taking some classes, writing some papers, 
and complaining about exams. However, 
since I seem to have the remarkable ability 

stupid), what follows is not your ordinary 
jaunt through the halls of higher learning. 
Indeed, what follows is what happens when 

den itself and wrestles with the, um, lions.

I needed to take two prerequisites to enroll. 
One was statistics, and the other was “a 

my personal history of failure in both 
endeavors, and decided that the logical 
step would be to take the classes at a.) the 
easiest possible college and b.) the cheapest 

ended up being the same place.

possible biology class. I scanned the choices: 
biology 101, anatomy, biochemistry... As 

I searched, I pictured myself dissecting a 
pig and being unable to properly identify 
the femur, and thus being doomed to a 
grad-school-less world of devastation and 
despair. I continued scrolling down the list, 
sadly envisioning my fate and imagining the 
conversation: “Yes, she worked at a cereal-
themed amusement park. It was funny when 

of myself limping around portraying an 
elderly Lucky the Leprechaun clouded my 
vision, and I could barely continue reading 
through my list of options.

Women! A clearly bullshit class lurking 
amongst non-bullshit classes so as to 

obscure it! Like a pop punk girl hiding in 
the middle of a Crass sing-along basement 
party! A hidden gem in a world full of 
pig femurs! (Note: Do pigs even have 
femurs?) I enrolled quickly and with great 
enthusiasm, envisioning a science class so 
easy even I could pass it.

I should preface this by saying that, as 
perhaps evidenced above, I am a complete and 
total idiot. I am comfortable with my own brand 
of idiocy, which tends to involve the inability 
to locate directions or solve simple math 
problems. But, as I was to learn, there was a 
subtype of stupidity not even I possessed! Yes, 
there are several people who have even more 
tenuous grips on reality than myself!

A girl came in wearing Apple Bottom 
jeans, made famous by some rapper I 

these jeans, because they have apples on 
the back pockets and are super insanely 
tight (punk rock!). I initially felt a certain 

ambiguities lurking in their pink Converse 
shoes! And then she started talking.

In fact, I think the only information she 

had (correctly) deemed that we would 
be able to understand was: Humans 

committed this to memory, I looked up 
and my Apple-Bottomed friend had raised 
her hand. Perhaps she was going to bring 
up a comparison between the muscles of 
Dischord Records bands and the muscles 
of NY Hardcore kids, provoking a lively 
debate of good muscles vs. bad muscles! 
Perhaps she was going to briefly touch 
on the lack of muscles in the power 
pop explosion of the 1970s, and the 
implications this had for Lookout Records 
bands two decades later! I awaited her 
question with eager anticipation. And then 
she asked, “Is it bad to eat mussels then?” 

Stereotypes of Stupidity

SHIFTLESS WHEN IDLE

“Where fetuses 
linger for nine 
months in a pool of 
urine, and mankind 
has lost all hope of 
eating seafood.”

MADDY TIGHT PANTS
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it’s just, well, sad.”

“Yes, she worked at a cereal-themed amusement park. 

It was funny when she was twenty-one,
but now that she’s twenty-eight,



continued, “Because, you know, should you 
really eat your own muscles?” Ack! Ack! 
Ack! I am dumb, but even I understand that 
two things can be pronounced the same, 
and yet, not be the same thing. Sadly, my 

debate this point with the instructor for at 
least
attempts to resolve the issue by writing out 
the two words on the board and noting the 
different spellings.

more honestly, a sort of detente had been 
reached, with neither side willing to attempt 
defeat, we continued. Over the next several 
minutes, I learned that humans are made 

increasingly comfortable with the rigorous 
intellectual level of the class, I started making 
a list of my top ten favorite songs as a way 
to interject some math into the equation! In 
the middle of writing down, “Broken Home 
Broken Heart,” the same girl raised her hand 

sweat was good. And yes, sweat helps us! 
Everyone moved forward a little in their 

came the question: “Is it harmful to wipe off 
sweat?” In this situation, I think the smart 
move on the part of the instructor would be 

Have you been wiping your sweat off for 
all these years?” Sadly, she simply said that 
this, in fact, was irrelevant.

showed a basic slide of female genitalia, and 
was quickly going through the basics. Here 
is the vagina. Here is the urethra. And then, 

come out of different holes?”

I sat at my desk and tried to envision a 
world where these questions made sense. A 
world where humans eat their own bodies 
and showering post-bike ride could have fatal 
implications. A world where pee and periods 
intermingle in some sort of nightmarish 
biological disaster. A frightening, vile world, 
where fetuses linger for nine months in a pool 
of urine, and mankind has lost all hope of 
eating seafood.

While I was busy pondering these grisly 
details, another student announced that she 
accidentally bought an extra textbook and 
needed to sell one. She wrote her number on 

confused, raised her hand and asked, “Is that 
phone number going to be on the test?”

–Maddy

P.S. Please send Replacements mix tapes, candy, 



IIt must be tough being a kid these days. 
What with e-predators on the internet 

stalking their virtual minor butts, pseudo-
celebrities like Nicole Richie permeating 
every media outlet for no good reason, or 
having to admit that the president of our 

latest sports drink and fast food extreme 

Since they were old enough to receive an 

as much as possible in an effort to 

teenager, hormones raging through their 
adolescent bodies every which way and 
trying to make sense of their place in 

many of them are dicks. 

* * * * *

It was a quarter past eight and I was late 

down in a puffy red knit cardigan and 

the block from our house to the bar. After 
cutting through the gas station on the corner 
of SE 39th

and droopy dark shorts trudged behind me. 

step in an exaggerated suburban hustler 
stroll, trying so desperately to emulate 

them hollered in my general direction. 
I turned slightly, furrowed my brow 

and kept moving forward. 
“Oh never mind,” he scoffed. “You old.”

back before rushing into the bar to tell my 
friends about how I just got called out for 
being geriatric. 

Did I miss something? Am I unaware 
of the latest trends in the evolution of the 
modern teenager? Have all their young 
bodies soaked up too much radiation 
from cell phones and lead-tainted toys 

night vision shooting out from their fresh 
eyes and can see all the fine lines on my 
freckled face? Perhaps these young ones 
possess old-lady ESP and can tell just 
from looking at me that I was born before 
the NES was invented and I grew up with 
the 8-bit version of those Italian plumber 

kids know what grammas smell like. 

* * * * *

Leading up to it, it had always been 

twen-ty-five, twen-ty-six.
But now a slight blip slips out when 

out loud makes me weary. Like that ven
is the weight of all those late nights in 
smoky grey bars nursing just one more 
beer, bloating my belly and the bags under 
my eyes. 

about aging because I feel like a perpetual 
nineteen-year-old obsessed with crushing 

adult responsibilities. Even as time passes 

day, there have only been a few occasions 

with high school kids or suggesting that 
they keep their pants on when they discuss 

lucky to not be afflicted with a case of 
the crabby-oldies or arthritis (yet). I can 
still sweat it out, smile and dance until the 
band has strummed its last chord. When 
my chest aches with a faint tenderness, 

from waiting for the next Reigning Sound 

stability or settling down. 
When mom was my age, she was still 

a fairly new immigrant with three kids to 
watch after in a foreign country where 

nothing of the culture. But me, well, I 

houseplants. She was responsible for three 

getting giddy over boys and thinking up 
stories to write. 

know that when the kids talk about “all 

clumped in that group. Little do they 
know that on my twenty-seventh birthday 
I received a gift of a mix tape from a boy: 
clearly a move that has its deep roots in 
teenagedom. It was an actual cassette tape 
with ninety minutes of some of the best 

new mix tape.

* * * * *

I spent my birthday as any self-
respecting twenty-seven-year-old kid 
would: I went to a show and let all my 
friends buy me beer. We jiggled and 

getting home before curfew or doing 
homework. Another advantage about being 
of age is being able to drink outside of your 
backyard. I was all kinds of inebriated, to 
the point where I may have said and done 
things that my age-addled memory does 
not recall, like the following, retold to me 
by Keith. 

As we waited at the bar, I gyrated 
against Keith and asked, “You got a 
boner?” 

“No…” he replied. 

AMY ADOYZIE

“When my chest 
aches... it’s not 

excitement from 
waiting for the next 
Reigning Sound record.”
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MONSTER OF FUN

TWENTY-SEVEN CANDLES 
I AM, INDEED, YOUNGER THAN REV. 

NØRB AND SHALL HENCEFORTH 
REFRAIN FROM WRITING COLUMNS 

ABOUT AGING BECAUSE THAT DUDE 
IS WAY OLD.

Or



stick it in me.” 

near passed out in the bar bathroom while Adam stroked my 
head as I rested in his care against the toilet I just puked 

safe in the passenger seat. I reciprocated by not vomiting 
in her car. Instead, I let go the second we pulled into the 
driveway. 

considering how old I am.

–Amy Adoyzie

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Yes, your favorite pøwer pøp pøliceman, Rev. Nørb, 
had recently broached the topic of being an old dude in 
issue #40 (coincidentally, not just the issue number, but 
also the number of years in which the Reverend has been 

cheese. In my defense, I decided on writing about being a 

As an apology for unknowingly aping his latest subject 
matter, I offer an open letter. 

First and foremost, I must admit that I do not own any 
Boris the Sprinkler records nor have I ever seen your band 
perform. During the Boris heyday in the mid 1990s, I was 

associated with Dr. Frank. However, I did see you in live 

daytime television over summer vacation. Jenny Jones was 
hosting another episode of her riveting talk show about 

bright studio lights. I can recall, as vividly as one can 
remember a scene they saw on a television set more than ten 
years ago, you stumbling onstage with your antler helmet 

two things: 1) Are pop-punkers allowed to wear shorts 
that tight? 2) How do I get on that show to talk about my 

somewhere in between Love Is Dead and Revenge Is Sweet, 
and So Are You.) 

Aside from sharing that golden televised moment, 

columns, disregard for paragraph breaks and periodically 

like me to write about nonsense. 

Fondly,
Amy

Ill
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I’M AGAINST IT

For me, the magic of punk music started 
some twenty-odd years ago when some 

and we marveled in the new freedoms we 
found there. Not being a musician myself, I 

and all the other bands that shot off of that. 

at the head desk of what was once Visual 
Discrimination, I called back without haste. I 
was invited to what was dubbed as a “Visual 
Discrimination Punk Reunion.” 

As with any reunion, I found it bittersweet: 
the fact that we all had survived was sweet; 
on the downside, we were just getting old. 

Banks—who we feel really could care less 

set the thing up, Steve, whom I admire for 
putting up with us and is always there, Jeff 
.Z, who I was with the night he got the boot, 
were all in attendance. R. D., the replacement 
drummer showed late, and then there were 
the rest of us who latched on to this band for 

fun to see and chat it up with these guys. It is 

some of the destructive habits some of us 

without some memento of V.D., but I think 

except the negatives of the pictures the night 
he jumped up while singing and came down 
with pieces of a light bulb stuck in his head, 
blood running down his face. Probably some 
of the best and most punk rock photos I had 

fun looking back and sharing with others. 

I was told that there would be one of 
these every year. If that happens, great. I 
hope we can get Big Frank and Banks to 

be okay, too. So, in ending, I just want to tell 
all of those guys thanks for the friendships, 
the shows, the drinking, and the best twenty-

BIG FUCKING DEAL #1

the point in writing a month-long diary and 

were comical events that happen each day, 
I could see that, but I rode to work on my 
bike, smoked pot, and drank beer gives me 
nothing. Now if you rode the bike into a bus 

pot and it was put out with beer, you have 
something. I will give points for drinking 
Pabst Blue Ribbon, but I have to also take 

must say, in closing, this is personal stuff 
Entertainment Tonight.

Portland, OR 97213)

I REALLY STEPPED IN IT 
THIS TIME #6
By Brian Dubin, $?

diary, but is funny and the crap this guy does 

old crappy job? I felt so at one with the writer 

rumor about his sexcapades is a riot. It feels 

to pick up a hottie while leaning on a pinball 
table. Ah, the rotten smell of the seventies! 
So get out there and really step in it. (Brian 
Dubin, 3019 St. Paul St., Apt 2f, Baltimore, 

CRAMHOLE#1
By Billups Allen, $?

found it in the pages of Cramhole
know how this guy found the parallel to 
some of my own experiences, but he has, and 

being a chastised old punker is summed up 
perfectly, along with the feelings toward the 

made me laugh out loud to a point where 
my dogs came running in to see what was 

guest is perfectly annoying, and to some 

main characters allowed her so much slack, 

Cramhole is truly my rough diamond. You 

have to get your hands on it. (Billups Allen, 

FUN TIME COMIX #7
By multiple artists, $2.00 U.S.
Fun Time Comix is just a little to jived for 

www.buddhafart.com)

THE HIC-UP #1
By multiple artists, free
Punk rock in a free comic, how great is that? 

including my favorite: bowling ball head and 

Dew. If this little dude stays the course, 

quantities. I must say this is better than Fun
Time Comix
hotmail.com)

MAYFLIES & 
SLIDE GUITARS

but as the room darkened, the poems became 

hardships in life is hard to conquer, yet they 
are eased into submission with the words 

part is that, so far, every book including this 

pot really the drug that makes writers lucid? 
Anyway, this book starts with some strange 
discussion over eggs and toast—and maybe 
I was mentally blocking—but it really made 

needs to be read, perhaps, in a drunken or 
high state of being to get the full effect, but it 

th

edsdeadbody.com)

SQUEEZE MY HORN

“It’s a short story 
about conjoined 
twins who hate each 
other—and are about 
to duel to the death.”

GARY HORNBERGER

Pieces of Light Bulb
Stuck in His Head



OUT OF ORDER COMIX
$3.00 U.S.

It looks like ZZZ it was drawn by ZZZZ a 
seven year old. Once again, I hate to be harsh, 

Sorry. (Out Of Order, PO Box 72775, Davis, 
CA 95617, www.outoforderrecords.com)

THE EYE HAND OF 
THE CAROLINAS

hate each other—and are about to duel to 
the death—when a sharply dressed eye hand 
ascends from the depths of the bog and stares 
the brothers into submission. I know it seems 
wacky, but it is actually pretty fricken cool. 

(www.ognerstump.com)

XXX SCUMBAG PARTY
Volume 2 of the 
Collected Angry Youth Comix
By Johnny Ryan, $18.95 U.S.
I have so many of the Angry Youth Comix

reader, you enjoy shit, fuck, and dick humor, 
then this is the comic for you. Every panel 

are usually pimple-faced, diseased-ridden, 

7563 Lake City Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115, 
wwwfantagraphics.com)

–Gary Hornberger
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As with any
reunion,
I found it ,
bittersweet:

the
fact
that we 
all
had
survived 

was
 sweet;

on the downside,
we were just 
getting old.

Illustration By Ryan Gelatin
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I’M AGAINST IT

(Commentary by Francis Funyuns)
[Edited by Dr. Sicnarf]

pretty much exists outside of most punk 

crush references, or what Harry Potter book 

FLOCK CARES?! One should probably leave 

like Spin or Maxim
myself in a lab rat situation where I feel I 
must
be it balls or ass. 

So, a few years back I started cooking at 

this erect wang of a peninsula called Door 

back window at the phone booth which hosted 

(also seen on the back of a Crucifucks album! 

the kitchen to keep us slop slingers happy. 

overjoyed at such technological hijinx. I, 
however, remain steadfastly skeptical. Were 
it not for this job, I would have no exposure 
to such luxury.

R&B channel called Soul Street, which I still 

old-school punk, folk-americana, all kinds 
of hip hop, or whatever else you might 

really stomach was one called Fred, which 
is labeled as “classic alternative,” a phrase 
which makes me want to shit on the face of 
whoever would say such a thing seriously. 
I found it a pleasant shock to hear the 

away from anything resembling KROQ). 

thrown into the mix, not to mention a DJ who 

Well, I gave up trying to make my 
coworkers listen to the old guy channel. 

the modern alternative poop chute called 
Ethel

track, a Ramones song here and there, and 

Once again, they are a few rainbow trout in a 

Now I am painfully exposed to such artists as 
Sublime, 311, Incubus, Korn, and System Of 
A Down. At the very least, it makes me feel 
like demanding a raise for having such audio 
feces spackled into my ears. Balls or ass?

is turned off is during the holiest time of 
every week during Packer season. As far as 

knees giving extended toothless blowjobs to 

tired of such follies, Bob Uecker gets sloppy 
seconds. Just yesterday I was preparing the 

fourth quarter comeback, squarshing the San 
Diego Chargers thirty-one to twenty-four! 
Such victorious kitchen solidarity cheers 
were soon followed by some “song” by a 

rare beef tenderloin only to have it yanked 
away and replaced by a graying, half-eaten 

One of my coworkers commented on 
how cool it is that people all over the country 
can now listen to the exact same channel 
of whichever type of music. I call that 

big on the west coast might not even appear 

Radio is poised to turn this country into one 

(Okay, Rhythm Chicken. Now that you got 

some new ruckus! – F.F.)

I start badmouthing it, eh? – Dr.S]

Sooooooooo, one of my best friends was 

Kveldulfr, Ph.D. since the third or fourth 

to be part of his wedding to take place in 

fateful cruise! 

Food and cocktails are real cheap
And da’ water ain’t dat deep
Trow your troubles on a heap
Day just don’t matter
You’ll be sorry when it’s done
Cuz you’re havin’ so much fun
When you go across the lake
ON DA’ BADGER!

(along with “Dutch Pile”) for the entire four-
hour voyage, accompanied with healthy 
portions of beer from the portside lounge! In 

were “interstate men of leisure!”

mentioned to my fellow traveler, “I heard 
this state likes to fuck!” We drove the three 

the wedding party properly sauced at a local 

party in the parking lot with pilfered pitchers 
of local brew, soon followed by front yard 

makes me drunk. 
Saturday morning, Ruckus and I were 

shaken awake early and touted to the 

Interstate
RHYTHM CHICKEN

“As we stepped onto 
Michigan soil, I 
mentioned to my 
fellow traveler, “I 
heard this state likes 
to fuck!” 

THE DINGHOLE REPORTS

Men of 
Leisure



Old Styles. We had to get a good schnook 
on before the strip clubs opened at noon! 
After a visit at the HobNob and the Portage 
skatepark, we made our way to the wedding 
rehearsal and dinner, soon followed by a 
full night of imbibement at the Kraftbrau 

ended at an after-hours strip club where 
Kveldulfr was pulled on stage for bachelor 
lapdance orgy action. He instantly pulled 
off his shirt and whipped both hands into the 
air “touchdown style.” No stripper would go 
near him till he put his shirt back on! I love 

was on the shore of Indian Lake, soon 
followed by a party-barge pontoon boat 
ride full of champagne and cheap beer! 

extensive consumption of fermentables. 
Kveldulfr insisted that all the men partake 
in a shot of gin (tavern squad tradition!). 

favorites while the groom and I pogoed about 
in merriment. I ended my best man toast by 

up to something quite chaotic!

(Is this a wedding album or a ruckus 
report? - F.F.)

would advise getting to the ruckus. – Dr.S.]

celebration was drawing to a close when 

get the Chickenkit. We set it up on the corner 

observed, somewhat confused. I mounted 
the age-old trap and pulled on the stinky 

pounding out yet another dose of wedding 

performances where you could actually tell 
how much alcohol the Chicken had consumed 

lasted for one “song,” furious and stunning 

simply beside themselves in disbelief! I love 

chicken rock, I lifted both wings skyward to 

claims that I sort of “melted” and slithered out 
of my throne while kicking the drums around. 

before I took off all my clothes and walked 
around naked before jumping into Indian Lake. 

to make a fool of yourself. – Dr.S.]

So, to get back to the question of the day, 

painful tourist seasons of exposure to this 
new network, I can say with utmost certainty 

ASS… and even likes rubbing its nose on the 

will be heard in every kitchen!

lucky couples this issue: Kveldulfr and 

newlyweds! CLUCK! CLUCK! CLUCK! 

–Rhythm Chicken
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It wasn’t long before I took off all my clothes
and walked around naked before jumping into Indian Lake.
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I’M AGAINST IT

Richie Ramone vs. the Ramones lawsuit may 
have very well taken a turn for the worse 
as the sticky court litigation goes on. Or it 

speaking of Richard Reinhardt, the third 
Ramones drummer from 1983-87 who beat 
the skins on three of their studio records. 

well as with the Ramones). 
Richie did a bang-up job during his stretch 

with the brothers Ramone, but I gotta admit that 

had nothing but respect for his chops in the 

they had behind the kit. Because of this—it 
was kinda funny—soon after Richie left the 

he was a golf caddie somewhere down in 

up somewhere else, drumming for some other 
established band down the line. Hey, go ahead 
and laugh if it was true about him becoming a 
golf caddie, butthole, but weirder things have 

steps down. Lest we forget the time that Dee 
Dee Ramone was actually trying to get an 

from some shit-smeared, naked ape? Fore! 
Anyway, something else has recently surfaced 
concerning our past Ramone named Richie.

royalties for his songs sold over the Internet. 
His songs, you ask? Yep, Richie actually wrote 

as a Ramone: “Humankind” from the 1984 Too 
Tough to Die LP, “Somebody Put Something 

Animal Boy LP, 

from the 1987 Halfway to Sanity LP. Richie 
also penned a couple of songs that ended up 
as b-sides on a pair of U.K. singles from two 

of the above-mentioned LP sessions: “Smash 

bunch of online music stores, including Wal-

further (and this one made me really scratch 

Ramone on his sue list, as Johnny was always 

John alive and kicking today, just to see the 
stone-cold, evil look on his face of having to 
deal with this court battle. And anyone who 
knew Johnny knows he had a certain menacing 
look that could kill you twice before your body 

goes to print). In this current lawsuit, Richie 
claimed that there was never any agreement 
to sell his songs digitally, and that he had not 
fully signed over the rights to the songs he 
had written. He also wants an injunction to 
prevent the future digital distribution of his 
work without his personal consent.

gone after his former band for claiming what 

accusing the Ramones of shortchanging him 

been put on hold while the two sides tried to 
work out a settlement, but the discussions at 

have been thrown down on the ice, so to speak, 

“Uh-oh!” canned studio track here). 

quoted in the most recent news on the matter: 
“Richie has never gotten the recognition 
creatively, and certainly economically, for 
being a mainstay for the Ramones during 
what was probably not their most visible 

the duplication, distribution, performance, or 
other exploitation of the compositions in any 

Richie was a Ramone, the fact was that he 

never made nearly as much as the other band 
members on tours or even got a decent cut 

more and more as the time went on. It came 
to a head one night immediately after a show, 
when he got offstage, walked straight outside 
to where a limo was waiting, and drove off 
to never be seen again for many years. Soon 
after, no one even knew where he moved to 
or where to contact him. His accruing pile of 
royalty checks literally sat for over a decade, 

steadfast road manager (also known as 

Sanders went on to explain that even 
though Reinhardt only wrote six songs when 
he was with the band, he also performed on 
more than thirty Ramones tracks and that 
Richie had recently composed a “drum-
prominent arrangement of a West Side Story
medley” that was performed by the Pasadena 
Pops here in L.A., with formal approval of the 

musician,” says Sanders, adding that Richie 
has settled out in Scottsdale, AZ, where 
he makes his living as a session musician. 
Someone in public made the not-so-jokingly 

a very punk rock way to handle the matter. 

the people who support you, either.”
isn’t punk to not pay 

those you owe. But, come on, $900,000? 
Nearly a cool million? And for digital sales? 

cassettes, or CDs themselves were never 

upon their debut in the market from 1976 
through now (one of the main reasons that 
radio treated them like the plague, but what 

as I know, none of their releases even went 
platinum (marking one million units sold). 

went gold (marking 500,000 units sold) was 
Ramones Mania, a thirty-song retrospective 

you pay anywhere from ninety-nine cents 
a song to roughly ten bucks for a record. 

Anything Nice” is for sale online somewhere 

I’M AGAINST IT
DESIGNATED DALE

“Let’s see, carrying 
golf clubs, or 
dodging poo from 
some shit-smeared, 
naked ape?”

KarmaRamones
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songs that can be purchased for download. 
And, remember, “Smash You” was only 
available on that vinyl U.K. single until it 
was included on the re-mastered, re-release 
CD of Too Tough to Die 
Were there that many downloads purchased 
of the other three LP-inclusive tunes that 

but based on the past record sales of those 

movie music scorer used the Ramones classic 

in
the soundtrack for some inane, over-hyped, 

take a honest (and I stress the word honest,
Richie) look at the big picture, maybe he did
have a balance of cash-ola coming to him for 
the 400-500 Ramones gigs he played, as well 
as a fair cut of the merch for his duration in 
the band. But, even if he does have it coming, 
notice I said, “did.” “Did” is past tense, 
like “should have,” as in “Richie should 
have straightened all of this shit out in the 

beginning stages after he joined the band.”
Do I feel for the guy? Absolutely, but only for 
what is truly rightfully his. 

If the deaths of Joey, Dee Dee, or Johnny 
have taught anyone related to that band 
anything, I hope Richie will do the right thing 
and settle for what he honestly deserves. 

a bitch.     

–Designated Dale

Illustration by Steve Larder
www.stevelarder.co.uk

It came to 
one night immediately

when he got offstage, walked straight 
outside to where a limo was waiting...

a head 
after a show,
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I’M AGAINST IT
WHO ARE YOU?

Nardwuar: Who are you?
Davey:
Nardwuar: From?
Davey: From AFI.
Nardwuar: And Davey, who do you have 
beside you?
Davey: 
Nardwuar: 
British Columbia, Canada. And now I 

the importance of this place right here 

Davey: 
you should bring that up. We were talking 

and we used to play music there a lot. AFI 

I think.
Nardwuar: Do you remember the exact date?
Davey: 
Nardwuar: 
in here [Points to 924 Gilman book]
Davey: 

that Rancid played, very last minute, and 
they called us up and said that they were 
playing a show and just to come down and 
check it out. So all the band came to the 
show, but in between bands, we jumped up 

time we performed on that stage. Later, we 

great bands.
Nardwuar: 

Jade:

getting crushed.
Nardwuar: You guys also have the attendance 

Davey: 
I think the last time we played there we took 

It became, like Jade said, it became so 
uncomfortable for everybody involved that 

Nardwuar: 

Davey: Yeah, they played. It was the 
Adeline show, right? We were talking about 

up on stage during an Adeline Records party 
that they were having there.
Nardwuar: 

always get its due, does it?
Davey: 
years ago everybody kind of knew what 

still going strong.
Nardwuar: 

and the banana?
Davey: We were just talking about 

Nardwuar: Can you explain about that, 
Davey Havok of AFI?
Davey: I was there for the banana thing, but 
it was right before the banana event where 

1991. And I was outside, and this girl with 
bright blue hair and matching blue-and-
white striped tights—and I had a thing for 
blue hair—was standing on the corner. And 

she walked right up to me and just started 
talking to me and said I was cute. I almost 

are playing again. Actually, right before we 

Nardwuar: I thought she died!
Davey: Yeah, unfortunately, she did, but I 

very strange.
Nardwuar: 
tradition!
Jade: Yes… I remember a guy named 
Jeremy Spew that works security there 

and brought...
Davey: Not a dumpster. He dug it up.
Jade: Oh! I heard it was in a dumpster.
Davey: No.
Nardwuar: 

baby and then somebody brought a baby to 
the actual club.
Davey: 
Lint. It was Brett [Reed], who found it 
while they were practicing in there, and 
Jeremy—which he talks about candidly in 
some of his spoken-word, which is very 

friends a few nights prior. Um, they were 
not in their right frame of mind. And they 
dug up a very old baby out of a graveyard, 

know what to do with it, so they hid it in 

where bands used to practice. If you 
worked there, you could practice on one of 
the weekends during the day. We used to 

Jade: 
Davey: 
Street. Brett found it in the sound booth.
Nardwuar:
Davey: Yeah, AF... I. 
Nardwuar: And the 924 Gilman book! It 
has it all in there.
Davey: 
lot of great bands! You know, I mean we saw 

“It was right before 
the banana event 
where Marian 
fornicated with a 
banana on stage.”

vs.Nardwuar
the Human AServiette FI
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Filth. You know, all sorts of different scenes. 

of different genres of music would sell out 

Crypt pack it…
Nardwuar: 
Davey: 

Nardwuar: 

Davey: Yes! Exactly [laughs]. Very, very 
well said.
Nardwuar: One band I really loved and 

Davey: Ahhh, interesting. I was trying to 
think of this band. 
Nardwuar: Who turned into the Hi-Fives!
Davey: 

Nardwuar: Yes, they did, exactly! I 

wondered about the connections between 

there are some.
Jade: 

Nardwuar: 

Davey: Al Sobrante later was in, or earlier, 

Nardwuar: And, of course, you had some 
releases on...
Davey: Adeline Records, who is owned by 

Nardwuar: And John here [pointing to 

band Sweet Baby.
Davey: Sweet Baby, right, okay. So Sweet 

connection to Sweet Baby?
Nardwuar: I just thought they were 
hugely influential.
Jade: 
started out as. 

Davey:

Jade: 
Street. A sweet dead baby.
Davey: Sweet Baby was called Sweet Baby 
Jesus prior to being called Sweet Baby, 

Salinas,” which is near where AFI is from.
Nardwuar: 
Redemption 87 was in the Hi-Fives, who 

a great drummer!
Jade: 
Davey: 

Agents as well, right now.
Nardwuar: And the guy from Inside Out 
too, right?
Davey: 

Nardwuar: What can you guys tell me 
about this? Can you clear this up? Rage 

straight edge band called Inside Out?

Illustration by Maynard





Davey: No. Uh, as you know. I know you 
know the answer to this question...
Nardwuar: 
Davey: [laughs] Really? Do you not?
Nardwuar: 
some connection though.
Davey: Well, Zack De La Rocha was a singer 
of a straight edge hardcore band called Inside 

who played guitar in Inside Out and was also 

with Zack, Inside Out, who are a straight edge 
hardcore band on Revelation Records. And 

Nardwuar: 

Davey: 

urban, if you will.
Nardwuar: And you hung out on the steps 

Davey: 

Jade: 
Davey: Yes.
Jade: Ah, okay.
Davey: 
and we used to sit around on these steps, 
which are not the steps. If you go to 
Berkley and you were to talk about “the 
steps,” they are steps prior to these which 
are actually on the B.C. Berkeley campus, 
where everybody used to hang out. But 
then we moved to our own steps, which 

Jade: 
Davey: Yeah, that is some deep knowledge. 
We used to just sit there and, uh, sit there.
Nardwuar: Did you guys ever live in a 
frat house?
Davey: 
living in that frat house. I actually lived in 
two frat houses. 
Nardwuar: Were you in a frat house at 
that time?
Jade: Yes, it was no longer a frat house, it 
was really just a kind of squat house, but a 

of lived in the same house.
Nardwuar: 
you guys coming back from the shows, tip-
toeing back through the frat house.
Davey: No, both frat houses that I lived in and 
the frat house that we lived in together, there 
were no frat boys during our stay there until the 

squat, but there were like, twenty-two, twenty-
four people living in this one house and it was 

communal living and it was disgusting and 

got reinstated and frat boys started moving 

there, but as soon as anybody moved out, they 
moved in frat boys.
Jade: All of a sudden, we were in an active 
frat, and it was a total bum-out.
Davey: It was awful. It was cool, though. 
Well, one cool thing about it was that the—

of the frat or whatever, was gay. And he 
was secretly gay and he and his boyfriend 
used to have sex in the showers. Like, in the 
communal showers, and the rest of the frat 

Nardwuar: Winding up here, AFI. I would 
like to ask you about the last time we talked. 

time we talked in 2003.
Jade: Was it 2003?
Davey: We spoke... we spoke here?
Nardwuar: On tape.
Davey: Oh! Okay.
Nardwuar: 
tape, you told the people, Davey, you said, 

Davey: 
Nardwuar: So, did people listen? Do people 

Jade: 

Davey: Very rarely!
Nardwuar: 

grab my balls,” in regards to an incident that 
happened in Edmonton, Alberta.
Davey: 
after that... but that was not actually my 
balls, it was the other matter of, uh...
Jade: At least, you know, get permission.
Davey: 
you permission.
Nardwuar: Did it help though? Did it help 
at all?
Davey: Yes, I guess it did.
Nardwuar: 
announcement a few years ago did help.
Davey: It did, yes, thank you.
Nardwuar: Have you guys heard about a 
book called My War: Killing Time in Iraq,

Davey: Absolutely.
Jade: 
weeks ago. 
Nardwuar: 

written an interesting book!
Jade: He was a hardcore kid from the Bay 
area and he went to Iraq and, yeah, he wrote 
a book about it.
Davey: Nick 13 and I were just talking about 
this the other day. We were looking for an 
article in Details

The 
Insubordinator back when we used to go to 

interview AFI and a bunch of other bands all 

contrary to the outlook. It was a very, very p.c. 
time in Berkeley and in the scene, and very, 
very extreme in retaliation to the conservatism 

most of the scene and it was great. We loved it 
for it because it was funny and people would 
just freak out over it. It was a good time.
Nardwuar:  Have you been asked to play 

coming to gigs and stuff? 
Jade: 
actually played for the troops. 
Davey: 

sure is absolute hell.
Nardwuar: People should check out that 
book, though.
Davey: Yes, people should check out 

Nardwuar: And the 924 Gilman book as well!
Davey: Which does have a connection, 

have connections!
Nardwuar: 

Davey: Well, AFI existed before, but...
Nardwuar: We can go that far, right Jade?
Jade: 
Davey: 
accurate.
Nardwuar: Well, thanks so much AFI. 
Anything else you want to add to the people 
out there at all?
Davey: 
Jade: 

Nardwuar: No more ball grabbing.
Davey: Oh, yes. Keep ball grabbing at a 
minimum, thank you very much.
Nardwuar: Come back in three years and 
see what happens. Well, thanks so much 
AFI. Keep on rocking in the free world and 
doot doola doot doo...
Davey and Jade: Doot doot!

To hear this interview visit 
www.nardwuar.com 
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LAZY MICK
I’M AGAINST IT

in western Pennsylvania feeling like I was 

trail itself was paved over an old commuter 
railroad line that started in the Pennsylvania 
town called Indiana and ended in Blairsville. 
Little reminders of the old days still ran along 

away from my shadow, a buck paused on the 
trail before racing down to a creek to drink. 

coal mines and iron furnaces and the young 

America: the wastewater treatment plant; the 

power plant below the scoreboard; the actual 

the freeway that ran sometimes dangerously 
close to the trail; the iPod I had plugged into 
my ears, blasting the Descendents. As I crossed 

billboard through the trees. It showed a picture 

You, on the other hand, if you have a cell 

on the brain, probably knew right away what 
the sign said. You are one up on me. I was a 
mile down the Hoodlebug, thinking about 
something entirely different when suddenly 
Don’t Text and Drive popped into my head. 
Perhaps because this revelation hit me right in 
the middle of the song “Hateful Notebook” in 

Century America, my brain started reeling.
Earlier this past summer, I read a book 

called Orality and Literacy by Walter Ong. 

with all the details, but what you need to 
know about it is that Ong discusses the ability 
to write and read as a technology—which it 

Ong says that in cultures that have never 
been exposed to reading or writing, thought 
patterns are completely different. Cultural 

a few thousand words. People living in oral 
culture are no less intelligent than people 
living in a literate one, but they do think 
differently. Writing and reading changed the 
way people think. For one thing, when we are 
able to write, we can literally take thoughts 
out of our heads and store them somewhere 

hungry for guacamole. Instead, I can just write 

a shopping list and put avocados, jalapeno 
peppers, garlic salt, tomatoes, tortilla chips, 

those items until I get to the store and read my 
list. In the meantime, my mind will be free 
to wonder about things like the Descendents 
song “Hateful Notebook.”

Descendents album, Everything Sucks. In short, 

her notebook and the narrator of the song wants 

the narrator wants to read

assimilates the information into your thought 
processes, changing exactly what is written into 
your vague conception of what is written. When 
you read it, though, you know exactly what is 
written, exactly the thoughts that she had in the 

way that she wanted to express them with all the 
complexity, innuendo, and nuance she used. He 
can go back and read and read that notebook and 

to a better understanding of what they say. And 

reading and writing: meaning grows as you 
continue to reread. Even the simplest diary will 
become more complex, more elucidating the 
more you read it. Words and sentences carry a 
lot more information than we usually give them 
credit for.

In a way, that works in oral cultures, too. 

The Iliad, the meaning 
grew with every recitation. In their minds, it 
probably started out as a war story, morphed 
into a gay love story, and eventually became 

from me listening to that Descendents album 
a hundred times and singing along to all the 

words until the meanings grew and grew 
and eventually led me to thinking way too 
hard about it while I rode the Hoodlebug and 
creating a whole scenario about this sad little 
goth girl and her black and white composition 
notebook, using a nubby pencil to write all 

too-skinny dude with his horn-rimmed glasses 

insatiable longing.
But I have time to think about these all of 

these ridiculous things. Why? Because I come 
from a literate culture that allows me to take 
most of my thoughts and store them on paper 
somewhere, or allows me to borrow or access 
thoughts that other people put on paper so that 
I could use them when I want to.

And since I had this time, I used it to 

drive.” What does it really mean?

SEAN CARSWELL

“I kept trying to 

A MONKEY TO RIDE THE DOG

Hoodlebugging

The Iliad started out as a war story, 

morphed into a gay love story, and

eventually became the law of the land.



One of the things that Ong talks about is 
the turning point of literacy. Originally, people 
used writing just as a way of counting money or 

over there, look at the picture of the olive on 
the side of it. Want to know how much money 
you got for those olives, count the number of 
vertical lines you drew on that piece of bark. 
From there, the circles and lines got more 

what really changed everything was the vowel. 

be read the same way by everyone. Where one 
person sees an olive, another sees and orange. 

don’t, another person reads it as donut. What 

vowel. Put a vowel in a word and anyone can 
learn to read fairly accurately. And once anyone 
can read, everyone is able to take thoughts out 
of their heads and store those thoughts in a 

them up if you need to. Free up your mind to 
invent new stuff to maybe make life easier.

everything we have in this culture of ours—
from bicycles to baseball games to train 
tracks to blacktop paved over train tracks to 
nuclear power plants to iPods to aging punk 
rock bands—can be traced back to one single 
technology: the vowel. And now we send text 

even matter.

long rant to say that text messaging sucks. I 

message. Hell, it usually takes me anywhere 
between a week and forever just to answer 

around with some little machine that lets 
people send little vowelless messages about 

bike and listen to the Descendents.

like there was a time when I was very happy 

technology. I was listening to an iPod while I 

as good as it does when I play it on vinyl, but 

a bike with a record player on the handlebars. 

than the steel that they used to smelt in those 
huge old furnaces that still dot the western 
Pennsylvania landscape. Even when I type this, 

its own problems, (what with all the changes it 

can hardly even type “teh” anymore without the 
program changing it to “the.” You can hardly 
type Hoodlebug without a red squiggly line 

than the old Smith Corona word processor that 

shit out of the electronic typewriter I used to 
write essays in high school.

grew up from typewriter to word processor 

technology changes our way of thinking. When 
I used to write on a typewriter or use a pencil 
(like my imaginary Hateful Notebook girl), I 
really thought about what I wanted to say before 
writing it down. I mean, I really thought about 

until computers got cheap enough for me to be 
able to afford one and I started to use Word that 
my method of writing really changed. Now, I 
write as a think. I type sixty words a minute. I 
keep about forty of them. I use the backspace 

incidentally, does not get a squiggly line under it 
when you type it in Word), it was at that moment 

and laptops are. When the railroad tracks are 

paved over to make a bike path or when the clear-
cut forests grow back everywhere but where the 
nuclear power plant is, those are just changes to 
the way we get around or the way we get energy. 

just a different thing for me, a guy who lives in 

that is all around us and perpetual and part of the 

my bike and the power plant, may be unique to 

of creation and destruction that have surrounded 

But that little computer chip that was sitting on 
my hip, mainlining punk rock tunes into my 
ears, or the computer chip that connects careless 
drivers passing out essentially meaningless and 
vowelless messages to one another, and that 
chip in the laptop that helps me to write this all 
represent something much larger than a change 

in the way that we think, a change bigger than 

came up with the vowel. And, goddamn, none of 
us knows where this is going to take us.

–Sean Carswell

Illustration by Brad Beshaw
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follow his radical changes in music. I doubted 
what he had said about folk back in tenth 
grade and then, senior year, when he got 
into punk rock, I doubted him again. I had 
never heard punk, but I dismissed it anyway. 
I had good reason to hate punk rock. Since 
ditching
listened to both kinds of good music: arena 
rock and progressive rock. Some people 

will cite bands like Kansas and Styx. Never 
trust anyone who cites Kansas or Styx as 
exemplars. Aside from a couple of surface 

similarities—both camps believed in the 
intrinsic value of bass solos and gatefold 
double album sets—arena rock and prog rock 

competing philosophies that formed a two-
party system with a shared message: rock 
music was a spectator sport. 

Arena rock bands made it clear that I 

wrote mindless odes to having a good time 
relentlessly pandering to the lowest common 

1982 album Special Forces, which featured 

their typesetting bill or they wanted to show 

merchandise sales and gate receipts, that the 

but how best to accommodate the fan unable 
to read? Cowbells. Copious amounts of 
cowbells, clonking out the quarter notes, 
insuring that anyone, regardless of literacy 

gods treated their fans like cattle, herding 
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is before “boogie down” developed a disco 
connotation at which point the industry 

bravado—pasty, scrawny guys wearing 

with bouquets of chest hair creeping out, 
slinging guitars with two, three, or six necks. 

fans that the life of an arena rocker was far 
removed from ours, anything but pedestrian. 
Like when Eric Clapton used the inner 
sleeve of his Slowhand album to parade his 

lyrics about getting high and getting laid 
were also part and parcel of the lifestyle. 
Not you, the listener, having sex—there 
was nothing participatory about the arena 
rock experience—but the guys in the band 
scoring with the ladies, typically referred 

basement, alone or with your equally hard up 
buddies. As a fan your job was to root for the 
guys in Bad Company or Foghat to get laid. 

lot of good times listening to my arena rock 
records. Until I started paying attention to 

Railroad were kidding when they sang 

feel compelled to pose nude for the album 
cover? And Journey, were they auditioning 
for National Lampoon when they wrote the 
song “Hustler”:

“I get beside women all men 
desire

Crazy with passion I’ll never 
be tired

Money’s no good to me 
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‘cause lovin’s my game
I don’t need no trouble and I’ll 

show you no pain
I move like a lover, so silent and 

swift
Screamin’ women love me, just 

can’t resist
I can’t be bought, your payoff’s 

no good
So lock up your women, like you 

know you should”

I think .38 Special spoke for many in 
I

ain’t no messiah/But I’m close enough for 
rock’n’roll

believed too much of their hype. I think 

Nothin’s 
gonna help you more than rock’n’roll”) 
and they showed us on their record covers, 

cover depicted the band escaping from an 

across the universe in the Starcruiser Boston. 

of outer space—we gotta break free
second album showed the Starcruiser 
Boston preparing to land in the valley of a 

the surface for squares who might impede 

imagined intergalactic outpost would be a 
place where the band and a select few—hot 
mammas, dope dealers, maybe a guitar tech 
or two—could safely rock out, pilgrims 
for the modern age, without the mess of 
persecution or convictions or hardships. As 
a fan, all I could do was hope to be among 

those who ascended into the heavens with 
Boston before earth met its demise. 

Progressive rock bands agreed that rock 
music was a spectator sport, but they varied 
the message: you lack the talent to do what 

mystical lyrics about knights and damsels. 

with interludes and played in the most 
unconventional time signatures possible. 

much as operate them, twiddling and 

NASA technicians as they launched the 
most cumbersome compositions, eight-
minute songs mere preludes to suites that 
consumed entire album sides and were 
broken into movements noted with Roman 
numerals—the song listings reminded me 
of outlines for high school history papers. 
Prog rockers were to be taken seriously and 
I loved them for it, the more complicated 
their songs the better.

No more grounded than their arena rock 
brethren, prog rock bands were stranger. 

laid, but I assumed that there was at least 
one guy in the band who would stay up late 
at night studying The Tibetan Book of the 
Dead or setting Beowulf
was the same guy, usually the lead singer or 

his recitation of Hobbit history that turned 
on the groupies. (“Gather round, ladies, for 
I’ve a tale to tell, a tale from the Red Book, 
a tale of Bandobras Took, son of Isengrim 

able to ride a horse!”)
Prog rock bands wanted to enlighten 

audiences with long-winded concept 
albums. A noble goal perhaps, but their 

that most of their fans were mere mortals, 

prog rockers offered their version of 
Cliffs Notes, attempting to provide clarity. 

the intricacies of The Lamb Lies Down on 
Broadway. Yes used their liner notes to 
connect the dots between their exploration 
of Shastric scripture and the legendary Tales 
from Topographic Oceans, one movement 
broken into four parts and spread across four 
sides of vinyl, including this pithy nugget 

Dawn of light between a silence 
and sold sources/Chased amid fusions of 
wonder in moments hardly seen forgotten/
Coloured in pastures of chance dancing 
leaves cast spells of challenge/Amused 

whole.” (Which sounds more like William 
Shatner every time I read it.) Was this really 
progress from the days of “Maybellene, 
why can’t you be true” or merely a clumsy 

Tarkus
ELP included a set of illustrations to guide 
listeners through the labyrinth-like tale of 
Tarkus
eruption spewing forth an enormous egg, 
which cracks and yields the title character 
who is half armadillo and half Sherman tank. 

are revealed, standing over its smoldering 

mecha-pterodactyl, half dinosaur, half B-
52 bomber, descends from the clouds. Is 

mecha-pterodactyl is soon dead, followed 
by the next causality, a submarine with long 



is the dreaded manticore, a lion with 
the face of a gorilla and a metallic 

illustrations come to a close we 

waves gently lapping at his treads. 

accounts for, most of the songs 
on side one, which ends with an 
instrumental called “Aquatarkus.” 

the ultimate terrestrial killing 

marine world for further mayhem. 
Having conquered land and 

Destruction? A warm embrace to 
fend off the nagging notion that 
we spin randomly in a godless 
universe? Did he choose to kill or 
was he programmed that way? Did 

As with arena rock, prog 
rock, ultimately, was an empty 
experience that left me with 

I could not relate to pre-historic 
armadillo tanks any more than I 
could imagine escaping via the 
Starcruiser Boston. It was time to 
borrow some records from Leon.



The Politics of Concrete

or cops, so going to large political protests has never been high on my 
priorities. Yet, I consider myself politically active and informed. 

Years back, Sean Carswell and I interviewed the historian 
Howard Zinn, author of A People’s History of the United States. Zinn 

equally be a writer, collecting the stories of the disenfranchised and 
threading them together into a varied banner of dissent. 

locally. I have a lot of pride for where I live, Highland Park, Northeast 

in-a-bar sense. I wanted to attempt to improve it in a civic way.

many a three-hour session of bouncing a rubber ball against the other 

made in my neighborhood. 

something that would improve, if even by a small degree, the quality 

as real as concrete.

Geography Lesson

Los Angeles is like the fall of Rome, but instead of lead pipes, 

was a skatepark proposed two blocks away from my apartment. 

highly regarded skatepark builders in the U.S.—danced in my head 
like dual concrete snake runs.

the most populous county in the United States—over ten million 

terms of skateparks. In February of 2004, it had one marginal concrete 

meeting in the local middle school classrooms across the street. 

“Does Highland Park want a skatepark?” It seemed like a rhetorical 

that there are over one hundred skaters, most of whom have never 

hostile throughout the morning. When something was said they agreed 
to, they wagged their decks over their heads. Otherwise, they largely 



before. Basically, they acted how kids usually behave 

Lull Them Asleep
City Technique #1

Recreation and Parks, Department of Engineering, Council 

move in a herd or in small groups, but very rarely alone.

considered dangerous should spend a morning with 

proposal process because, deep in their hearts when it may 
hit close to their property values, skateboarding equates 

bangers. (Drug use was repeatedly cited as the reason 
why there could never be a bowl at the skatepark. Way 
too easy to rip some bingers down there, out of sight from 
the cops.)

do with skating. In the meetings to come, there were often 
weird curveballs in an attempt to bro down with the kids. 

Near the end, there was a question-and-answer session. A well-meaning 
lady suggested art projects at the skatepark: “A place for kids to take apart their 
boards and paint their decks!” 

who skated.
I signed up to be on the “community design committee” list that was passed 

was mostly playacting, a tick in a column on a spreadsheet: “Community wants 
skatepark!”

It ended with a homeless guy yelling about wanting restrooms in the park. 

If You Think Someone Has No Pull, Treat Them as You 
Would the Mildly Retarded, Then Blank Face
City Techniques #2 and #3

slow, and speaking another language.

concrete (picture a parking lot), plop metal and wood structures on top. Voilá. 

“Moving Forward” Means Ignoring the Question
City Technique #4

I raised my hand. “What about a purely concrete park with transition and 
bowls? I think…”

I was stopped cold by a lady who reminded me of a mean-ass, robotic 

forward.”

are these jokers and why do they want to steal the park away from the kids?” It 

from them. Fair enough.

community against the Ambassador and me, insinuating that we were pros, had a 
vested interest, and worked for a competing skatepark company. (None of which 

grind.”) Apparently, Cho-bot had a hard time conceiving that people could be 

reap any “community” points. 

conclusion, and that I was wasting their time.

until the Skate Summit, the City had openly resisted the idea of a skatepark at 
every juncture. 

take them in consideration, too,” said Cho-bot out of seemingly nowhere.
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“Who?” Rick asked, neck tightening.

replied Cho-bot.
Rosa Rivas, another community member in attendance, had 

collected the signatures of each and every home and business owner 
with a sightline to the park. Before signing, she took them through 
what the skatepark would mean for the community as a whole and 
what to expect of the new visitors to their neighborhood. Each and 

copy of that list on their clipboard.

only ones….”

named or answer direct questions, have as much weight in the balance 
idea of it?

and a man was busy writing something about anger management on 

makers of the modular skateparks to see if they were willing to meet 
directly with the community in a week or two.

there were going to be no direct answers to any of our questions.

Dude, Don’t Be an Asshole
The First Smart Thing for a Skater to Do

talking about. I loaded up my information ammo belt. I researched 
and brushed up on the difference between concrete vs. modular 

made diagrams that explained what I was talking about, and made a 
thick, informative packet with stuff like, “In the United States today, 
there are a million more skateboarders than baseball players.”

I also went on the attack against the proposed skatepark builder. 
Animal House enough times to understand that the best 

way to get anything stupid, inspired, and against-all-odds done is to 

Highland Park.

green (i-hacked.com), but there are also government and corporate 
documents there. And, as it turned out, Spohn Ranch was its own 

closed-for-repairs-after-two-years, looks-like-a-prison-yard in 
Lincoln Heights four miles away. We winced at the parking lot of 
jank in Sunland with wood extensions nailed on. We photographed 
all the splits, breaks, blisters, and holes in their material, Skatelite, 

determined riders.” Not just complainers, we photographed concrete 

Duarte—and explained why and how they worked. In the packet, 
we pressed that a skatepark respected by skaters and the community 
could be made with the money available.

Know the Difference between Dickery and Bravery
The Second Smart Thing for a Skater to Do

Know the difference between just being a dick and being 

ask if I could hand out packets, I just did. I had to calculate my impact. 

I let the modular playground equipment representatives of Spohn 

a fancy brochure about how modularity provides skaters with an 

around!” (A good response to this is always, “How about one good 

wanted to tap the action sports market, they came to us.” We let it slide 
that it makes no sense for a traveling circus of skaters to have fresh 
concrete poured at every stop on their circuit, since most of those 
things are in stadiums and parking lots. 

Shaking my DIY packet and not waiting to be called on after 



the community should have real input into the 
design process.”

responded as she simultaneously gave me the “talk 
to the hand” gesture while tucking the packet into 

without consulting the community.

enough of a splinter of doubt into the community 

some nearby concrete parks. We were hoping to 
make that splinter a wedge.

Vaguely Answer Specific Questions
City Technique #5

It was there, visiting nearby concrete parks, when these pearls dropped from the 

“See. Concrete has cracks, too!”

to vertical.) If all you know is curbs, sidewalks, and a rail dragged out into the middle 
of the street, the answer to: “How do you like transition compared to a stair set?” has 
already been answered by the question. 

No-Bid Contracts and Monopolies Are Dangerous
It’s a Problem in Government, Both Local and Federal

signed on as the manufacturer of the skatepark, were the only skatepark manufacturing 
representatives at both the design meetings and the short tour of two concrete skateparks. 
Digging deeper, we also found out that Spohn Ranch was not only a division of a 

L.A. and crap out the prefab parks in their wake in the name of “building communities.” 
Spohn Ranch thought they had it all sewn up. 

Befriend Senior Citizens
The Third Smart Thing for a Skater to Do

professors, and local business people genuinely interested that the kids get a quality place 
for recreation, feeling like they were living in the neglected shadow of communities like 

supportive of the Ambassador and me after we educated them about concrete skateparks. 
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owner of Spohn Ranch, offered to give us his home address so we could drive over there and 
punch him in the face. 

the type of park to make, to designing the park, to actually building it correctly—it felt like 

transparency. Solely to place a bid 
thinly veiled cronyism, and ignorance to deal with. With one tenth of the effort and headache, 

Purkiss-Rose—widely known in skating circles as Darth Vader of skatepark designers—was 
to design the park… and the landscaping... and the kiddie area. 

stair sets in front of the school instead of sitting though the noise, drainage, and environmental 
impact studies that started off the meeting. 

On paper, it sounds great: have the kids design their own park.
Purkiss-Rose design guy:
Fifty kids drew out their skate visions on the butcher paper provided. Some ideas were 

solid, but the impact of video games became apparent.
Purkiss-Rose design guy:
Kid:
Purkiss-Rose design guy:
Awesome. Not possible—but awesome.

diagrams and ideas shot back and forth between me and Thrasher

little disconcerting. El Beardo—one of the 

the advancements—attended the meeting 

minds had been made up, that we could 

the large decisions at every stage of the 
skatepark were done without—or even in 

important,” but on the back of the sign 

better than nothing.” And their sign was 
becoming more and more transparent.

Ask Professionals 
“You Get Paid for That?”
The Second Community 
Concrete Design Meeting

Let me point out here that everyone on 

was a volunteer and spent over several 
hundred hours apiece staying on top of the 
situation throughout this entire process. 

On the other side, Purkiss-Rose, 
a “design” company was paid tens of 
thousands of dollars to come up with a 

Kudos for including a kidney bowl 
(think of a skatable pool without water: 
very fun). But they put a fence around it. 
Inside of a park that had a fence around it. 
Such a horrible idea. One, great, it feels 

from one area to another, making the 
park “feel” much smaller than its square 
footage. Weirdly, the selling point for the 
bowl by pro skater and Purkiss-Rose crony 
Frank Hirata was that it had a nautical 

a lifesaver.” Jesus, dude, I thought. Where 
are your priorities?

Purkiss-Rose also introduced an 

pavilion. Instead of the traditional stepped 
tiers, they inverted the design, resulting in 
something that looked quite like a shallow 
toilet bowl. It was obvious to me that this 
feature would serve little more than a crash-

from opposite directions—and not aware of 
one another—could end up in the center at 
the same time. No bueno.

Oh, I objected… how in the samhill was 
that even skatable, not to mention any good?

Perfect the Quiet Art 
of Tapping Out
The Fourth Smart Thing for a Skater to Do

When you get really fucking pissed at 
these meetings in public, use the buddy 
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not both worked up at the same 

a simple system. If one of us was 
getting a little red, stammering, 
or on the verge of losing our shit, 
all we needed was a tap on the 

stop, and collect ourselves.

ahead of us. It learned from its 
mistakes by making sure that, in 
subsequent community meetings, 
the only way a member of the 
general public could become a 
“speaker” at the meeting was 

prior to the 
meeting and then be restricted to 
two minutes. 

Understand the 
Following Diagram: This 
Is My Thumb. This Is My 
Colleague’s Ass.
City Technique #6

I went to too many meetings. I 
went to meetings about meetings. 
It was during this grey time where 
more things broke loose, bit by 
painful bit.

Costs to make anything in 

main culprit blamed was China. 

losing end of that brilliant trade 

City showed us a blueprint, the 
cost of concrete and rebar kept 
shooting up. Los Angeles is a 
great place to live if you never 
have to pee or shit. Current price 
for a public bathroom in Los 
Angeles—nothing fancy, mind 

for security lights. $2,000 for a 
plaque (and the plaque holder) so 

purse strings, $110,000 for the 
guard shack, and the list goes on.

coalition attended an “emergency” 
mid-afternoon design meeting 

and on their schedule—only to 

to show up. When he was called by 
his staff and put on speaker phone, 
we discovered that he was in 

offered to “pull over and look at the 

about the skatepark design at that 
moment (which still featured the 

disaster waiting to happen. Bad 
design.” His foundation donated 
$1,000 to the skatepark.

that it was the direct result of the advocating of the skate park coalition and its supporters. He gave us a 
pat on the back.

And then… nothing. 

divisions—was in upheaval. Our councilman, Antonio Villaraigosa (who, in our direct dealings with 

Placing Boulders in the Field of Dreams
When Landscaping Whispers “Fuck You”





city plopped a bunch of boulders in such a manner that a nice, wide 

mow around and get tagged all the time.

It was during this darkening time where, I said, many times, 

service.

Eight months later, I got a call from one of the community 

was that the project was shifted into the Department of Engineering 

already “had words” with dude in charge of its construction.
Me:

there drains in it?” 
Robert: “Drains are in that park.”
Me:
Robert: No answer.
Robert has since landed a promotion and advanced to another 

City job. Bravo.

so many times that they could have built it any one of ten ways, 
depending on the date of the blueprints they were holding. No design 
was on display the day of the ground breaking ceremony.

think it would in L.A. California Skateparks started construction, and 
after concrete had been poured, we were invited to have a look-see. 

cut down to as big as the funds on hand. But, they made the bowl to 
spec. Peeling back the burlap over the curing concrete revealed a nice 

an improvement on the kidney shape—six feet deep in the shallow 
and nine feet in the deep, terra cotta tile, with six inches of vert and 

After the concrete cured, it was instantly getting carved. 
I kept on visiting the park, walking around it, thinking of what it 

looked like in my mind versus what I was seeing, still expecting it to 
disappear like a dream.

When I was up the street, getting beer and soymilk, the checkout 
woman, who knows I skate asked, “Did you hear what happened to 
the park yesterday?”

crews left overnight and were arrested by the cops while jousting them 

are bored. As I walked back home, I stopped by the park, just to look 
at it. Someone had taken a paint roller and tagged the entire length 

enough to stop people from skating.

Weeks passed and everything in a twenty-yard radius of the park 
got mercilessly tagged.

Look Like You Know What You’re Doing 
A Good Life Lesson

Passing by the unopened skatepark, I struck up a conversation 

with a guy who asked me not to walk over the landscaping.
“When is it scheduled to open?” I asked, remarking on the 

the concrete a nice sheen.
“Who are you?” he asked.

or so.”
An hour later, I walked right in the middle of a group of obvious 

bureaucrats (they were admiring the new plaque; probably looking for 
their names) and asked, “Still on? Can we skate it?”

wheels clicking over tile, the bureaucratic rodeo became a distant memory. 

“Better than I can skate it.”

taken a lot worse.

A week later was the grand opening ribbon-cutting ceremony. 

anxious for a chance to skate.
It was nice that the Highland Park Skatepark Coalition got its due 

community involvement are raised so high and wagged so vigorously 
by the same bureaucrats who consistently insulted and ignored the 
coalition, only to grudgingly accept—through constant badgering and 

help the entire community of Highland Park.
A stampede of kids tore up the landscaping between the time the 

ribbon was cut and an attempt was made to enforce the mandatory 
helmet rule. Every inch of the park got christened by urethane 

fallen skaters.
Finally, the second largest city in America, Los Angeles, got its 

third cement skatepark. (Another one, Belvedere, opened in East L.A. 

some long dream.

part of a group that prevented skaters from getting the bare minimum. 
I feel good that, in some small, but real, way that I had some say in the 

bowl. Some kid will start skating tomorrow and never stop. 

enough, can positively change the environments in which they live; 
can stick their heads into the toothy political maw of one of the most 
frustrating bureaucracies ever created, and achieve a modest, but very 
real goal. 

***

members, Heinrich Keifer, Nancy Wyatt, Rosa Rivas, Rick and 

construction workers).
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rom the American plains of the 1870s to the Philippines of the early 1900s to the Cold War-era 
conflicts in Vietnam, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Colombia, military terror against civilian 
populations has been the central feature of American counterinsurgency. 

 The Freedom  

hristian Parenti is an important writer. His well-researched and supported critiques of the prison-
industrial complex (Lockdown America), unlawful surveillance (The Soft Cage), and the immoral 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan (The Freedom, various articles for The Nation) are the types of 

Rather than support repressive orthodoxies, Parenti challenges them—starting with his 1999 book 
Lockdown America
hard facts and relentless logic to counteract decades of modern prison propaganda, Parenti uncov-
ers what “hard on crime” really means by focusing in on whom it affects (people of color and 
those living in destitution), who supports it, and why they support it. 

The Soft Cage, Christian provides an eye-opening expose of tracking and surveillance 
in the U.S. Starting with slavery and ending in the present, Parenti unveils how nefarious indi-
viduals and groups have treaded upon our supposed right to privacy guaranteed under the Fourth 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

The Freedom

many do not believe in (or understand), Iraqi civilians living in squalor and fear, and even the re-

The Freedom
The Freedom is impossible 

to put down. 

Christian Parenti does not take on pleasant subject matter. Prison, surveillance, and war are 
depressing (especially if your country is being bombed). What makes Parenti such an enjoyable 

the belief that we should, and could, live in a better world. 

INTERVIEW by RYAN LEACH
LAYOUT by KEITH ROSSON
ILLUSTRATIONS by KEITH ROSSON 
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or early twenties that you were really 

Christian: Yeah. It was only in my late 
teens when I was approaching things with 

dyslexic and writing has always been 
really hard, so I did not write a lot in high 

until I was twenty or twenty-one—when 
I had done those radio internships—that 
I had started writing. And I did it so as to 
learn how to write. As a child, my teachers 
would say, “Oh! He writes well, but he 
cannot spell.” 
Ryan: Yeah. I just recently read a book—I 
teach second grade—by a guy named 

He was talking about how he was dissuaded 
from a very early age from writing, that 
there was no prospect for him to write. It 

story reminds me a little of yours. 
Christian:

Ryan:
was looking for Foucault at the library—

book, Lockdown America. I pulled it out 

of “Democracy Now!”) speaks highly 
of your work. So I thought, “Hey, this is 

the preface to the book, you write about 
getting harassed by an undercover cop. 
Christian: Just sort of mistaken identity. 
Ryan: I know you are keenly aware of 
what was going on in terms of police 
brutality. Did that event set you in motion 
to write the book? 
Christian:
instrumental. I just thought it was a 
colorful way to start the book. I became 

interested in criminal justice when I started 
writing because of three things: the crack 
epidemic, the war on drugs, and the L.A. 
riots—all those things combined in the late 

L.A. riots. 
Doing Central America solidarity work in 

San Francisco, we would talk about the police 
and our mode. Our interpretation of what was 
happening was drawn from our experiences in 
Central America and our studying of Central 
America. But that was really inadequate. Seeing 
police operations against (United States) gangs—
trying to see this in terms of state repression in 

resistance by progressive forces against class 
exploitation and state violence is totally different 
than the state cracking down on criminal and 

have a proper analysis to really understand 
and explain what in the hell was going on in 
American cities, so I started looking into these 
questions of police repression. 

published was after several years of doing 

wrote an article for Z Magazine. It was about 
DeWayne Holmes, who had really started the 

framed by the L.A.P.D., with possible help from 

group Students for a Democratic Society, 
teacher at University of California, Irvine), 
Jerry Brown (former governor of California 

(California Democratic Congresswoman 
[1991-present], co-sponsor of the House 
resolution to impeach Dick Cheney) all spoke 

still given seven years for a ten dollar robbery 

Ryan:

Chomsky talks about writing at an early 
age about fascism in Europe. What were 
some of your early writings? I imagine 
your father had a big impact on you. 
Christian:

War and the wars in Central America were 

did was on those issues. I did an internship 
at KPFA (KPFA is a listener-sponsored radio 
station located in Berkeley, California. KPFA 
broadcasts to the San Francisco Bay Area) 

become a journalist: in college. Yeah, I was 

in high school, where I became politically 
aware in an adult way and politically active, 
to some extent. I traveled down to Central 
America—to Nicaragua and El Salvador and 

war reporting was in El Salvador. I visited 

group formed in 1980 to end oppression in 
El Salvador; now a major political party). 

was with them, doing documentary work. 

of 1991 when they had declared a unilateral 

right to respond to government aggression, 
but they were no longer launching offensive 
operations. I went back there two years later 
after the peace process and did a series of 

my start in politics and political writing.
Ryan:



precedents that would follow, whether you 
were a Republican or a Democrat running 

Christian: His rhetoric won.
Ryan: 

Heron song and listening to Fred Hampton 
speak. I have some clips of him. In one, 
Hampton says, “I might not be here. I might 

to me. He said that before the Pentagon 

people—these dissident voices—were 

think of many of the issues you present or 
what Hampton and Heron knew about. 
Christian: One point I make in Lockdown 
America was that this criminal justice 
buildup, though I saw it as illegitimate, was 
in response to a real crisis. First, to a political 

of massive economic dislocation caused by 
Reaganomics. So the right wing wins the 

economic offensive—cutting wages, cutting 
regulation, cutting taxes to the rich—lead to 
an explosion in poverty and a degradation of 
crucial public institutions such as schools and 

out of the idea of the right wing wanting 

frame up for a guy who was involved in 
bringing peace to South Central. 
Ryan: Reminiscent of Fred Hampton 
sans the murder: a situation of collusion 
between the federal government and a 

Christian:
into Lockdown America. And then I started 
reporting a lot on that: the question of criminal 
justice and state violence in the U.S. I would 

out, move furniture, and then go travel in 
Central America, freelance as a journalist. 

dissertation in college on policing and the 

school and got a Ph.D. at the London School 

trying to work out through this descriptive 
reportage, and my undergraduate thesis, I 
continued working on. I wrote a similar thesis 
in graduate school and, at the same time, 
wrote down Lockdown America. It was about 
an eight year process, trying to understand the 
very evident changes in everyday politics in 
my own country: the explosion of criminal 

was pouring money into policing.
Ryan:
Lockdown America. You write about Nixon 
starting all these bureaus and groups. 
Christian:
Assistance Administration) was his thing. 
Ryan: And you also talk about RICO 

in depth you go with the subject, going all 
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to crack down on people for the sake of 
cracking down on people; it was a desire 
to protect the theme park core of American 
cities as they were redeveloped. It was also 
a form of theatre to kind of punish and 

criminal to the rest of the society.
Ryan: Yeah, and in The Soft Cage you go 
back to the Wobblies. Something I found 

about our labor history. You talk about the 

documentary on Julius and Ethel Rosenberg 
where someone said, “You thought 

Party was at its peak. And it seemed like 
government had to respond. Chomsky and 
Howard Zinn, among many others, stated in 

government crackdowns—you had J. Edgar 
Hoover and union busting. It seemed like in 

about in Lockdown America, to get rid of 

appalling of how you can go from a couple 
hundred thousand people in prison to where 

in prison. 
Christian: Yeah. In jail and prison. (Jails 

prisoners with sentences of one year or 
less or suspects accused of a crime [who, if 
convicted in a trial and sentenced to serve 
more than a year in a correctional facility, 
will likely be sent to a state prison]. State 
prisons are correctional facilities housing 
convicts for various crimes and sentences. 

people checking in with the court system. 
Sometimes those arrangements can be 
pretty innocuous, but sometimes people 

under a very intense judicial regulation 

Ryan: And like you wrote, parole is 

sentence. One thing I found atrocious is 

had grown so exponentially. 
Christian:

so expensive. Private prisons have tried 

populations, like immigrants. In that regard, 
we think of private prisons as precursors to 

of oppression as the driving cause of the 
projects of oppression. Capitalism and white 
supremacy need criminal justice to reproduce 
themselves. If parts of that criminal justice 
system can be done by private corporations 
making money from the public trust, great. If 

still has to be done as a public service. So too 
with the war in Iraq. I see most of those private 
interests in criminal justice and in warfare 
as parasitic but not driving the policy—not 

a much greater sense. 
Ryan: 
can see where that would be a misguided 
approach. Why that hit me so hard was the 
notion that we live in a society that could 
even think about, let alone implement, 

designed for rehabilitation. 
Christian: Oh, I know. I remember distinctly 

school reading the New York Times, which I 

of prisons in France. We were blown 
away that a system based on violence and 

obviously was an invitation for incredible 

getting paid to keep prisoners behind bars, 

them go if they behaved well, rehabilitated 
themselves, whatever?      

Ryan: And you talk about libraries being 
shut down—whether that occurs in private 
or public prisons—in order to cut corners. 
Prisoners need reading material. Obviously, 
some prisoners have been wrongly accused. 

a lot of hard-hitting facts in your book, but 
that notion hit me hard: the principal of 

people like 
you or me, Christian, but the government 
and investors.
Christian: Our society.
Ryan: Yeah. How our society can even 

farmland out in the middle of nowhere and 
build a private prison on it.” 
Christian: It involves strange coalitions. 
When you really dig into the history of 
how prisons are cited and developed—
both public and private—you see that there 
are broad coalitions of layered economic 

are lobbying to get prisons into their area 
to create jobs; the ecology of legislation 
around these things.
Ryan: In The Soft Cage you talk about 

there was such huge opposition to any kind 
of tracking system in the United States, 
starting with the Social Security Card. Can 

people look at their Social Security Card as 
a perk from the New Deal, but more as an 

Christian:
end of World War I there was a push to 
create

as we know it had developed: an ID with a 

there was a system called Bertillonage, 
which were oblong body measurements. 

and photographs. Certain groups wanted to 
create a national ID. J. Edgar Hoover was 
a key player in pushing for this even before 



the creation of the FBI. And there were 
forces supporting this right wing political 
movement: certain business interests, 

people were continually defeated in their 
efforts to create a national ID number because 
Americans opposed the idea of allowing the 

forces could never get it through congress. 

One of the main concerns about the 
creation of Social Security would be: 
“What would the uses of this number be?” 

Social Security Number for anything other 
than paying Social Security taxes. Industry 
and a coalition that supported a national 

number and were continually defeated. 

insurance industries held a conference where 
they admitted defeat in the legislative arena 
and they decided to legislate de facto on 
their own. And they said, “Okay, what has to 
happen is that the major banks have to insist 
that customers use their Social Security 
number as it were a national ID number. And 
that creates the culture—the bureaucratic, 

what surrounds the Social Security number. 
It serves as a de facto ID number. All of your 
various records are linked to it and through 

have to have a credit card to begin with. You 

Ryan: Exactly. You pull that quote (from 
the coalition vying for use of the Social 
Security card as a de facto ID number) 

Christian: 
heartening and depressing, to some extent 
because we have an example of people—
through the democratic process—defeating 
elites who sought to impose a national ID 

see the power of de facto legislation by the 

private sector ultimately winning the day.  
Ryan: As I was reading The Soft Cage,
certain parts reminded me of the French 
philosopher Jacques Ellul, particularly 
his works The Technological Society and 
Propaganda. Ellul more or less stated that 

control technology, technology controls 
society. If I understand his ideas correctly, 
he stated that we are going down a fatalistic 
road where the advance of technology is the 
objective and things like questioning the 
status quo and the humanities inevitably fall 
by the wayside. I think what he was really 
asking was “Are we really progressing?” 
Christian

how social relations become embedded 
within technology. Social relations produce 
technology, but then those social relations are 
also embedded in the technology. So what 

set of social relations that are fundamentally 
about violence and dominating people as 

the social relationships that then produce 

embedded in the technology. And what 

hammer nails with it or grow food with it. 
You can only kill with it. 

states that social relations are not completely 
victim to the political dynamics embedded 

then try to control technology with regulation. 
I think, sometimes, people on the far left 

But there has to be an answer to the whole 

in the book is that there has to be legislation. 

not invasive weeds that spread on their own 
accord. Sometimes people take too cynical of 

rich and the powerful are so corrupt that they 

frequently ignore the laws. But even when 
laws are ignored and frequently violated, it 

of behavior. I would not take a fatalistic view 
of technology. 

Ryan: And I can see that—not having 
such a pessimistic view. Reading some of 

No Logo) work, 
she talks about corporations coming in and 
the fact that there will always be people 

overstepped your bounds there.” And 

carry with me. 
Christian:

overstepped your bounds.” Preferably, 
what we want is very mainstream 
resistance. Regular people saying, “No, 

important work—it has to be a democratic 

the hands of small groups of ideology-

of what everybody does in a democratic 

by just voting. I mean by participating…
Ryan:
Christian: Yeah, and on an everyday level. 
Ryan: Which I ultimately think is much more 

Christian: Voting is important to do. 

way. Voting is not the end all be all. And 
people can sometimes get so down on 

should vote, especially on the local level. 
Real change can be made on that level. 
Ryan:
I have my own grievances with voting and 
that stems from the Vietnam War, which 
my dad was involved in. But getting back 

memoirs that—although he said in public 

on him in regards to the Vietnam War. 
Christian: Right. He lied. He said he was 

major marches and he was really calling for 
continual crowd estimates, asking the police to 
keep him abreast of what the estimates were.
Ryan:
book, The Freedom
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Christian:
easy read. 
Ryan: I read it in two days. You dedicate the 
book to the people of Iraq, which I think is a 
great thing. As I said earlier, my dad served 

Something he has stated was that the people of 
Vietnam—especially the villagers—paid the 

times, but Vietnamese villagers never escaped 
it. It was on the ground they walked on. 
Christian:
rates of exotic cancers—certain types of 
liver cancer—that are found nowhere else. 
Ryan: And no reparations were paid to 

the major casualties of war: the civilian 

quoted on the back of your book: “Every 
war produces a couple of iconic books: 
Dispatches did Vietnam; The Freedom does 
Iraq.” I agree with him. But you have to keep 
in mind that Dispatches
years after the war ended, four years after the 
U.S. left Vietnam. I really appreciate the fact 
that you got this out while the war was still 
going, where it will have the most effect. 
Christian:
was very important to me. 
Ryan: In your opinion, what can the Iraqi 
people expect from their new government? 
Do you feel it will follow a traditional U.S. 
client state paradigm?
Christian:
that the government of Iraq is not a puppet 

in there saying, “Hey, we want to have an 

this, or because of that…”
Ryan: Similar to the fabled Vietnam elections. 
Christian: Yes. And it was the Shiite 

of the population and were not treated well 

parties—which are all bitter rivals of 
one another—they united on this issue of 

As a result of that, the Bush Administration 

fraud, but more or less the elections were 
democratic. And what they produced was 

how I see the Iraqi government now. 

other than a long process of that war burning 
out. I think when the U.S. leaves, which it 
will, there will be a lot of bloodshed; but there 
already is a lot of bloodshed. Ultimately, the 
various religious communities have to come 
together and create some sort of modus 

to be more to this civil war before there is 
any sort of reconciliation.            
Ryan: 
you say the complete failure of that country 

Christian: I would say the reason we hear 
little about Afghanistan is because the 
Bush Administration has used Afghanistan 
as a stepping stone to Iraq. Basically, the 
Rosetta Stone for understanding the rule 

Administration was presented with a very real 
situation calling for some sort of response with 
the attacks of 9-11. Which were done by Al-
Qaeda, which really does exist. Some people 
on the left want to deny the existence of Al-
Qaeda; some even want to deny the events of 

days, on the western frontiers of Pakistan 
along the Afghan borders, on the sort of 
Northeast of Afghanistan. But at the time of 





9-11, Al-Qaeda was, in fact, very close with 

had very stripped-down institutions of state. 

or legislative branch, that sort of stuff. Al-

And they did attack the U.S. and killed 3,000 

some sort of response. Bush then uses that 
ability to respond to go after Iraq. 

He wants to go after Iraq because it has 

Union—which is now an economy of 400 
million people—and the major economies of 

Eastern oil. China and India are growing 
incredibly fast; at almost ten percent per year. 

they are increasingly dependent on imported 

other poles of the world economy, it behooves 
the U.S. political class to try and project power 

guarantees the security of the fuel supplies 

for the rest of the world so that the rest of the 
world is beholden to the U.S. and will not 
challenge U.S. power. 

they had talked about on the record in 

As soon as they take power in January of 
2001, they are discussing regime change 

lights of the Bush Administration had been 
writing openly about the need for regime 
change in Iraq and why it was necessary 

proactive. So then 9-11 happens and the 
Bush Administration uses Afghanistan as 

with too few troops. After the invasion, I 

the Republicans in Congress actually 
forgot to appropriate any money for 

caught that and appropriated 300 million.
Ryan: Unbelievable.
Christian:
you need to know about what the Bush 
administration thinks of Afghanistan. 

was no Al-Qaeda in Iraq. Afghanistan is 
an utterly corrupt, hopeless mess. I think 

administration was to get to Iraq and the 
media followed. 
Ryan: What do you see in the future for 
Afghanistan?
Christian: I think Afghanistan will be 
kept on life support with international aide 

over the next three years there will be a 
withdrawal from Iraq and that crisis will 
spread; and that there will be increased 
discussion about Afghanistan. But for the 

southern half of the country, and the Afghan 
government will be an ineffective, totally 

International money will be pumped into 

will not help the people. In a nutshell, the 
future of Afghanistan is ongoing guerilla 
warfare for probably decades.
Ryan: What are you working on now?
Christian:

it yet. It should be out in 2009. If people 
are interested in my articles, I have a 
website up  which has a listing of all my 
recent works. 

christianparenti.com
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They’re so simple and it makes no real sense why they still exist. Vinyl records are the 
lifeblood of DIY punk because it’s almost impossible to make money off of them. Records 
aren’t convenient. They’re fragile. You’ve got to sit and listen to antiquated plastic spinning 

fact, vinyl records have lasted longer than every format that’s come along to replace them. 
And—although there are debates back and forth about what’s king—they sound fuckin’ great 
decades later.

The reasons I’ve cited for vinyl circle right back into The Future Virgins: what doesn’t make 
sense on the surface, really makes perfect sense when it’s banging back and forth in a groove. 
Treated right, DIY punk continues to outlast every outcropping of punk which got its wrists broken 
from swinging from that brass ring—from riot grrrl to grunge to emo to ska-punk. Why? Even 
if DIY punk sells really well, the best it can hope for is breaking even to get the next record out. 
Okay, that and an ice cream sandwich, a pizza, and a twelve pack if you’re lucky, but little more. 

The Future Virgins have two 7”s out. Ten songs. That’s it. Both are well worth your time 
tracking down. I try my best to not play the same sides over and over again (the grooves get 
heated up and your records will wear out faster), but it’s hard not to do. It’s another simple test 
of music, wanting to steal it right from the air as it’s playing and believe you’re living inside of it. 
It’s a corny and romantic way of listening to music, to believe that it transforms, that it takes you 
somewhere else that you want to be. That feeling’s supposed to end somewhere around twenty-
three, when real life bruises your idealism with unpaid bills and uninsured injuries. Music’s just 
entertainment, right?

Hell yeah, I’m rooting for the unglossed underdogs. I understand when band members have 
to work full-time shit jobs to support their music habit. I fully get the concept of barely scraping 
by but looking for the next thing to create. I understand that in America, if you’re poor and alive, 
you’re obscure. I understand records which sound like melodic explosions recorded in a house on 
the edge of collapse. You can only really count on your friends and family; the rest is roulette.

If you’ve dug the anxious, melody-laced heartbeats of Sexy, The Horrible Odds, ADD/C, and 
The Jack Palance Band—bands that these guys were or are involved with—The Future Virgins 
are an easy recommendation. For those of you who haven’t, you’re just as lucky. There’s an 
entire world of easily accessible, all-too-easily-overlooked music out there, just ripe for you to 
pluck, and I can’t suggest highly enough that you buy the vinyl whenever you can. 

It’ll last longer, both the music and the format.
    This interview was a group effort. Todd Taylor wrote the intro and prepped the questions. 
Buddah conducted the interview at JJ’s Bohemia, a mom and pop bar downstairs from 
Revolution Sound, Mike Pack’s recording studio in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Russ Van Cleave 
and Scott Laval of The Tim Version shared their stories.
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Ashley Krey: vocals, guitar
Mike Pack: bass, vocals 

Cole Champion: drums
Billy Joe Johnson: vocals, guitar
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Buddah: Ashley, how often do you make 
the trip up to Chattanooga? 
Ashley: 

hundred mile drive.
Mike: Nine times. 
Buddah: How do you know someone 
is Chattanooga and not just some weird 
poser?… well yeah. 
Billy Joe: 

Cole: 
employed almost every punk in Chattanooga. 

Buddah: With all that band activity why, 
Future Virgins? What scratch does it itch? 
Ashley:
Mike:
[laughter], so I feel like maybe I can keep 

the witch” is to give it all you got, “make it 
coco,” if you will.)
Billy Joe: 
Chattanooga who are willing to play working 
class music with you. [laughs]
Cole:
Mike:
this master (tape). 
Buddah: Ashley and Billy, a lot of people 

Billy Joe: 
home in the middle of tour. 
Ashley:
California several years ago. 
Billy Joe: 
seeded shit. 
Ashley:
talking about. 

Billy Joe: I was the laidback guy. 
Ashley:
pretty tough on everyone, going on a three-
week tour in a Nissan pickup, with two people 
in front and one in the jump seat. Other bands 
have gone through worse, though.
Cole:
back of the truck. 
Ashley: It was a Rosa Parks situation. 
Buddah: Drummers deserve that… Billy 

Mike:
handsome.
Billy: 23rd is a grimy street by the state line. 

Cole:
Buddah: 
been called… 
Billy Joe: 
the only dude who gets on the internet. 
Buddah: 
Cole:
“Can I come over to your house, Cole, and 

Buddah: …“Cole might give you his last dollar 
and then do a little dance.” Please explain. 
Cole:

Buddah: It depends? 
Cole:
decide whether or not I wanna give money. 
Billy Joe: So you play god? 
Buddah: Cole, according to The McKenzie 
Banner you received a Hope Scholarship for 
$1,250. What did you get the scholarship for? Did 
you buy any drum equipment with the money? 
Cole:

Buddah:
think about death a lot? 

photo by Rob Stephen
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SEXY BATHROOM STORY

It’s a question that’s been asked several times for the past couple of years. “What happened 
to a bathroom in San Diego that got trashed by someone in Ye Ole Buttfuck?” The question 
was deferred to Buddah, since he was Ye Ole Buttfuck, which Chris Kohler was on tour 
with at the time. Mitchell Powers, for reference, is the legendary singer of YOB. 

Buddah:

out. And for that they made us leave the house. We left the house and were waiting in the van 

Cole: Yes. 
Ashley: Yes. 
Billy Joe: 
Cole:

Ashley:
Cole:

Buddah:
and use a different language. When recording 

uttered “make it more coco” or “try to be all 

Mike: Well, basically, “coco” is the intensity. 

miles from the state line right here. 
Cole:
Buddah: 
Hellrat. Please further this explanation 
of the band: “An unholy band of robotic 

Cole: Shadowbuilder was a metal band 

own costumes consisting of unfurlable bat 
wings and glowing cyber-eyes and he shoots 

a badass. 
Buddah: Is Nathan from Chattanooga? 
Cole:
Buddah: Do you ever feel Chattanooga 
seeping into a song? 
Billy Joe: Figuratively or literally? Seeping 
in musically or… 
Cole:
Billy Joe: 

Ashley: Yeah, I think it gets all over them. 

only get together once a month, we end up in 
these marathon practices for like eight hours 

Billy Joe: 

Cole: People have interesting ideas about 
what Chattanooga is. How it does. 
Ashley:
more of an overall Chattanooga…? 
Cole: …outside perception? 
Buddah: Like people who say Chattanooga 

Ashley:
Chattanooga bands, but they should be afraid 
of Asheville bands. Chattanooga, maybe, 
has a reputation of being the wildest town in 
the South, but if you spend some time down 

most lovable, most maniac kids down here. 

Cole: No scene rivalry in the South though, 
just healthy competition. All those folks are 
our homies.
Cole:

about sitting on the porch eating collard 
photo by Kyle King



with Chattanooga folks on tour or at shows, 
that might not accurately represent the whole 
scene or the people in it.
Buddah: Are you guys ready for another 

shit? At twenty, what did you wish would last 

Cole:
for Bill here. 
Billy Joe: You old motherfuckers. 
Cole: What about thinking it was cool to live 
with a bunch of smelly dudes? 
Buddah: Ashley, you co-own a business, 

twenty-one?
Ashley: 

Buddah: Ashley, you have employees. 

Ashley:

it was more of a “Is this working out for the 
both of us?” 
Buddah:

down dudes who keep on making great music 

the will to prevail?” In the song “Followed to 

I know that I must fail”? 
Billy Joe: 
played a couple hot licks on it.
Ashley: Because of bands like this. Always 
making new friends and writing music with new 
friends like people I meet in… Pensacola. 
Billy Joe: Is that song about your family or is 
it about Chris? Let me know! 
All: Damn. 
Buddah: 

nods to Steppenwolf (not the band) and 
Kali the Destroyer. 
Billy Joe: 

Ashley: I read the book Steppenwolf a long 
time ago. I compared it to one of my younger 
brothers. It was a fair comparison. He needed 

who has trouble getting to his emotions and 

I have a younger brother who was talking to 
me in Florida about feeling like sex was evil. 

should deny yourself. I guess if you read the 

how he was starting to think and I was trying 
to give him some more options. And Kali the 

Cole: Symbolic language? 

Buddah: 
Ashley: 
charge of destruction and rebirth. She has 
blue skin with eight arms and a necklace of 
severed heads.
Buddah: Do you know what it all means? 
Cole: Is that shit symbolic? 
Ashley:
symbolic to Hindu people in a different way 
than a bunch of white people appropriating 

Billy Joe: Yeah, than a bunch of assholes in 
the Southeast.

Cole:
Mike: Reminds me of this shit I saw with 

of your studio, what would be the weirdest 

Buddah:
to ask you about, but none of your other songs 
are very good. 
Ashley: Not memorable, at least 
Cole: Competent at best. 
Buddah: Cole Champion, how does it feel to 
have such a kickass name? 
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MIKE PACK AND THE 
SHIT STAIN HIGH FIVE

As told by Russ Van Cleve of The Tim 
Version. Mike, Scott, and Shawn, who are 
mentioned, are also in The Tim Version.

had stealthily stolen a couple bottles of 

to stash them or some such thing. Davey, 

kids in a really nice SUV pulls up and they 

how they really wanna get into something 
sinister. You know “bro-ing down with the 
punk rock dudes” or some such nonsense. 

gonna go take a shit on that church over there.” 

he says, “Okay, gimme 
some paper towels,” 
and he walks over and 
shits on the front steps 

awesome!” or what have 

everyone else get in the van and takes off and the dudes in the SUV 
take off after them.

Now, the two greatest things about this story are, one, as Shawn 
points out, the fact that the SUV followed them around thinking that 
the two or three of them were gonna totally beat up a van full of 

the van—stayed out there and drank all the shitty liquor. I think this 

birthday party.

bowling leagues dedicated to shit like that.
Aside from that, Shawn and I were also just laughing about 

how funny it was that, for the longest time, the only way anyone 

worked at. It used to irritate the hell out of Dave Disorder (ADD 

Cole: Well, it feels good to just be able to embrace your destiny. And 
not have to create one. 
Buddah:

come to be that a dude who was watching a protest where people 
were lying down in front of busses in Berkeley in 1999 would move 
down South, get hitched, and start a label? 
Billy Joe: 
Buddah: …would move down south, get hitched, and start a label? 
Ashley: Well I think I just needed a change of scenery. I seemed to 
have always pick the most wretched living situations in Oakland. 

Billy Joe: 
Buddah: Billy, is it hard to listen to old Sexy recordings because 

[Everyone laughs.] 
Buddah: Okay, Billy Joe Johnson, what do you spend most of your 
time thinking about? 
Billy Joe: 
Buddah: What do you spend most of your time doing? 
Billy Joe: Working my shitty job, mostly. 
Buddah: Cole Champion, what do you spend most of your time 
thinking about? 
Cole: Beats, man. 
Buddah: And you spend most of your time doing? 
Cole: Working. 
Buddah: Ashley Krey, what do you spend most of your time 
thinking about? 
Ashley: Women. 
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Ashley Krey:

Mike Pack: Jack Palance Band, Horrible Odds, 
Reatard Beaters, Ye Ole Buttfuck, Queerwulf, 

Cole Champion:
Fixins, Suspicious Packages 

Billy Joe Johnson: 
Christ, Robot Pope, Dude Party, Suspicious Packages

Buddah: And you spend most of your 
time doing? 
Billy Joe: 
Buddah:
of your time thinking about? 
Mike: Keeping it in phase.
Buddah:
and not its own label. 
Ashley:

putting out music from the Southeast. I think 
when Pipe Bomb started, the name was just a 

Mike: I tried for a year to grow a devil lock 

kit on this one. 
Buddah: Who all do you consider your 
extended family? 
Cole:
Billy Joe: 

Cole:
Billy Joe: 
her very much. 

Buddah: In your record collection, what two 

Billy Joe: 
Cole:

Buddah: Ashley, how much time do you 
spend on the punk side of the restaurant? 
Ashley: Like booking stuff? Shows are about 

of my time is spent shopping for groceries 

the summer, we probably have four-plus 
shows a week. 
Buddah:
Ashley:

Cole:

Ashley:

Buddah:
How was that? Please compare and contrast 

Ashley:

Mike:

Buddah: Ashley, you hooked up with a 
Chattanooga band but you never lived in 
Chattanooga?
Ashley: 
here, where you feel really good—not about the 

You come here and you can make lasting friends. 

met who play shows, do shows, and go to shows. 
Buddah:
Billy Joe: 
Pleasure. It was a bar in Brainerd where they 
did shows. I was walking around the mall 
with a leather jacket back then. 

BANDS OF THE FUTURE VIRGINS



Buddah: 
BEER, COLD FOOD, SORRY SERVICE.” 
Cole:
Palance Band show. I met Billy a few years 

Buddah: Did you all meet in Chattanooga? 
Ashley: 

with Panty Raid in one van. Embarrassingly 

Strokes record that tour, and could be seen 
and heard sitting in the van blasting “Last 
Night.” As soon as we pulled up, we were 
pelted with oranges from the porch till we 

which appeared to have some structural 

from pogoing so hard that you could watch 
the drumset and amps tip forward every 
time they jumped. I heard it eventually fell 
in. I met Danny that night—who lived in 
the house with his wife and baby. He was 
kind of a monster of a man who was the 
nicest guy ever. All this madness was going 
on in his house and he was drinking beer 

time he got agitated was after the show. 

on the show that night. After all four bands 
had played and the show was over, they 
decided to do an impromptu jam with various 

would learn was a bit of a habit for them, to 
play every Replacement song after the music 
was supposed to be over. Well, Danny stuck 
his head inside the door from the porch and 
politely asked them to stop. And they say, “Sure 

comes back onto the porch. After they play two 
more songs with no one watching them, Danny 
pops back in and asks again, reminding them 
of neighbors and police. “Last song for sure, 
bro,” they say. Danny comes back out and 
they start to jam again. He puts down his beer 
and tears—literally—two branches off of the 
tree next to the porch, turns around, kicks his 

and then tore ass getting there equipment out.
Buddah: Did he take you in the back and show you 

Ashley:

MIKE PACK, 
QUALITY DUDE

As told by Scott Laval 
of The Tim Version

As for the Future Virgins, my only 

the Jack Palance Band. All I can tell 

and through, and is a music fan in 

gravitate straight to the music (whether 

tour who had this extensive collection 
of records of both new and old acts 

had the utmost of respect for that fella, 
and now he records many of the bands 

even more of a service to the world. 
Quality dude. 
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Gunther:
Mike:
much and we love simple and poppy. We 
think the stripped-down three-piece band is 
the coolest! We are huge fans of the entire 

the bands other people overlook and we love 
the bands that are huge and taken for granted. 

with the Ramones will be the best band ever. 
Something like that. 
Gunther: What was your earliest 

Sarah:
coolest person alive. I feel like “I love 
Rock and Roll” was created to seduce little 
munchkins like me. 
Mike: As a very small child, it would be the 
hundreds of repeated listenings of Hair of 
the Dog
favorite record to this day. As far as myself 

DC at a young age and this has stuck until 
present day. 
Lori:
abandoned stack of 45s and becoming 
obsessed with “Wake Up Little Susie” by 
the Everly Brothers. I drove my family 

obsession would repeat itself with “I Want 

hated me for that one and threatened to throw 
the record out the window. 
Gunther: KISS got their name by randomly 

arrive at your handle? 
Sarah: How 
to Kiss

around on the carpet and everyone kisses each 
other, giving a little static electricity kiss. I 

song, but I thought it would make a cool band 

songs together, I had the opportunity to use it. 

Gunther:
practice?
Sarah:
in my apartment in September of 2001. 
First practice with a drummer was with our 
friend Dave in February of 2002. I guess that 
would be the actual beginning of the Electric 
Kisses. Fast forward to three drummers later! 
We started playing with Lori in August of 

Gunther:

bring to various projects? 
Mike:

and poppy at the same time. Hot pink and 
black are my favorite colors and always look 
great. I am also a big fan of the red, white, 

classic and I never tire of it. Just like a Black 
Sabbath riff. 
Gunther:
that music “eases your mind” and makes you 
“feel less alone.” Can a record collection 
really be your best friend in the world? 
Mike: Actually, that very song is about the 
fact that it can be your best friend in the 
world, but if it is then you are in trouble. It 
was written about a period in my life that 

going to be enough. Despite my best efforts, I 

than my favorite songs. It can be unhealthy to 
need music that much, but it got me through 

need it so much anymore. 
Gunther:

Electric Kisses carry over to the dinner table, 
or are they left in the garage? 
Sarah:

one at home to buy groceries or pay the rent! 

going on with the band it can weigh a little 
on our free time. But the good outweighs the 

leave at home when we tour! 
Mike: I think it is the best! As long as you 
have a good, solid relationship and good 
communication and all that touchy feely shit, 
you got no problem. Our heroes are Fred and 

work for them and it works for us. 
Gunther: What were your last three 
purchases from the cut-out bins? 
Mike:
bin for years but the ninety nine cent bins in 
Seattle are killer. Recently I have picked up 
Macdougal Blues by Kevn Kinney, Manos
by Spinanes, and Red White and Black by 

99 cent records and discs. I have absolutely 
no impulse control and they stack up mighty 

things over the years and any trip to Amoeba 
Records will mean a huge stack of records. 
Gunther: How many people in Seattle are 
still stuck in 1994? 
Mike: 

folks, there are quite a few. If you are talking 

heavy guitar pop in this town and the shows by 

off the Young Fresh Fellows or Fastbacks tree 
will guarantee a good time and a great tune. 
Kurt Bloch is the patron saint of Seattle and we 

Gunther: If the Kisses were to headline a 
nationwide tour, what two other bands would 
be on the bill? 

The Ramones sheltering The Runaways. The Go-Go’s 
with gonads. The Ronettes rearing The Real Kids. 
The Donnas with a dude. These may read like gross 
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Mike:

We would play last on a Young People With 

not turn that down. [laughs] Seriously, we 
would happily tour with: Visqueen, Ape 

bands around right now. Underground rock 
music is happening! 
Gunther: Have the Kisses ever performed as 
a quartet? 
Mike: We have played a couple of times with 

of numbers. It was a fun thing to try out for 
the hell of it. He is a cool guy and into totally 

into being a three piece, however. It is better 
on every level. Less schedules to coordinate. 
Plus, it is as stripped-down as you can get 
without becoming a novelty. It might be fun 

to have someone come in on a recording and 
lay down a lead sometime. 
Sarah:
the danger of cutting one or two instruments 
out at a time. 
Gunther:
choice?
Mike: 

better than any sun tea I have ever tried, it is 
microbrewed in small batches, and goes down 
smooth. For alcoholic beverages I like Anchor 

Sarah: As far as the band beverage, I think 

backstage at lots of local clubs. It tastes great 
out of the bottle and even better ice cold! 
We all like our higher quality hooch, but we 
always come back to the PBR. 
Gunther: Have you ever eaten breakfast at 
the Crocodile Cafe? 
Mike: Hell yes, and often! It is the best 

have biscuits as big as your head and great 
mushroom gravy. 
Sarah: We took our Canadian friends there for 
breakfast and after looking at the menu they 

with the biggest fucking biscuit in town. 
Gunther:
or vice versa? 
Mike: I had been aware of the label for 

Haloes record and I am a huge fan, so that 

they were going to do an Urgencies record 

that I had to check out. So, I got in touch 
with Josh, who runs it, and placed an order 

him a copy of our recording, not thinking 
we would be up his alley, but just so he 
could hear it. He liked it and we were off. 
We are extremely happy with the job he has 
done and are proud to be on a label with so 
many great bands. 
Gunther:

We think that any band
with the Ramones will be the best band ever.
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Mike: Yes is the answer. I am sure that 
he will win one at some point, the lame 
sonofabitch. I have never been a U2 fan and 
I think it is weird that he is taken so seriously 
that he is asked to sit in on world politics 
meetings and whatnot; a lame band that has 

can get behind. Hell, give Steve Earle one. 
He is ten times the songwriter and actually 

will age well. 
Sarah: Well, I know Bono does a lot of 
good charity work and all that. But what a 
boring bird-man! Why is he always wearing 
sunglasses? And U2 is the most boring honky 

Gunther:
resource?
Mike: From a band perspective, it has been 
a great way to meet up with other real music 
fans and other great bands. I have been in 
touch with some people I have admired for 

years. It is a great way to quickly check out 
new music and gives bands just starting out 

many fucking bands but everybody thinks 

back it as a personal page type thing at all. 
At this point, I think it is doing more good 
than harm as far as music is concerned. 
Where else are you going to be able to just 

Angels, or Hollywood Brats at the drop of 
a hat? 
Gunther:
seen at a Kisses show? 
Mike: 
Seattle who we love dearly but I am not sure 
that counts. We have had a few run-ins with 
dipshit frat fucks and garage punk snobs, but 

usually see a lot of people, period, at our 
shows. Seattle is not real big on simple and 
poppy tunes and people who dress normally. 

her band. She is strange enough, I suppose. 

Sarah: One time when I was wearing my 

crowd from Fargo. He told me he had seen 
the Soviettes play many, many times and 

which was a relief because I though he was 
just staring at my chest! Anyway, he was 
pretty drunk, and insisted on buying me a 
beer even though I was drinking the band 

sticks in my memory. He told us he was 
in Seattle because he was in the army and 

I say give Joan Jett a Nobel Prize. 

get behind.

More info at:
electrickisses.com



Gang Green are Boston hardcore legends that broke the 
mold and then poured stale beer all over it. Forming as a 
three piece in a suburb of Boston called Braintree back in 
1981, they shocked the local music scene with their take-
no-prisoners hardcore and album art. If you haven’t seen 
the cover of their first record it features three youngsters 
and their band’s name razor-spelled-out on a mirror, 
underscored by five fat rails and enough coke to kill a horse 
on the cover photo. (The reality is that no fifteen-year-olds 
could score that much blow.) Later on, the band ended up 
winning a radio-sponsored contest, which lead to a recording 
contract and a feature article in Spin magazine. A series of 
records on Roadrunner Records followed, which sometimes 
veered off into punk/metal territory, but still maintained 
the classic Gang Green sound. After a live record, the band 
left the label and went on a brief hiatus. In the mid 1990s, 
the band reconvened with singer/guitarist Chris Doherty 

(the main songwriter/sole remaining member of the band) 
picking Rockin’ Bob Cenci (ex-Jerry Kids), Walter Gustafson 
(ex-Outlets), and Matt Sandanto (ex-The Chubs) to lead the 
charge into the new millennium. They have been playing 
out as much as possible the last couple of years in both 
the U.S. and Europe. A new record is being worked on for a 
late summer release. But, along with bands of that era, like 
Government Issue, Dag Nasty, and Angry Samoans, Gang 
Green deserves a special slot in your record collection. You 
really haven’t lived if you haven’t heard “Snob,” “Alcohol,” or 
“We’ll Give It To You.” Find out why Gang Green really are the 
“King of Bands.” Walter, Matt and Chris were kind enough 
to sit down with me over a few cold Budweisers (you were 
expecting Coors Light?) before their recent return to a DC 
stage. It marked the first time this outfit had been to my 
neck of the woods in almost nine years. It was well worth 
the wait. 

Interview by Sean Koepenick
Photos by Nicole Tammaro
Graphics by Dave Disorder



Sean: What made you decide to get the band 
rolling again? 
Walter:
Matt: Pussy? 
Chris: We never really stopped rolling. 
Matt: We always played shows since 1996. 
Walter: 
broke up. 
Sean:
than what it sounds like: the disease? 
Chris:

Matt:

Chris:
Chris:

years. But he informed us he is “unavailable” 
during the month of June. 
Matt:
Walter: He does have a pretty busy social 
calendar. After all, it is cotillion month!
Sean:
the latest shows? 

Chris:

Walter: Eight to eighty. 
Chris: A lot of young kids. And a lot of 
old school fans. Every night we play… 
it already happened tonight: “I saw you 
guys at the fucking Wilson Center. I saw 
you twenty-three years ago.” So we get 
the old school fans who come down and 

also a lot of new fans, which is kind of 
fucking funny. 
Matt: We just came back from a tour of 
Europe. Some of the newer fans end up asking 
us about Another Case of Brewtality
we get the older fans asking about Another
Wasted Night.
Chris:
which are into more of the metal years. 
Sean:
out this summer. 
Walter: Hell of a Morning.
Matt: Welcome to the Doghouse.
Chris: The Song Remains the Same.
Chris: 

Walter: Sixteen songs and about fourteen 
minutes long. 
Chris:

Matt: 

spend six months in the fucking Caribbean 
in a studio. 
Chris:

tracks. So things are going good. 
Sean: 

Walter: We would rather call our situation 
a resurrection. 
Chris: I have a house down in Nashville. I 

fucking phenomenal. Seeing them come 
through again… 
Walter: We were hoping to go to Japan with 

Chris:
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probably done two hundred shows with 

seen them. 
Sean: Does the half-pipe skate ramp still 
come out onstage? 
Chris: Every now and then. 
Matt:
depends on how big the stage is. We can bring 

Sean: What luck have you had getting a 
beer sponsor? 
Matt: None. We never had an old beer 
sponsor. Any beer companies that are 

are legendary for our beer-drinking prowess. 
We have songs like “Another Wasted Night” 
where we say “I drink Budweiser.” I drink 

we can change it to “your beer here.” No beer 
company has actually approached us. 
Walter: 
Not in the good sense of the word. 
Chris: 
kind of a gimmick or some type of way 
to promote ourselves—the band, when 
we get together, it is nothing but fucking 

fucked up. 
Matt: A ninety pack at rehearsal is not 
overdoing it. 
Chris: When the thirty-six pack came out, we 
were so excited.

Matt:
Sean: What songs do you never get tired of 
playing live? 
Chris: None of them, I love them all. 
Matt:
Chris: Another Wasted Night stuff. Like really 
going back to the old school. We do some of 
the more metal stuff from Roadrunner but 

Matt: We just want to have some fun while 

Sean: What record was the most rewarding 
for you to knock out in the studio? 
Chris:
Walter: I like that you still call them records. 
Chris: I can listen to anything we have 
recorded and remember where I was and 
when it was that I wrote that song. All of them 
were fun. 
Matt:
what record was the most fun, he would say 
“the next one.” 
Sean: Biggest crowd the band has played for? 
Chris: We played a festival in Belgium; it 

Sean:

Chris: No, no, no, and no. 
Walter: Zakk Wylde. 
Matt: 

Chris: We played at the Kingston Fairgrounds, 
in New Hampshire. It was an outdoor festival. 

on it. Only Sharon Osbourne could use. But 
we were sharing a big fucking construction 
trailer with Queensrÿche. We were rocking the 
thing back and forth while they were trying to 
practice. We just bugged the fuck out of them! 
So Sharon had to have her own pisser. 
Sean:

America.) ever end up “sucking it?” 
Walter: 
twenty years! 
Chris: We did have to change the picture of 

Walter: Except nobody noticed it; it was only 
on the black 12”. So there you have it. 
Sean: Biggest lie you told yourself for years 
that you started believing, but no longer do? 
Matt: I have to be at the top of my game 

Sean: What band member spent the least 
amount of time in the group? 
Chris:
band members that are here with me now 

Sean:
too much? 
Chris: No, not at all. 
Walter: Joe started as a roadie. He roadied for 

only other guy that always helps me out.” Joe 
goes up, comes back, and he is the bass player! 

Chris: 
and then running into people who bring 
up some old memories. We were in 

I go, “What do you need to know?” He 
said, “Remember, you came over to my 
house one time and you were playing 
with my daughter? She was two years old. 
And you had a daughter the same age.” I 
said, “Yeah, and your wife cooked a great 

fucking remembered that.” I mean this 
was seventeen, eighteen years ago. 
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Sean: Have you ever shredded a solo so much 
that your amp exploded? 
Chris:

Walter: 
remember. It was an outdoor show in the rain. 
And the monitor was kicking smoke at me. 
Actually, that may have been with another 

Sean: What band did the best cover of 
“Alcohol”?
Chris:
Walter: It was pretty good. 
Chris: If you had to boil it down to who did 

I mean, really, if you think about it. 
Walter: Well, the drumming was a little off. 

Sean:
and have you make a brief comment on each. 
Did the cocaine on the cover of Preschool 
ever come back to bite you on the ass? 
Walter: It was salt. 
Chris: Yes, once my fucking daughter was 
old enough to see it. 
Sean: Another Wasted Night?
Chris: Fucking greatest record I ever 
made man. 
Walter: White Dog Studios, remember? I am 

dog. I would play a couple songs and then 

Chris: I just remember being set up in this 
isolation booth so I could just start wailing 
on the guitar. 

Sean: You Got It?
Chris:
Sean: Older…Budweiser?
Chris: We recorded that in this place in 
Rhode Island. We stayed at the studio, lived 
there. We were locked down for like two 

we actually recorded that album sober. We 

studio. I think that was probably the greatest 
record we ever made. We really fucking did 
that right. 
Sean: Another Case of Brewtality?
Walter: We did that one. 
Chris: It was just me and him. 
Walter: We had some guest stars come in. 

Chris: 
that was the most fun to make. Walter 
and I did all the pre-production at my 
kitchen table; work on the songs and the 

down. I would take a break for a cigarette 

would play the bass and then we would do 

great solo on “Death of the Party.” On 
Backed and Gacked, it was pretty much 
the same thing. 
Walter: Yeah, Backed and Gacked was part 
of an ongoing thing for us. 
Sean: What band were the biggest jerks to 
share a bill with? 
Walter: 
Chris: Keel.
Walter: 

Sean: Now looking back, what L.A. bands really 
did hold their end against Boston hardcore? 
Chris:
band ever! 
Walter: 

Brigade, but they are getting older. And 

Distortion ever does. 
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Adam Yoe

• Sick Sick Birds, Chemical People EP
• American Steel getting back 

Jagged
Thoughts is a great album!)
• Ringers, Detention Halls

All Lesser 
Devils
I was so excited I forgot to look for 
a sofa.
• Reigning Sound, Too Much 
Guitar
been missing out, apparently.

Adrian Salas
Five Themes Songs for the (Shitty) 
First Summer out of College

• SNFU, “Drunk on a Bike”

• Descendents, “Coolidge”

Amy Adoyzie
Top 5 Songs I Wish Greg Cartwright 
Had Written for Me

(Reigning Sound, Too Much Guitar)

Pretty Baby 7”)
• “Your Happiness” (Compulsive 

Crystal Gazing Luck Amazing)

Dangerous Game)

Oblivians, Soul Food)

Art Ettinger
Top Five Recent Punk DVDs
• Wassup Rockers
• Briefs, Greatest Story Ever Told
• Ramones, It’s Alive: 1974-1996
• King of Punk
• Casualties, Made in N.Y.C.

Brad Beshaw
The Top 5 Funnest Things about 
Illustrating Sean’s Column! 

(read: insane) deadlines in all 

2. Using it to justify the purchase of 

3. Using it as an ice breaker to 
introduce myself to Nardwuar the 
Human Serviette, and a cute girl 
at my local coffee shop. (He was 
impressed, her… not as much.) 
4. I get to read his columns before 

Dave!)
5. Punk points!

Buttertooth
1.Howard Zinn, You Can’t Be 
Neutral on a Moving Train, DVD 
2.Otis Redding, Greatest Hits,
Double LP 

Marginwalker LP 

gotta love free music! 
5.Culture Jam, Kalle Lasn (book) 
Founder of Adbusters writes about 
overthrowing corporate power!

Chris Devlin
Top 5 Things I’ve Been Doing Since 
the Last Time I Submitted a Top 5, 
Which Was Like a Year Ago.
1. Dancing frenetically to the Future 
Virgins Gravity 7”.
2. Sleeping with one eye open after 
reading World War Z: An Oral History 
of the Zombie Wars

attack.

Simpsons Season 8 on DVD. “El 

is the greatest twenty-three minutes of 
television ever broadcast.
4. Swinging wildly between joy and 

All Blacked out & Nowhere to Go.

to myself during a staff meeting in 

30 Rock

talking about. 

Chris Pepus 
Top 5 Shows of My St. Louis 
Summer without a Vacation

• Sicko

• Creature from the Black Lagoon

• Hedda Gabler (play), Echo 

Constantine Koutsoutis

2. People Who Can Eat People Are 
the Luckiest People in the World
by Andrew Jackson Jihad CD, a 
pleasant surprise discovery.
3. We Are
who are just too insanely awesome 
for words.
4. Quo Vadimus CD by Jena Berlin, 
who I saw tear shit up live to a 
crowd of ten people, tops.
5. Finally getting a taste for 
whiskey, which has made life so 
much more fun.

Craven Rock 

rocks)
2. Hardly Strictly Bluegrass Festival 

3. Circle, Wildildlife, and some 

Bus (show on a moving ex-city bus. 
Fuck yeah.) 
4. The Whistling Song by Stephan 
Beachy (book) (could easily be the 

5. Noise show in an abandoned train 
station in Oakland

Cristy C Road 
Top Five Things to Listen to After 
You Snort Ambien
1. From Ashes Rise, Nightmares

Coral Fang 
Mutiny Pop 
Rivers of Babylon 

The Essential 
Collection

Daryl Gussin
• Future Virgins, Words & Sounds 7”
• Panic, Strength in Solitude LP

• Criminal Damage, No Solution LP
Just Kicked In 7” 

Dave Disorder
Top Five No Idea Bands Who Didn’t 
Reunite to Play Fest
1. Panthro UK United 13
2. Clairmel
3. Spoke
4. Sparkmarker

Denise Orton
• Young Livers, The New Drop Era CD

• Fiya, Better Days CD

• Smashing Pumpkins, Zeitgeist CD

Designated Dale
• Ramones, It’s Alive 1974-1996
double disc DVD set. Holy. Shit. 

She Frick It!
the Dead Boys with a cat instead 
of Stiv.
• Abby, the 1974 blacksploitation 
knock-off of the 1973 horror classic 
The Exorcist.
• El Atacor #11 on Figueroa in East 
Los Angeles. Carne asada porno 
burrito, guay.

Donofthedead
• Knugen Faller, Lugna Favoriter LP
• Criminal Damage, No Solution LP

Art of Partying CD
• Stukas Over Bedrock, Back to the 
Stone Age LP
• Being married for thirteen years!

Jason Donnerparty
1. Black Sabbath, We Sold Our Soul 
for Rock and Roll

Ace of Spades
Sleep

Aurora Roarers show 
Drums and Wires

Jessica T

Sept 14, 2007—Age 34

TOP FIVES
RAZORCAKE STAFF

“A lineup even hippies can’t fuck up.”



Jim Ruland

2. Ladytron at 4th & B, SD

Message from 
Control Tower 7”
5. Perfect from Now On: How Indie 
Rock Saved My Life, 
by John Sellers (book)

Joe Evans III
Top Five Highlights at Carlapalooza, 

National Ms Society (Besides Raising 
a Shit-Ton of Money).

way from Canada.

a punching bag and Screeching 
Weasel records, and combining 
them on day two.

Josh Benke

• Twistin’ Rumble Vol. 1, Comp LP
• Twistin’ Rumble Vol. 3, Comp LP

Keith Rosson
• Punkin Pie, 
Broke Truck Good Luck Song CD

Midnight in America CD
Graft CD

• Putting out a new issue of Avow
after more than a year

Kiyoshi Nakazawa
1. Quitting my day job.

after quitting my job with no other 
job lined up.

care of my family with no day job. 

bar once again.
5. Finishing another issue of 
Drunken Master
sending it to the printers right when 
quitting my job. Yippee!

Kurt Morris
1. Black Flag, In My Head
2. Welcome to Flavor Country #12
3. Stanford Prison Experiment, The
Gato Hunch
4. Les Savy Fav, Let’s Stay Friends
5. Everything Pig Destroyer

Lauren Trout
Favorite Fictional Characters (And 
the Authors Who Created Them).
• Ramona Quimby (Beverly Cleary)
• Arturo Bandini (John Fante)
• Jonas (Lois Lowry)

• Arthur Dent (Douglas Adams)

The Lord Kveldulfr
Five Great Things about My 
Wedding (Other Than Getting 
Married)

letting us leave with full pitchers of 

two chicks for whom he was built.

three brew pubs within walking 
distance of each other.
• With gentlemanly grace the 
Rhythm Chicken held the matron 

she was very pretty while he 
was standing in front of her, a 

fully naked.

Maddy Tight Pants 

2. Upheaval in the Quiet Zone
(book) by Leon Fink 

Last
Sessions CD 
4. Super Mario Bros 3!

Retro-Pop 
Remasters CD

Megan Pants
Top 5 Things I’ve Learned Thus Far 
at Art School

place I need to hang out in at least 

tickets are cheap. I pretty much just 
stare at this one stain on the carpet.
2. I need to go buy a pair of ripped 
jeans so I can blend in and make 
people trust me at protests.

the scoop matters.

campus.

of years.

Mike Faloon
Top 5 Presumably Great Unread Books 
Haunting Me from My Bookshelf
1. In the Name of Salome,

2. A House in the Up Lands,
Erskine Caldwell
3. Lord of the Barnyard, 

4. Boy Detective Fails
5. Founding Myths: Stories That 
Hide Our Patriotic Past,
Ray Raphael

Mike Frame
1. Steve Earle, 
Washington Square Serenade CD

The Apology Wars CD
3. Billy Joe Shaver, 
Everybodys Brother CD

Psychedelic Sunrise CD
5. Lucero, Nobody’s Darlings CD

Miss Namella 
Top Random Five

underground they have to show it at 

in Los Angeles) 

• www.globalwarmingcrusade.
com: A classroom outreach program 
to teach children about the effects of 
global warming 

• Eastern Promises by David 
Cronenberg. Oh, Viggo...

MP Johnson
• Finntroll live
• Skeletonwitch, Beyond the 
Permafrost CD
• Mutilated Movies (a collection of 

• Age of Reason by Sartre (book)
• Eastern Promises (movie)

Mr. Z
Top 5 Songs That Make Me Laugh 

2. Nerf Herder, “Courtney” 

4. Killer Dreamer, “Scalpel” 
5. Ben Weasel, “Let Freedom Ring” 
(Because the singing lessons made 
no difference.)

Nardwuar The Human Serviette
The Ultimate 

Turn On CD (inspired by the 
Ugly Things Magazine

cover story) 
2. Riff Randells, Doublecross CD
3. Bison, Earthbound CD

All the Sweet 
Stuff CD 
5. Ape City R&B, Firestarter 7”

Rhythm Chicken
Top Five Quotes Heard During Lord 
Kveldulfr’s Wedding Weekend

shit your tux!
• Your junk sucks! Fuck your junk!

Ryan Gelatin 
• Halloween (the holiday) 

• Haxan: Witchcraft through the 
Ages (Criterion Collection DVD) 

to a giant hamburger in Cincinnati 

Sean Koepenick
Top 5 Bands I’m Stoked to See at 
Riot Fest, Chicago—11/17-11/18/07
• Naked Raygun
• Stiff Little Fingers
• 7 Seconds

• Bad Brains

Sarah Shay

The Sunset Tree CD 
2. Jason Webley, Counterpoint CD

Even If It Kills Me CD
4. Bread & Roses, Deep River Day CD

Steve Larder 
1. Swans, Swans Are Dead CD
2. Army Of Flying Robots, Life Is 
Cheap LP

Le Phare CD
4. Look Back And Laugh, Street 
Terrorism EP
5. Descendents, Milo Goes to College LP

Stevo
Marvels of Industry CD 

Thickfreakness CD 
3. Brokedowns and Arrivals songs for 

putting it out and you think that this is 

4. 7.5% Samuel Jackson beer 

bar in Portland. 

respectable in front of his girlfriend 
at some bar in Portland.

Todd Taylor
• Future Virgins, any and all
• Reagan SS, Universal and 
Triumphant, LP

Candyland, Bird Roughs, LP
Lugna Favoriter,

LP and Busy Signals, self-titled LP
Sour Digs, LP and Pangea 

Ty Stranglehold
1. Pray for Me: The Jason Jessee 
Film DVD

09.29.07

5. Anything wrapped in bacon!
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999: Death in Soho: CD

time I saw them live more than twenty 

these guys were much to write home 
about, and this collection of new tunes 

sounds a bit tired through most of this, 

something as they are playing here, and 

“Nasty Nasty” is in evidence. Yeah, 

bothered, especially with so much going 
on in the world to be bothered about. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Overground)

A STUDY IN HER: 
Another Year in Philadelphia: CD

doing electro-pop who works with 
a revolving cast in the studio and on 

and, yeah, some of it is kind of dumb 

Actor”) and frankly, seventeen songs 

Pig Destroyer, so let it go. No one 
wants to hear you do your thing for 
over an hour. However, some of these 
songs are pretty fun and interesting. 

are really heavily pop and others 
that rely a lot on the electronics. On 

other songs it was like listening to an 

found some good gems on this album, 

AKIMBO: Navigating the Bronze: CD

and hard, like a man should be, not 
necessarily music to fuck a man to. 
Although, if you think about it, what 

with each other, preferably all while 
wielding implements of destruction 
like battle axes and double barrel shot 
guns... and doing it all in the back of 
a kickass conversion van with a giant 

of a volcano airbrushed on the side. 

CD if it were to be given a visual 
counterpart. Navigating the Bronze
has some of the heaviest drumming 

while the guitar and bass compete to 
see who can be the most punishing of 
all. And who can argue with a lyric 

surf on a shark, and then devour your 

three-minute drum solo which takes 
up an entire track. As an added bonus, 

tied for the toughest-sounding song 
names of the year. –Adrian Salas 

AMERICAN CHEESEBURGER: 
Modern Advice EP: 7”

about removing the skin from the 

ear-piercing screeching than guitar 

noticeable thing about this record is 

somewhere this imaginary anger 

Laugh out loud song title: “If Your 

Be Home by Now.” I think I might 

funny. –Daryl (Rock Bottom)

AMERICAN STEEL: 
Destroy Their Future: CD
Destroy Their Future has quickly 
become one of my favorite recent 
releases. I heard American Steel for 

saw them play at the Fuck Yeah Fest 
in Echo Park. I enjoyed them then, 
but I was surprised by the difference 
between their live sound and their 

studio sound. Live, I thought they 
really sounded close to the Lawrence 

dunno, electric-folksy, sing-along 
epicness? I know these guys predate 

to this is the urge to compare the two 

grounds for doing this as they both 
share some similarities. Both bands 
have singers with an earnest working 

hit full tilt with choruses that beg to 
be sung along with, and both tend 
to write songs that resemble mini 
character sketches or open indictments 
against some facet of society. I have 

Streak” starts out with a drunken-
sounding intro about being a really 
anti-social girl, which turns into a 

another miserable fuck-up with the 

me.” I think that might be one of the 
most astute observations about how 
“love” tends to often function. “Smile 

into one of the most joyous-sounding 
choruses when the rest of the band and 
backup singers bust in, and then, just 
as quickly, the song ends. I think the 
centerpiece of the whole album has to 

is the kind of song that sucks you 

think people were hoping for more 

as strong. If big, hearty choruses are 

lacking in your life, I say pick this up. 
–Adrian Salas (Fat Wreck)

ANDREW JACKSON JIHAD / GHOST 
MICE: Split: CD
Andrew Jackson Jihad is doing more 
of the acoustic protest music with 

is bit mellower, and they have dual 
male and female vocals. Honestly, at 

too treacly for my taste, especially on 
the six-minute “Cementville” song, 
about the magic of being little kids 
and playing nice with each other. 
While Andrew Jackson Jihad sounds 

most at home playing in the back of a 
stationery and inspirational book shop 
frequented by middle age ladies. Also, 
both bands tend to border on sounding 
overly self righteous. At least the 
bands have convictions. –Adrian 

ARMEDALITE RIFLES: 
Flux Idea for Cover: LP
Well, on this album, they still manage 
to recall Boy Elroy just like their seven-
inch I reviewed earlier did, though 
their sound is expanded a bit on songs 

more brooding than yer average punk 
band delving in minimalist punk get, 
and has the intelligence to, at the very 

BAD RELIGION: 
New Maps of Hell: CD
New release from the tightest three-
guitar onslaught since Skynyrd. Jay 
Bentley said that onstage one night, not 
me! Well produced and guided along 

cracks throughout, the band comes up 

to scour the lyric booklet. “New Dark 
Ages,” “Submission Complete,” and 
“Field of Dreams” reach for my throat 

has two acoustic tracks worth seeking 
out, too. –Sean Koepenick (Epitaph)

BAGS: All Bagged Up: LP

related story: A girlfriend of mine 
scored a job at a one-hour photo 
joint in the Fairfax district sometime 
in 1988 or so. At the time, I had two 
full-time bands going, and I acted as a 
sorta substitute member when she was 
unable to make a gig to sing, or the 

day, Bags guitarist Craig Lee walks 
into her place of work. Knowing I 
was a big fan of the Bags, she calls 

an hour and did I want her to tell him 
anything. One of the bands (probably 

Need the English” for the set, but were 
having problems trying to understand 
Alice after the second time she said 
“Fuck them, send them all to...” so I 
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Hey! Person putting your 
reviewable in the mail: 

full album art is required 
for review. 

Pre-releases go into 
the trash.

 –Sean  Koepenick

They guys are from Canada, but even if they 
weren’t, I bet they all party harder than the 
guys in Rush.
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asked her to ask him for the lyrics. She 
later shows up at my house after work 
with the all the lyrics for said song 

It, except the one line we were having 
trouble deciphering. Listening to this 

need the English,” plus all the other 
Dangerhouse cuts, the live tracks 

Live from the Masque
CD, and assorted other live and demo 
cuts, most of which are heretofore 
unreleased—brought back that 
memory some nineteen years later 
and made me laugh all over again, not 
to mention rock the fuck out to a band 
that has been a consistent favorite 

punk. Standing as the more or less 

live recordings and rehearsal and 
demo tapes for a lot of the stuff here. 

dusting off a band long relegated to 
the back ends of the history books 
and reminded the world of what a 
truly wondrous thing the Bags were 
during their short lifespan. Oh, and 
the mysterious line? “Fuck them, 
send them all to Canterbury.” Figured 
it out all by myself a few years ago, 
so wherever you are, Craig, allow 
me to offer up a sincere, “ptlhbbt!” 

BANNER PILOT: Pass the Poison: CD
Insanely catchy EP from this 

their songwriting is all their own so it 

Nights” is my favorite on this platter, 

–Sean Koepenick (Arsenic)

BEAR CLAW: 
Slow Speed: Dead Owls: CD

who, by the way, does the singing. 

own unique beast. Partially Chicago 

also with a good dose of Unwound, 
except it is made up of two basses, 
one of which is tuned enough to sound 
to these ears like a guitar. Recorded 
by Steve Albini and mastered by Bob 
Weston, this is some powerful shit. 

sound but with a healthy foundation 

seem to accommodate the music quite 
as well as a clearer, cleaner-sounding 
singer might have. However, none of 

“slow song,” and the album is capped 

Understanding,” where singer Scott 
Picco exclaims through gloomy low 
end and pop-pop-pop drumming 

all liars!” and you can just hear the 
explosion coming out and being 

produced one of the best albums of 
the year. As it is, I really enjoyed it. 

BLEACH03: The Head That Controls 
Both Right and Left Sides Eats Meats 
and Slobbers Even Today: CD

saw this band live a few years ago. 
We saw three Japanese women set 
up and just wrote them off as another 

note, they wailed through song after 
song of pure mayhem. Picture a mix 

release has a more progressive and 
mature sound to it with more control 

constant, manic energy from when 
I saw the band live. But the track 

song, though sung in Japanese, has a 
very sing-a-long feel to it even when 
the music has more of punk meets a 
rock metal hybrid. It personally stands 

track “Not Peter” is the track that 

the band: fast punk with screaming 

is a tough one to pigeon hole on this 
release. It can be pretty one second to 
ugly and noisy in the next and then 

little more challenging to listen to, 
but if you put in the effort, it will be 
satisfying in the end. –Donofthedead 
(High Wave)

BLOODY PHEONIX: 
War, Hate, and Misery: CD
Hey, listen. Do you ever think 
about, you know, aliens? Or more 

now, exhuming the wreckage and 
rubble of our long-devastated cities) 
would think if they happened upon 
a grindcore record like War, Hate, 
and Misery? Like, from a purely 
sociological standpoint, what does 
grindcore say about the state of 
our society, the dissatisfaction 

importantly, would Bloody Pheonix 
pretty much be enough to instigate 

the living fuck out of here” by said 
extraterrestrials were they to pop this 

like grindcore and I can admire the 
fact that this band is relentless, scary, 

got all the requisites of a standard 
grindcore band—screaming guy, 

bass laying waste to the low end, all 

goddamn precision and insistence 

that uses loaded imagery (dudes 
being hung, piles of skulls, stricken 
faces behind barbed wire) and has 
brutal song titles and then uses what 
could have been a pretty informative 
lyric sheet for a foldout poster and 



to accept that nine times out of ten, 

Play it loud and bring an extra pair of 

BOMB THE MUSIC INDUSTRY!: 
Get Warmer: CD
Best way to try to describe this album?: 
hyper-kinetic, A.D.D., ska-punk in the 

competent ska bands out there who 
are okay to listen to, but every so 
often one sticks out because of how 

instance, I really like Leftover Crack 
with their weird little black metal riffs 
thrown into the middle of their ska 

be cramming as many sounds possible 
in each song and never slowing down 

measure with going even faster than 
before. Yeah, there are horns but 

bleeps and bloops going on, a lot of 
gang vocals, and I think I heard a 
banjo at some point. I also have to 

because he sounds like he must be 
completely overworked with all the 
stops and starts and tempo shifts going 
on, which makes sense because all the 

I heard before this seemed to use a 
drum machine in overdrive. Lyrically, 

this is like the audio biography of 
my life at the moment. Almost every 
song on this is about being out of 
college, broke, jobless, bored, and 

song, “No Rest for the Whiny,” hits so 
close to home for me right now that it 
almost makes me want to cry. Check 

something different going on in the 
world of ska... or an unemployed, 
depressive with a college degree. Also, 

to this band for actually walking the 
DIY walk and posting almost all their 
material, even this album, for free on 
the internet. You have no excuse not 
to check them out, and maybe buy a 

BOTCH: American Nervoso: CD
Jesus wept. Pretty sure I can feel my 

listening to this. Originally released 
in 1999, American Nervoso is getting 
the re-release treatment from Hydra 

my lifespan. While it may not be cool 

Despite the slim promo packaging 
(cardboard sleeve with no more 
info on it than a list of international 

the brim with discordance, punishing 

stop-on-a-dime precision and blood-

American
Nervoso comes out of the stereo like 
three pots of coffee and a defective, 
blinking, chirping, about-to-explode 

Wounded Veteran if they excelled 

would put on if he was trying to get 

given the time period in which they 
were active, I can see why these 

frantic, atmospheric shit that current 
“heavy” bands are obviously using as 
a blueprint, yet nine times out of ten 
fail to even come close to. Honestly, 

coming out of the speakers. –Keith 
Rosson (Hydra Head) 

BROKEDOWNS, THE: 
New Brains for Everyone: CD

BRUTAL KNIGHTS: Life Ain’t Cool: 7”

noise makers comes another record 
by this band after a couple of LPs 

through my records to check), two 
prior 7”s. Saw this band once here 

have been quite entertained by both 

and raw style of punk that is laced 
with very tongue and cheek lyrics and 
rocks hard with the best of out there. 

growth of the band with memorable 
and fun songs showcasing their weird 
sense of humor. Four fun tracks on 
this record that are gonna be fun 

a reason why they are plowing their 
own path and people are taking notice. 
–Donofthedead (Riff Raff)

BUCKY SINISTER: What Happens in 
Narnia, Stays in Narnia: CD
Recorded live in San Francisco, 
What Happens in Narnia opens with 
references to the C.S. Lewis books 

books and never fell for the charms 
of twelve-sided die, I quickly came to 

and I need to know that the performer 

jokes for the sake of making jokes 
(Howard Stern). Once they clear that 
barrier, they have free reign, and those 
are my favorites. Bill Hicks. David 
Cross. Patton Oswald. Bucky Sinister 
mines similar territory. His approach 



Shame,” though the excessive “you 

second half of the record sounds like 
Bucky is reading or, if going from 
memory, working from a well-crafted 
script. His phrasing is better and the 
humor pays off more consistently. I 

a great storyteller. Enough talk of 

Wonder Woman” (“Next to all the 
books are (her) pictures of runways 
and airport hangars with nothing 
else in them…Those are my plane. My 
plane’s invisible. I’m the only one who 
can see it.
Ingalls” (they meet at an estate sale, 

Betamax machine). I only wish they 
were longer. “Like a Real Life Adam 
Sandler” is the perfect closer, a laugh 
out loud funny and oddly touching 

laugh at people, but he still treats them 
like people rather than punching bags. 
What Happens in Narnia is a lot of 

BUSY SIGNALS, THE: Self-titled: CD
Absolutely, positively strange. Of all 
the material I pulled to review this 
issue, I listened to Knugen Faller 

and the similarities are incredible. 

probably not aware of one another. 

from Chicago and Knugen Faller are 
from Sweden and both sing in their 
respective languages, so Knugen Faller 
could be telling me to put puppies 

bobbing my head in a little dance. 4.) 
Josie Cotton is probably smiling really 
fucking broadly right now because two 
bands have stepped up to the “Johnny 

Faller grabbed me right off the bat, 
while it took some headphone time for 

it up to a Ramones thing, where, on 

start putting all the tiny bits together, 
they become addictive. Strange, still, 

shook the change right out of my 

CANADIAN RIFLE: Self-titled: 7”EP

was born into the skin of Johnny 

self-effacing, self-loathing, street-wise, 
community-friendly, rough poetry 

along at the top of your lungs… to 

shortcomings into rollicking anthems, 

only have a couple bucks and have to 

CATBURGLARS, THE: You May Be
Dumb, but I Don’t Care: 7”EP
I was just in Prague and I noticed 
that most of the statues there were 
of people with huge clubs whacking 
something down by their feet, be it a 
dragon or another human being. Over 

do the same. Club and hack and pound 
at the listener. Nothing fancy, just 

nice, simple, and primal about that. 
No frills—even to the point of 
denaturing a Zero Boys cover—and 
all operating within their swinging 
capacity: whack, whack, whack, done. 
Reminiscent of early Smut Peddlers, 

Comes with an extensive booklet. 

CATHOLIC BOYS: Fixed: 7”
You gotta admit, releasing four 7”s 

pretty class way to go out, especially 

Catholic Boys are a cathartic mixture 
of listening to Little Richard and 
sticking two nine volt batteries to both 
the right and left side of your tongue: 

of how fun it was and the brain corpse. 
–Daryl (Sweet Rot)

CHINESE HAPPY: Bear Hands: CDEP
I said NO MORE BANDS with 
“CHINESE” or “TOKYO” IN THEIR 
NAMES!!! Kind of reminds me of 
F.Y.P. before they were any good, 

makes me say that. Also reminds me 

Riot Bbboy earnestness of the early 
songs is completely upset by “Friday 

enough, will do little to make anyone 

the Easybeats or “Sunday You Need 

this chrysalis, spread its silken wings, 

Die behind the Chemical Sheds,” 
which also might be the best song, 
but that title is too long to type more 

just reading thru the lyrics and found 

cover. Strike the whole review from 
the record. Well, fuck you. I SAID 
no more bands with “Chinese” or 

this on yourself. –Rev. Nørb (Waiting 
For Lunch)



CLOAK/DAGGER: We Are: CD
White hot abdomen-tearing record 
from this Richmond four piece. If 

a little Scream, this may be the band 
to singe your eyebrows off. “Walk the 
Block” and “Set the Alarm” really 
aimed for the gut. But this one never 

coffee in bed with a hangover. –Sean 

CLOSET FATTIES: Ghetto Girls: 7”

me of the catch-your-breath moments 

back and chugging some beers before 

simian of a song through a glass 
table. And, lookee, the hidden track 
(on a 7”, mind you) is that gorilla. 
Bam! Bam! Bam! Features “scab 
members” (their words) of Witches 

Spent Planet, Ltd.)

COG: Course Over Ground: CD
I was intrigued by this band when 
I read their one-sheet and saw that 
these guys are total Steve Albini nuts. 
Now, seeing as anything that Albini 
has played on is pure gold to me, I 
had to give this a listen. Cog gets the 
sparse sound of Shellac down pat, 
with trebly guitars, heavy bass, and 

with the whole affair is that even 
though the band has the indie-noise 
rock sound and style of Shellac, they 
seem to be missing the personality 
that shines through on Shellac albums. 

is pretty indistinct in the long run, as 
it is very competent musically, but 

of work. Did I mention this band is 

CONDORS, THE: Wait for It: CD

Orson thought of skinny tie power 

the legendarily rotund thespian at 

resources and they will likely 
return the favor by producing crap. 

something to overcome, and things 

are clearly marked: harmonies, 

handle the restrictions, falling victim 
to the “wee bit of killer, whole lotta 

that felt like singles that overstayed 
their welcome; too many songs 

brass ring for a power pop band to 
snag, no commercial incentive to 
rush out a half-baked record, just 
the challenge of rearranging those 

DiPuccio, come up aces, especially 

searching the credits for a mention 

Wait for It is barebones and fashion-
free (the roots rock camp could claim 

rankoutsiderrecords.com)

CONNIPTION FITTS: 
 CD

I wish this were recorded just a tiny 

which is super punk, but just a little 

band is capable of a lot more than this 

“classics”. New York Dolls, David 
Bowie, Rolling Stones, that kinda 
stuff. Filter it through the blown-
out amps of a bunch of punk kids 

Illinois, and you get the Conniption 

a better recording! –Ben Snakepit 

CRIMINAL DAMAGE: 
No Solution: CD
I assume that most fans of this 
band (myself included) initially 

checked them out thanks to the 

line found in most of their distro 

of Scandinavian thrash or Japanese 
crust here. Criminal Damage chose 

Alert, etc.) while managing to avoid 

typically associated with the genre. 
All the tried and true oi staples are 
present; group choruses, Chuck Berry 
leads, downstroke power chords, but 
the thoughtful lyrical content sets 
Criminal Damage far apart from 
their boots-and-braces brethren. Fist-
pumping street punk rock for smart 
kids. –Dave Williams (Feral Ward, 
www.feralward.com)

DAS LLAMAS: World War: CD
I am probably going to get kicked out 
of the Seattle Scene Clubhouse for 

by any means, and I can see why a lot 
of people would dig it: new wave and 

cockiness, with solid vocals and 

it in a club or bob my head along in a 

but good about them from local press, 
friends, and acquaintances, so this 
may just be a perfect example of an 
album being unable to live up to too 
much hype. –Sarah Shay (Aviation)



DEADLINE: 8/2/82: CD

a young East L.A. punker kid in the 

Flex 
Your Head compilation just seemed so 

and the mighty, mighty Void—and just 
sounded so much darker and, dare I 
say it, more mature than others on that 
revered record, even though they were 
essentially mining the same territory. 
“Stolen Youth” quickly became a part 

although we never did it proper justice. 
For the most part, those songs were all 
we had to go on from this band, until 
Peterbilt released 8/2/82 towards the 
end of that decade, whereupon it went 
almost as quickly as it came and has not 

has decided that being out of print for 
two decades was long enough, and 
another generation of kids now has the 

who like their hardcore loud, fast, and 
direct will be more than happy with 

are the slower tunes, which are sick 
with unexpected chord changes, lyrics 
much more accomplished than “the 

rear its head enough these days. I may 
be an old East L.A. punker dude these 

days, but these guys can still get the 

this under “holy shit, how does anyone 
survive without this in their collection?” 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Peterbilt)

DENY EVERYTHING: 
Fire This Time: CD 
I really love this album. Admittedly, I 
grabbed this CD mainly because the 
band was named after the Circle Jerks 
song and my convoluted thought 
process went something like this 
“Circle Jerks = godlike, therefore, 
this band = good maybe…” What I 
discovered is some excellent melodic 

very pleasant middle ground that is 

band is just a bit more aggro than 
Kid Dynamite, but ever so slightly 
more melodic than Paint It Black. 

bassist is wearing a Paint It Black 

Did I mention these guys are from 

the best hardcore albums, this clocks 
in at around twenty minutes for 

to include at least one breakdown), so 

lyrics for the inevitable stage-diving 
sing-along if these guys ever tour 
state-side. –Adrian Salas (Yo-Yo)

DICKTIONHEAD: Because the Scene 
Could Suck Less: CD

DIRECT FROM HOLLYWOOD
CEMETERY: Six Feet under the
Mason-Dixon Line: 7”

party band in Richmond back in the 

Screaming Jay Hawkins. Now they 
all live in Brooklyn, have written 
some of their own songs and put out 

Devils aspect, but not too annoyingly. 

them play in ten years, but they 
were great then. Buy this record and 

DISNIHIL: Self-titled: CD
Speedy hardcore with breakdowns 
that would be right at home on Bridge 
9. Not as much grit as I prefer to have 
with hardcore and more breakdowns 

(Chainsaw Safety)

DRIVER OF THE YEAR:
…Will Destroy You: CD

to that conclusion on your own). It 
has one of the trippiest album covers 

me kind of uncomfortable (but since 
I assume that was their aim, cheers). 

ELDORADO AND THE RUCKUS: 
Do Androids Dream of Electric
Sheep?: CD

was, indeed, a crying shame. Even 

and frontman Eldorado del Rey to 
concoct this ridiculous, emo new 

blues and garage. Apparently, the 
album is titled after the Philip K. 

Blade
Runner, which explains, well, pretty 

but when mixed with repetitive 
electronic “drum triggering,” the 
result is disquieting. On the same 
parallel plane as Electric 6 and as 
uncomfortable as Buck Rogers 

with a room temperature speculum. 

EXPLODING HEARTS, THE: 
Shattered: LP
2003 seems so close to now when 

of the tragedy of all but one member 



dying in a van crash on their way back 

post card possible: the release, for the 

their singles (some of which hit around 
$500 a piece on Ebay, days after the 

CD version of this came out last year, 

people with their heads down, crying, 

initial response to Shattered

Elvis Costello—to modern Northwest 

and Epoxies—all played with such 

themselves sound like monuments. 
And then comes the sobering fact 

release anything ever again. But 

thick because they died right near the 
middle-of-nowhere, on-the-way-to-
somewhere-better small town I was 

FIRST TO LEAVE: Forging a Future: CD

cool vocal melodies, and a whole 

Elvis Costello cover. Spirited hi-jinks 
dudes! Produced by J. Robbins, he 
gives the record his patented “tools 

things from these rapscallions. –Sean 
Koepenick (Wednesday)

FIX MY HEAD: Self-titled: Cassette

resists change wants to give these 
guys two points for doing their part to 
keep the cassette format alive. And a 
few more for kicking out some pretty 

FLATLINERS, THE: 
The Great Awake: CD
Damn! I got relegated down to the 
generic paper sleeve with the record 
label logo and sticker indicating what 

Fat to me. In the past, I would always 
get a retail-ready package. At least 

been sending lately. Oh, well. New 

sophomore release. Kind of reminds 
me of early Rise Against but this band 
also melds in elements of reggae and 
ska to their music. Very melodic and 
the music is well played. Should be 
well received by the fans of the label. 
As usual, a well-produced Fat release. 
–Donofthedead (Fat)

FLESHIES: Baby: LP

of my favorite bands and this is just 

relentless barbed blob of noise that 
they tend to create is at an all-time high 

that was their 2006 release, Scrape
the Walls,
of innovative, unconventional punk 

production. Baby is very much the 
opposite—still unconventional, yet 
pure East Bay-gritty-warehouse-
show-malt-liquor-taco-truck-pissed-

of these songs went on to show up 
on later recordings. After all, it was a 

FOR SCIENCE: Way Out of Control: CD

conventional pop punk fanfare. While 
poppy melodies and harmonies are 
commonplace, this band is hardly 
describable by that phrase: pop punk. 
Vocals are Bent Outta Shape-y and 
the music reminds me of the Zoinks. 
All the songs are catchy and delivered 
with a passion that is hardly matched 

only song that I could have done 
without is the slow, folksy “Just Pray.” 

FOUR EYES, THE: Five Songs
(About Video Games and One about
Something Else): CD

Four Eyes as the American Institution 

activity that spurs me to rip tunage 

with an entire live album as a bonus 
track, which actually puts the value 

perspective when weighed against the 
slings and arrows of predictably ironic 
faux-arena rock. I continue to attempt 

from World of Warcraft players, simply 
to deny them pleasure. Schaudenfreude

pleasure of creating not one but two 
Neverwinter Nights ((see track 6)) 
mods in my life; one involved a city 
full of nothing but prostitutes and 
plague victims, the other was a loose 
interpretation of “West Side Story,” 
with orcs and mummies, but i put too 
many giant beetles in the level and i 
would always get killed before i could 
go talk to the orc girl and win her 

FRIENDS OF THE RED ARMY FACTION: 
Fuck Yr Violence: Cassette
Aesthetically, this thing is totally 
crappy—sloppy, hand-written lyrics 

make it a fairly hard listen. But I 



recorded at a practice (at one point, 
you can actually hear the band trying 

before they start playing), the lyrics 
are short but politically spot-on, and 

is a blast, dude, who gives a fuck if 

in the ass after slogging through all 
these one-sheets and promo glossies. 
Actually reminds me a lot of Riot 
Cop if they were super sloppy and 
recorded their stuff on a Fisher Price 

a good time with this one. –Keith 
Rosson (Sharpie Fumes)

GATOS SALVAJES, LOS: 
Complete Recordings: CD

in their home country and brought 
the band great success in the ensuing 
years. Before all of that, however, 

not-so-small fans of the Beatles. In 

they managed a few singles and a 
full-length, all of which, while not 
over the top like U.S. bands like the 
Wailers and the Sonics, are competent 
additions to the genre and show the 

featuring their full-length, singles 

and B-sides, live tracks and some 
home recordings of lead singer Litto 
doing a little composing, and no doubt 

become something of a cult band 
amongst Beat fans. In all, this is some 
good stuff for those sympathetic to the 
genre. –Jimmy Alvarado (No Fun)

GHADDAR / PANACEJA: Split: 7”

from Pennsylvania. Songs about such 

pigs, and how mislead religious people 
are. Pretty formulaic, but you know, 

delicious. Panaceja: super-intense, 
raging powerviolence from Croatia. If 
they had more room than half a 7”, I bet 
they would have been able to lay down 
some really ripping shit. You know that 

good, I bet, but without the rapping. 
–Daryl (Feral Kid)

GLEAM GARDEN: 
In the One-Sided World: 7”
Oh cool, a one-sided seven inch. 

bother to press grooves with no sound 

got the trademark heavy Leatherface 

ago, everyone would go out of 
their way trying to describe a lot 
of the Snuffy Smile bands without 

comparing them to each other, but 
nowadays the “Snuffy Smile sound” 

their own style (Fat Wreck, Dischord, 
and Lookout, to name a few) and 

good little record. –Ben Snakepit 
(Snuffy Smiles)

GOVERNMENT WARNING: 
Arrested: 7”EP

movie, Breaking Away, from 1979. It 

location in Bloomington, IN close to 
thirty years ago had a lot of the same 
fashions that are being picked up in 
hipster circles in the U.S. now. (Dude, 

from across the room. Loosen those 

jagged, and fast testament to the 

It sounds like music made by the 
people at the bottom who constantly 

hipster irony (in fashion and music) 

be onto something “new” soon), 
and future-less and past-less, where 
as these pure strains of hardcore 
that keep recurring—the type that 

hopping into the throwback machine 

spirit, reclaimed the ghost, and are 

GREATEST HITS: 
For a Good Time Call: CD
I am such a sucker for this style. It 
has to be pretty lame glampunk for 
me to not like it and this disc is pure 

spectrum: moody Hanoi and Lords 

worship. Songs are a little on the long 
side and this is best taken in a few 
smaller doses than in one sitting. Fans 

HELL, THE: Self-titled: CD

excellently fast and rocking, like 

Dwarves album out of a light bulb. 
Another win for Carbondale! –Ben 

HEY GIRL: Spill Your Guts!!: LP
In the earlier part of this decade, the 
Bay Area was blessed with a group of 
guys who played in various bands like 

to have seen them the few times I did, 
and have the recordings I have of them. 
I actually only have one recording 



without a doubt, their poppiest: same 

punk with just enough feedback to give 
it effect but not make it annoying. Bad 

HIDDEN SPOTS: 
Important Transmissions: 7”EP
Yeah, I know, making DIY punk 

Spots that reveal one of its secret 
weapons: strong-ass regionalism (not 
necessarily by geography). You see, 
there are these eddies of groups of 
bands around the world that continually 

want to say “geographically,” because 
folks move, but stay in contact, and 

nice, solid, oaky essence through all 
the bands, but each one is as distinct 
as the veins in a leaf. Enough of the 

Jack Palance Band (and the same 

reveal themselves after repeated 
listens—along with the rumble of 
Leatherface to churn out four songs 

HIGH TENSION WIRES: 
Midnight Cashiers: CD
Reminds me of a combination of New 

teeth in deep yet, but a few more listens 

HITCH: We Are Electric!: CD
Belgium trio sprinkles in a little 
Kerosene 454 with a splash of Bluetip. 

there. But this band, after ten years 
of slogging it out on both sides of the 

proceedings. “Radiation Winter Part 
II” has a really cool vibe. Looking to 
hear more from this band in the future. 

HUNCHBACK: Inside/Out b/w 
Song for Dave Berg: 7”
Some lighter output from a (normally) 

of which is from their upcoming LP, 

include Courtney Love, and buds, and 

alternative rock vibe to it (as opposed 

costs a dollar. Pick it up. –Joe Evans 

IDLE KIDS: The Factory Lines: CDEP

plastic cups full of shit beer. Squeals 
of feedback in between songs. Vocal 

sucker for bands like Idle Kids. 

generally mid-tempo, gravel down the 
gullet, soaring and weaving guitars, a 
propensity for gut-wringing anthems) 

Wrister (and before them: Organic, 
Altaira, Leatherface, Hot Water 

an absolute bummer of an album. 
And I say bummer because this thing 
is so goddamn good and so goddamn

.

that puts out a record with every song 
right at or above the four-minute mark 
and still manages to keep my interest 

the listener getting burnt out on every 
song starting to blend in with the next. 

all that shit. So, to close: Idle Kids 
The

Factory Lines, but they have crafted 
some lovely-as-shit, far-reaching, and 
honest rock music. Awesome. –Keith 
Rosson (Idle Kids)

INSTANT ASSHOLE: D.U.I. Or Die: 7”
Sloppy, fast, drink, drink, puke, 
drink, fuck, fart, drink some more, 
punk about driving drunk and being 

driven to drink. Wish I had the lyrical 
prowess to address my drinking 
problem in every single song like 

an achievement. But, it would be 
even more monumental if the songs 

by other bands in some capacity, and 
the vocalist emulating Jello Biafra just 
makes me want to drink, drink, puke, 
drink, fuck, fart, and drink some more. 

INSTANT ASSHOLE: D.U.I. Or Die: 7”
Brand new follow-up to their 
debut CD Straight Edge Failure. 

punk rock that reminds me of many 

hear bands like the Dead Kennedys, 

Over Bedrock in their songs. I can hear 
the growth on this release compared to 

time together has made the band more 
cohesive, yet the bile of the lyrics is 
still there. Once again, the main topic 
brought up is alcohol. I love to drink, 

totally obvious that they love to drink. 

they play a loose style of mid tempo 
to fast punk. Songs that are like a slap 
in your face and played with angry 

black splatter version that the label 



IRON CROSS: 
Two Piece and a Biscuit: CD

by Iron Cross in twenty years. I think 

band from the U.S. to do the whole 
oi thing. As far as old bands getting 
back together is concerned, I have 
much more admiration for those who 
actually get together to write some 
new tunes rather than just tour and 

delivery. So bland, so emotionless. I 
swear that Stephen Hawkings could 
get more emotion out of these tunes 

in a piss poor cover of Cocksparrer and 

the gold lies on this disc. Seriously? 

JAPANTHER: Scuffed up My Huffy: CD
Not only was Japanther a band to be 

played a show or even when they set 

but now with the release of this new 

put out thus far. You better believe it. 

and intermissions are better than ever, 
the newfound melodies kick the shit 
out of anything that ever came out of 

best song of 2007. Highly, highly 

JENNIFERS, THE: 
Colors from the Future: CD

simple twist on a familiar line and 

kaleidoscope of sounds are glimpses of 

others. Over the years, the labels for 

changed like a James Bond license 
plate—punk, new wave, indie pop—
but the essence remains constant and 

Electric
Bird Digest have I listened to a record 
so many times in one year. I turn to 
Colors from the Future like most 
people turn to syndicated sitcoms. 

a record, a disc that clears away the 

the case with Electric Bird Digest,

the lyrics on Colors

want to wait that long before passing 
along my two cents on this brilliant 

count in their ranks anyone by that 

(Beef Platter, www.thejennifers.com)

JUDDER AND THE JACK RABBITS: 
All In: CD

actually heard it. P.S. Corpse paint is 
stupid. –Bryan Static (Cherry Red)

KAKKA-HÄTÄ 77: 
Totaalinen Kakkahätä: CD
I almost refuse to use this term when 
it comes to reviewing bands, mainly 

Kakka-hätä 77 is KBD material, and 
I may be one more asshole using 

CD contains the music from the two 
7”s this band has released. Angelic 
Upstarts and early Clash played much 
pubbier, with lots of hooky backing 
vocals and a healthy helping of punky 

black and white illustration of a gutter 
punk cross country skiing through a 
moonlit forest and the back is even 
funnier. I read on the internet that 
this CD debuted at #15 on the Finnish 

that people like it so much. Fucking 
cool. –Daryl (Combat Rock)

KILLER DREAMER: Self-titled: 12”
Killer Dreamer have been squonking 
out their brand of SoCal punk for 
years now, yet they never get the 

classic hardcore just like the Circle 
Jerks or Black Flag woulda played it 

from San Pedro, the town that gave the 

Kill, to name a couple. In that respect, 
Killer Dreamer has some pretty big 

silkscreens and spraypaint and hand-

–Ben Snakepit (Small Pool)

KILL YOUR IDOLS: 
Something Started Here: CD
Here is a compilation CD that collects a 

is almost overkill to try to listen to all 
at once. From what I understand, this is 
also available as a box set of vinyl 7”s, 
and I would have to say, you might want 
to go that path with this release if you 
have the means, so you get everything 

Punk rock blasphemy). Kill Your Idols 



hardcore punk that shifts between fast 
and really fast (with the occasional 
breakdown), with some very pissed-
off, shouted vocals to top everything 

times going through it, but after a 

band manages to achieve some sort 
of huge epicness that makes the song 
sound monumental, and the cover 

ever heard the original, you know that 

is about the last person who should 
ever attempt to sing the Patty Smyth 
parts from the song, but the band still 
manages to pull the song off nicely. I 
also have to say that the booklet that 
comes with the CD makes a good 
case about why physical releases are 
so much better than just downloading 

are extensive and feel like a mini 

too much to tackle in one sitting but 

super fan or looking for a good starting 
point. –Adrian Salas (Lifeline)

KNUGEN FALLER: Lugna Favoriter: LP

to a lot of Otis Redding, but Knugen 

Faller, who could easily be placed in 
the “throwback ghetto” and dismissed 
as solely “a Swedish band who likes 

entirely in Swedish, it gave me more 
time to just enjoy the structure of the 
songs. Aside from the more obvious 
punk and new wave sign posts, it 
kinda gets me how similar they are 
in spirit to many of the early Stax 
artists: chops galore, but tastefully 
played. All the instruments are used 
together to paint a more expansive 
picture, all rotating time in emphasis. 
So, in the punk rock lineage, as much 

Knugen Faller take the jump-punk-

for well-placed, ska-less horns), and 

line of bands coming out of small city 
of Umea. Score another for the Ny 
Vag collective. Highly recommended. 

KOLOKOL: Flammer og Farger: LP

the early part of the year about this 
release. I kind of forgot about it. It 
was a disagreement with the band and 

was an agreement to have the glossy 
booklets printed in color. But the label 
decided to print it in black and white 
because the cost of the entire release 
would have made the sale price really 
expensive. So, according to the band, 
this version is not endorsed by them. 

want to buy U.S. pressing on vinyl, 
produced under the circumstances 
stated above, or you can buy the 

LP pressing that just came out on 

debate and can understand both sides. 
It probably could have been handled 
differently so that both sides would 

certain: this band from Norway is 

hardcore punk meets crust with hook-

an intricately planned use of musical 
notes. Not average by any means. 
I like the clean production of this 

is smooth and punchy, played with 

holding the backbone of the musical 
experience while driving the notes 
of the music to forefront. But the 
contrast of vocals that are delivered 
with a convincing rage takes the 
music to a darker level. A truly epic 
release that should be sought out. 

LEFTY LOOSIE: 100 Miles an Hour: CD

smidge, but double tempo and more 

of this quartet from the rock I hide 
underneath and I like what I hear. 

Poppy but not in an “over-produced, 
sugary, and gross” way—more in 
a “dancing with a smile to the pop 
punk goodness as the rest of the 
house party spills beer on you” way. 
I also think the most valuable part of 
the band is in the lyrics, and thank the 
heavens this album has a lyric sheet. 
Fantastic. Hey, the bass player sported 

LOUIS LINGG AND THE BOMBS:
Conspiracy: CDEP
International political pop punk fans 

how many of you there are, but I 

(only the Land of the Rising Sun 
could cook up a combination of 
the Ramones, Nine Inch Nails, and 

Wakey Wakey Kool Aid Sponge 

minute lecture on the Haymarket 

Conspiracy

Faloon (Ultrasonar)

LOUIS TULLY: 7”
Keyboards certainly have their place 
in punk rock. From the Screamers 

keyboard must be acknowledged. 



a big fan of keyboards in punk songs. 

ish anthemic punk, but with this 
fucking irritating keyboard that just 
totally sounds out of place and jars 
the songs apart like a paint scraper. 

LOZEN: Enemies against Power: CD

it gets a bit too sludgy for comfort 

both guitar and bass. Alternatingly 
annoying and gripping, Enemies
against Power is unique enough to 
warrant checking out. –Art Ettinger 

LUDICRA: Fex Urbis, Lex Orbis: CD
Boy, talk about the goth calling the 

epic black metal without the juvenile 
trappings associated with this kinda 

exactly what you need to enjoy it. –Ben 

MANNEQUIN MEN: “Private School” 
b/w “Sewers”: 7”

one arm and a Led Zeppelin tattoo on 

received these tattoos incredibly late 
into a rainy October night while they 
were all attending a boot camp run 

those tattoos and never attended some 

sure is that these guys sure do know 
how to make some awesome rock 
music. –Daryl (Criminal IQ)

McRAD / FRONTSIDE FIVE: 
50/50 Split: CD

buddhas in charge of revmats at 
Razorcake must know what I like. I 

ability to know that I love skate rock, 

out there at HQ knows it. Oh right... 
the review. Frontside Five kicks it off 
with their brand of crossover skate 
thrash that beats you senseless and 
leaves you for dead in the bottom of 
the pool. I swear that this band is like 

is skate 
rock! I was pretty stoked to hear some 

original purveyors of what became 

Appearing on Thrasher compilations 

always brought the thrash… Until 

like, but other than that there is some 
dub type stuff, a few live tracks from 
1983, a radio interview, and some 

playing with his kids (which is a cool 
concept in its own right, but not for 
this record). It just left me feeling 
let down. I do have to say that the 
Frontside Five tracks are more than 

Stranglehold (Fivecore)

McRAD / FRONTSIDE FIVE: Split: CD
Frontside Five: Beach punk-sounding 

was like a mix of Pennywise meets 

skateboarder and one-time member 

musical on and off again, long-time 
music project. Feels as unfocused as 

Build a Nation. Dub,
punk, rock, and, I believe, ambient. 
–Donofthedead (Fivecore)

MEASURE [SA], THE / 
O PIONEERS!!!: Split 7”

romantic in the original tradition. 

fostered this innate, driving force to 

songs. O Pioneers!!!: Having been 
aware of their early material and now 

OP!!! has spent all their songwriting 
time using a mirror (a duplicate 
image incapable of a unexpected 

and hoping it to reveal “secrets”) of 
another band, instead of attempting 
much of an original vision. Flat-out 

already exists, people know about 

(Kiss Of Death)

MENZINGERS, THE: A Lesson in the 
Abuse of Information Technology: CD

mighty pleased after a few listens. 

blends good old-fashioned punkness 
with the better aspects of (dare I say 

entirely sure how that last sentence 

in my head. Some fast stuff here, some 
anthemic, and some slow; some sweet 
stuff, some bitter, and the band has 

loud, and bitter in the way of the 
complete desperation after the cops 
kill your dog is bitter. I like this record. 



MIDNIGHT CREEPS: 
Singles/Splits/Demos/Live: CD + DVD
Contains, as the title suggests, various 
7”s, demos, live stuff and their 

essentially a bar punk band—and are 

also given to playing long dirge-rock 

exhume the ghosts off of some dusty 
Raw Power 8-track (see the slooow, 

despite the fact that their songs have 

this band for me is the fact that the 
vocalist has an unfortunate tendency 
to sing in this deep, operatic voice that 
just comes across as A) really corny 
and B) like she wishes she was in 
another kind of band altogether. When 

DVD features selections from some 
live shows in which said vocalist A) 
blows huge tendrils of snot out of her 
nose, B) disrobes down to bra and 

made by and starring the band called 
Menstrual Institution.
make any sense at all, but the terrible 
acting actually makes the movie more 

guitarist dry-humps his teddy bear. 

–Keith Rosson (Rodent Popsicle)

MODERN LIFE IS WAR: 
My Love, My Way: CD
Hmmm…is this punk with neo-

sure, but most likely the former. 
Heavy and gruff, possible knuckle-

but mostly not. Lots of mid-tempo. 
Sounds like yer being throttled by 
a gorilla. For some reason, to me it 
sounds like 76% Uncertain on horse 

ago, this would be on Revelation. 
I liked this quite a bit, but I never 
have anything coherent to say about 

MOUTH SEWN SHUT: 
Doomed Future Today: CD
Say what? Doom-laden reggae? Ska 
with crust overtones? From a purely 
visual standpoint, it was pretty easy 
to initially write this band off, or at 
least assume I knew exactly what I 
was getting. You know: brutal name 
in scary font. Dead bird on cover. 
Skull on back cover. LP version by 

the CD thing in the player thing and 

song, “World War 3 Is Coming” hits 

reggae.

and a big love for Amebix. Yes, the 

ugly.

manages to be toe-tapping and 
mired neck-deep in gloom. Lyrics 
are despondent and generally pretty 
fucking hopeless. While there are 
moments on Doomed Future Today

just on, and doing it by melding two 

up in a million years. So if you want 

you know, radio airplay and online 

do much for you. But if you want to 

consistently engaged the listener and 
kept shit really interesting throughout 

Rosson (Rodent Popsicle)

NEKROMANTIX:
Life Is a Grave & I Dig it!!!: CD

Nekromantix is approaching twenty 

in the U.S., a major line-up change, 
and a deal with the ever-burgeoning 
Hellcat [Epitaph] label—forces 

that resulted in a complete sound 
overhaul. Life Is a Grave reveals 
a depth of musicianship; a darker 
and more complete interpretation 
of the musical components that are 

mature, and sated release more akin 
to calculating serial killers than the 
crimes of passion which hallmarked 

 and Brought Back 
to Life. Fits into the new mold of 
psychobilly: subdued and balanced 
bass, Damned-style vocals, and 

NEW MEXICAN DISASTER SQUAD:
Don’t Believe: CD

rarity these days for a good hardcore 

remind me of a chunky blending 
of both. And while I make heavy 

writing about a band by comparing 
them to another band, but if the shoe 

hardcore coming out these days takes 

to say that about this record; it has a 

way it should be, at least with this 



NEW MEXICAN DISASTER SQUAD: 
Peace with Nothing: Digital EP
Razorcake usually tends to frown upon 
reviewing digital-only releases, but this 

to be released as a 7” vinyl soon, and 

through the trouble of burning the 

Squad plays melodic hardcore (i.e. 7 
Seconds, Kid Dynamite) that manages 
to sound fresh and energetic. At only 

might want to put it on loop two or 

originals which are all excellent, a cover 

honestly only know that, because the 

Warning.” Now the 7 Seconds cover 
sounds exactly like the original, but this 

it?” to me. Well, in all fairness, they do 

pull off a lot of tricks in their sound, but 

too many bands that turn to shit after 
they discover the magic of metal guitar 

NEW MODEL ARMY: High: CD
At this point in their twenty-plus year 

particular devoted fan face different 
problems, in regard to their music. 

themselves to a neglected North 
American market, something made even 

recent refusal of visas for a U.S. tour. 

recordings—No Rest for the Wicked 
(1985), The Ghost of Cain (1986), 
Thunder and Consolation (1989), and 
the slightly-too-gothy Impurity (1990)—
should help to spread awareness, with 

songs placing them slightly below the 

ask me to locate them in regard to 

though, that Crass and the Clash are 

working-class-Brit growl and his gift 
for writing probing, thought-provoking, 
and often politically challenging lyrics 
and setting them to really catchy, near-
classic rock structures places him way 

larger following here has always been 

eagerly since the mid-1980s, I very 
nearly have “enough” of their music to 
keep me happy. You know how it is—
sometimes, when you have eight great
studio discs by a band you like, you 

need a ninth. (Who the 
Rather 

Ripped, for instance, that also owns 

much Sonic Youth do you listen to in a 

Strange Brotherhood
Carnival, the 

standout track on that disc, “Another 
Imperial Day,” which is the best song 

same band—or, well, by Justin Sullivan 
and his previous collaborators, since 
their lineup has changed a few times. 

necessary.

mine, High (2007) serves far better. 

than Carnival; tunes like “Wired” are 
faster to catch you, more immediate in 
their rewards, while the intelligence of 

clear throughout. “Bloodsports,” about 
the tedious human need of war, will 
probably prove to be a classic, and “One 
of the Chosen,” a scarily believable song 
about the appeal of cults and fanaticism 
to lost non-believers, is beyond a doubt 

almost novelistic in the degree to which 

seen put to song before (“Nothing 
Dies Easy,” about the stubbornness 
of things, in the face of change) and 
what seems, compared to the pagan 

a rather new attitude toward progress; 
at times (“Into the Wind”), he almost 
seems breath-taken by the immensity 

of human ambition and hunger, more 

but to looking down at the world from 
a godlike perspective—the sort of 

him from being pissed off about stuff; 
Sullivan is damned good at being pissed 

NO NO ZERO: Rough Stuff: LP

thing (it came with two really nice 
silkscreens, and the cover features 
a rad ink drawing of a monkey and 
leopard about to kick the shit out of 
each other) I was a little surprised to 

hard at sounding like Lux Interior. 

and vibraphone, which adds an almost 

Wagon,” “Ass Commando,” and 

give you. Call before you come over. 
–Keith Rosson (Folk Brand)



NUX VOMICA: A Civilized World: CD

Frantic metal peppered here and there 

actually really like it, and the Accused 

as far as my metal tastes reach. Best 
conclusion I can come up with is 
if Fingerprint decided to get back 

the air of apocalyptica that visually 
shrouds this thing, and the corny one 
sheet touting how great the band is 
(do those things actually do anything 
positive at all? Someone needs to do 
some extensive market research), I 
was preparing myself to not like this. 

Vomica for being a smart, kick-ass 

topical, tough-as-nails record. –Keith 
Rosson (Aborted Society)

OLD TIME RELIJUN: 
Catharsis in Crisis: CD

like Asia. –Sean Koepenick (K)

OLDE GHOST: Totally: 7”EP
Suggestion to whoever wrote the 

Like Jehu and Hot Snakes when the 

a straight-ahead modern punk band 
with screamed-rasped vocals, heavy 
tuning, and weight. Whereas John 

in which the notes could be made into 
maps of different, freaky, and badass 

or less a straight line with a couple 
of small swerves and pebbles being 
kicked up. Like End On End, perhaps, 

Computers tracks? Nice chipboard 
packaging and it came with a CDEP, 

OSCARS, THE / EVIL WIZARD EYES: 
Split: 7”

Spits, primarily due to the vocals. Evil 

screamed vocals. Both bands play 

handmade glued cover artwork kicks 
ass. –Art Ettinger (Soul Is Cheap)

PANGEA / HARVEST MOON SOCIETY:
Split 7”EP

they alternate song-by-song, not side-

collective consciousness. Both bands 
are what I was hoping to hear when: A.) 

Femmes” (although these two bands 

this charming, quietly dissonant 

through all four songs and the dude 
singer sounds more than a little like 

Weakerthans would sound like before I 
actually heard them: artful playfulness 

“Canadian sweater, Poetry (big P), and 
tea”-ness that rubs me the wrong way 
with the aforementioned band. C.) I 

in the market for a new automobile or 

Haints are predisposed to liking this, 

(Stress Domain)

PAPERMOONS: Self-titled: 7”

the toilet while your friends are sleeping 
and during the middle of the night they 

car and running a red light without 
being caught. Fuck. What the hell am I 

aware I liked droney acoustic numbers. 
I really expected to hate this release 
because I knew Papermoons was a folk 
band before I let the needle hit the wax 
and then two songs in, I actually found 

getting over the “it has to be punk to be 
good” mindset. Forgive me, for I am 

PARTY GARBAGE: Self-titled: 7” EP

but I can appreciate its charms. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Super Secret)

PINE HILL HAINTS, THE: 
Self-titled: 7”EP

restraint—almost sounding like a 

vocals and banjo up front most of 

dalliance or affectation. When you hear 

as simple and straightforward as a 
rocking chair. No new-fangled, bing-

designs are pretty simple and follow 

take away from the fun and comfort 
they provide. Plus, true craftsmanship 
gets further revealed with each simple 

burn slow without a lot of distracting 

PROZACS, THE & THE GUTS: 
Sticking with It: Split 7”

the possibly beloved ((by someone)) 

OHs and YEAHs and other artifacts 



of pimply hyperbole, theoretically 

is feeling particularly charitable 
that day; they shall likely neither 
disappoint genre devotees nor convert 

song “In Love,” which consists, in its 

Love” repeatedly seemingly endlessly 
((which begs the question of why 

nine yards and titled the song “I’m

everything up front)). If the 
opposite of “progress” is “congress,” 

side of the vinyl appears to be called 

that they can cover a song Keith 
Richards wrote and get away with it. 

pretty cool punk rock electro-acoustic 

the phrase “if you liked the stuff on 

like this” in a particularly ingenious 

will not play unless i press down on 

–Rev. Nørb (Cabana1)

PULLING TEETH: Vicious Skin: 10”
Really, really fancy packaging; full 
color, foil-stamped, custom colored 
vinyl and a giant full color poster. 
Somebody sunk a lot of money into 

emo hats and ear plugs and neck 
tattoos and expensive pants and stuff 

–Ben Snakepit (A389)

PUSH-PULL: 3: CDEP
Coarse, scratchy rock in the vein of 

of Hammer Party
decent. “Sanford Eubanks” is the best 
song on here. “Union Songs” is about 
eight minutes too long though, boys! 
–Sean Koepenick (Joyful Noise)

RAIN: La Vache Qui Rit: CD

but I have in recent years conceded that 

exactly the pox on punk I initially 
thought they were, and Rain reinforces 
that newfound attitude. Featuring 
former members of Youth Brigade 

this EP, originally recorded in 1987 
and released in 1990, is drenched in the 
melding of post punk and hardcore that 

Summer” group of bands that distinct 

the off-kilter thrash of bands like Faith, 

the vast bulk of millions of lesser 
bands that followed, however, the 
“punk” aspect is never lost amongst 

giving the music an immediacy and 
the necessary “edge” to vault the 
music past “pretentious noodling” and 
into the “music as catharsis” camp. 
I may still hate emo as much as I do 

RAZOR BOIS: Summer 2007 Demo: CD-R

in cliques. Apparently comes with 

on my computer. Note to band: 
your six-songer was actually pretty 

you rant about people being sexist and 
macho while simultaneously referring 
to them as bitches. Other than that, 

REACTION, THE / NEVERENDING
PARTY: Split: 7” EP

like they funneled the recording 
through a six-foot piece of PVC tubing 

reaction whatsoever. Neverending 
Party: Both songs reminded me a little 
of the Dicks, which is always a good 

laden—guitars, strong tempos, and 
they know not to overstay their 
welcome. Neverending Party win this 

REACTION, THE / THE NEVERENDING 
PARTY: Split 7” EP

throwback to the old school with 
classic rock riffage and all the dinge 
and dirge of a solid basement band. 

Replacements feel to it, and track 
two, “Stitches,” which features the 
bass player on vocals, reminds me of 

from Bent Outta Shape. Solid rocking 

another straight up rocker. Liked both 
bands here, good split, but I think 

REAGAN SS: 
Universal and Triumphant: LP
It takes a lot for hardcore to make the 
seasoned listener breathless because 

bit know how the ride goes. Reagan 
SS knows, too, and they up the ante 
by literally clenching the listener and 
whisper-screaming directly into their 
ear holes. I swear, I can feel my heart 
constrict, my eyes bulge, my teeth grit, 
and my knuckles itch every time I put 



going to happen, how it plays. Not 

capturing the listener into it, netting 
that anxiety, controlling the space. 
And I have to take my hat off to the 
band for the long-ass track that opens 

counted the tracks on the vinyl right.) 

trash, and that underscores two things: 
1.) Power can be short, quick jabs. It 
can also be built through ratcheting 
tension, that want of release, that slow 
build and instantaneous leveling in an 
avalanche. (Something that Fucked 

Hidden World underscores.) 2.) 
Fuck expectations. Bands, take note. 
Build music for yourself, grow, and 

end, you only gotta live with yourself. 

RED RED RED: Mind Destroyer: CD

sound like the Swing Ding Amigos, 
but without the weird little psychedelic 

–Adrian Salas (Big Neck)

REGRES: CD
Regres is a positive hardcore band 
from Poland that favors mainline New 

fact that the lyrics are in Polish adds 
to the interest factor, and each track 

are very few tempo changes or stomp 
around breakdowns, with the focus 

of a kneeling, introspective kid is a neat 
piece of hardcore artwork, and the lyric 
sheet includes English translations of 
the lyrics. –Art Ettinger (Refuse)

REPLICATOR: Machines Will Always 
Let You Down: CD
For the sake of being totally up front 
with things, I have known Conan 

Replicator, for about six years now 

that, I can tell you what I think of this 
album. From Oakland, California, 
Replicator has a number of full-lengths 
and EPs out and has been around for 

songs clocking in at near thirty-seven 

one Vern Rumsey, formerly of the band 
Unwound. And speaking of Unwound, 

them, as well as Shellac (Bob Weston 
recorded a previous Replicator 
album), Brainiac, Frodus, and a whole 
host of other bands. Occasionally, 
samples and keyboards are used. 
Vocals are sung and shouted from 
two different singers, both of whom 

line from “Fashionably Latent”: “If 
I were to travel back in time, fashion 

would be a main concern of mine.” 

Surrealist painting; the kind with a 
giant penis serving tea to dainty old 
ladies.” Using that sense of humor, 
the band seems to primarily focus on 
technology, hence the title, although 
other subjects are covered as well, 
including not giving up, being owned, 

their live show (which is quite good, 

on the recording, which is a rare thing 

band serves to match up well with the 

mind, I can picture an alternate reality 
where the members of Replicator are 
the last human beings left on an earth 
that has become ruled by cyborgs. 

(Radio Is Down)

REVISIONS, THE: On the Lam: 7”EP

sounded like if they were formed by 

provide that answer. Led by Doug 
Burns, the singer and one (?) of the 

voice is familiar, so are the structures 

of sound trying to light up ghettos, 

brush drumming, intricately textured 

taking a little bit of getting used to. 
You know, you associate a voice with 

no doubt Doug can write the hell out of 

end of long days, when I want to wind 

RIOT/CLONE: Success: CD

hell of a batting average going. For 

one of the early U.K. bands associated 
with the anarcho-punk scene that 
spawned Crass, Discharge, Flux of 

singles and albums over nearly three 

Losing none of the anger, passion, 
and “punk” of their early years, they 
dish up seventeen tracks (one more 

W. Bush,” consists of a long bit of 

and catchy punk rock devoid of both 

modern “peace punk” bands rely upon 
and the stodgy lack of enthusiasm that 
plagues a number of their reformed 

topical, and the delivery vital, making 
this one of the most consistently good 
releases of the year. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Dr. Strange)



RIOT/CLONE: Success: CD

swear I was listening to something that 

anthemic, snotty British punk that 
Punk and 

Disorderly comp with nary a furrowed 
brow. After listening to this thing quite 
a few times and reading what they 
have to say, I found myself liking this 

smart and topical and do a great job 
of toeing the line between sincerity, 
sarcasm, and self-effacement. All 
the songs include explanations, and 
the band comes across as just being 
humble, genuine guys. And if some of 
the songs have a tendency to extend 

and refusing to grapple with gross-
ass metal-fusion wankery that many 
long-time bands have a tendency to 

together since 1980 and Success is 

epitaph—music that wholeheartedly 
embraces their roots, their foundation, 
while lyrically keeping things current 
without skimping on any of the anger 
or content. Nice job all around. –Keith 
Rosson (Dr. Strange)

RIPTIDES, THE: Hang Out: CD
I really like this CD. Clever lyrics, 
cool back-up vocals without all the 

overkill some other bands employ, 
and just catchy songs overall. 
“Bonehead” sports a fantastic 
opening verse: “with your blood red 

harder than the guys in Rush. –Sean 
Koepenick (Red Scare)

RISING UP RISING DOWN: 
Monster Crusher: LP

this one, but after a couple plays 

brutal, sir. Discordant and angular, but 
rounded and fattened out by a thick 
guitar sound (another Dead Air Studios 
job), full of odd time signatures and 

picture here (lyrically, you can use 

wonderful place” template to give 
you an idea of the rainbow-colored 
posi-vibes shooting off of this one) 

and the battery-on-the-tongue minor-
chord grimace of Swing Kids. I think 
it leans more heavily towards crust 
and d-beat than it does tight pants and 
hair products that people generally 
associate with screamo nowadays, but 

as a good enough band to give fans 
of either genre the piss shivers. Nice 

ROBOCOP 3: If The Door Is Locked, 
There Is Someone in There: 7”
Skipped versions 1 and 2 and went 

special about the third installment of 
Robocop that it makes you want to 

two, which makes him a cyborg, 

Cyborg, was a Jean-Claude Van 

sequel to that opus. Although, in my 
opinion, they should have because 
Vincent Klyn, also known as Lupton 
“Warchild” Pittman from Point Break,

name of the band, they are also lyrical 

movie characters, pool parties, and 
unicorn card decks that posses magic 
powers. How can you go wrong? 

ROCK, STAR: Inamorato: CD
Inamorato is a lost album recorded 
seven years ago, but never released. 

active band for a few years, gained 
a ton of fans, and then faded into 
obscurity before a recent reformation. 

when melodic bands took precautions 
to not sound like the pop punk that 
was, at that time, experiencing a huge 

hear more material from Rock, Star 

Ettinger (Black Numbers)

SAD TROPICS: Everything Was
Beautiful and Nothing Hurt: CDEP

my eighth grade science teacher, and 
the bass player will, to me, forever 

of those songs being a bonus track (a 

three piece with the bassist also doing 
some background vocals. Although the 

the Flaming Lips than the other bands. 

intelligence (take that, generic emo band 
of the month!) with much of the album 
focused more on ideal songwriting and 
less on energy and punk-inspired mass 

songwriter, math rock, atmospheric 



the logical next step in the musical lives 

too unsoiled for most readers of this 

fan of the poppier side of punk. –Kurt 

SAHN MARU: Never Too Late: CD
If I remember correctly, this band has 

Looking at the provided info, that 
fact is correct. It was over a year ago 
that I saw this Bay Area band. I was 
impressed with their take on Swedish 

and heavy. I was truly impressed. I 
never got around to getting their 7”, but 
here lays before me their full length. 
As mentioned before, the band plays 
d-beat, Discore, or whatever you want 
to call it. But they also add the metallic 
elements of crust in their music, which 
gives it a dreary, dark feeling, adding 
to the power. An added plus is that it 
sounds like it was recorded in a decent 
studio. Everything seems to be in the 
right place and the instruments are 
clear and loud. Nothing is worse for me 
these days than listening to something 
recorded on the cheap and not sounding 
even half good. But when recorded 
properly, the music stands out and 
keeps my attention. Attention I have, as 
I have listened to this numerous times. 
Something about the brash vocals, 
heavy, distorted guitars, and solid and 
punchy-sounding drums and bass gets 

my adrenaline pumping. Adding the 

appreciation. You either do this genre 

right. –Donofthedead (Inimical)

SAYYADINA:
Mourning the Unknown: CD
No bullshit, straight kick-in-the-teeth 

a no-holds-barred approach to their 
music. Songs that are so intense with 
venom that there is no mistaking the 
anger, all mostly under the two minute 
mark. If the songs were too long, the 

depleted. Wailing, screamed vocals 
that probably can blows holes through 

that can take you heading banging one 
minute and thrashing about in another. 
Drumming that is precise but pounding 
in speeds that, at times, seem humanly 
impossible. Bass guitar playing that ties 
everything together and adds that eerie 
tone of evil. Not for the weak at heart 
or someone who is looking for melody. 

–Donofthedead (Sound Pollution)

SMILE BRIGADE, THE: Take This 
Precious Edge off This Treacherous
Ledge: CD

Capitol Hill neighborhood of Seattle, 

never heard of them until now and 
they remind me of this obscure band 

sounding coffee house rock music 
with cheesy backing vocals and 
nothing exciting to offer. Next time 

of the faster, harder shit, not this 

SODA POP KIDS: 
Teen Bop Dream: CD

probably want to look like Ron Wood 

coif they remind me of Rod Stewart. 

But holy hot damn, friends, Teen Bop 
Dream calls for us to rise above such 
thinking, clear away the cobwebs of 

cuts on Teen Bop Dream scorch along 
like those early Bobbyteens songs 
when Karen Supercharger was in the 
band: bubblegum garage punk with 

(Speaking of mental outlook, the Soda 
Pop Kids radiate an irreverence that, 
in a perfect world, would lead to their 
own Saturday morning cartoon show.) 

Hearts, Nice Boys, and Donny Denim. 

in terms of energy, not mood, with a 
couple of slow-burning ballads and, 

on the second-to-last cut, a country 
tune. I wanted more of the barnburning 
early songs, but the twists and turns 
provide unexpected contrasts and lead 
to a really good record. And if using 
hairspray helped the Soda Pop Kids 

Faloon (Full Breach)

STATIC RADIO: 
One For The Good Guys: CDEP
I still think this is super fast, Kid 
Dynamite-inspired hardcore (see 

two more B-side type songs than the 
7”, yet it is still one sided.–Joe Evans 
III (Black Numbers)

STEINWAYS, THE / PEABODYS, THE: 
Irreconcilable Differences: Split 7”

gain some momentum in the pop punk 

a parody of the genre in question. 
Either way, their style of pop punk 
by the book may get a little stale at 
times, but they have the humor and 

I had never heard of this band before 
this release, but they seem appropriate 

enough similarities to make you think 
twice about it. Each band does four 
songs and the last one on each side is 

be getting more spins. –Bryan Static 
(Incessant Drip) 



STREET TRASH: 
Into the Wasteland: LP

about torn-denim, puking skulls, 

back together, members left, drama) 

blankie of hate and pestilence you can 
wrap around your shoulders when it 

Into
the Wasteland

SUBWAY SECT: 1978 Now: CD
Contrary to what happened later, there 
was once a time when punk was more 
about how you approached music than 
what you played. Just take a listen to Wire, 

the odder, more interesting bands to come 

and arty take on pop music stood in stark 
contrast to the hullabaloo of bands like 
the Sex Pistols and the Clash (the latter 
of which they shared a manager, Bernie 
Rhodes), but their output was just as vital 
and edgy as anything their more popular 
peers produced. Although the original 

lineup managed a single, Rhodes sacked 
the bulk of the lineup while the band 
was in the midst of recording its debut 
album, and all but the song “Ambition,” 
which proved to be a popular single, 
was lost to time (although rough mixes 
have apparently been bootlegged over 
the years). Some thirty years later, 

have decided to rectify that situation by 
going into the studio and re-recording the 

passed, the result is surprisingly good, 
with the songs and the performance both 
retaining the necessary vigor to give it 
that needed punk edge, and the quirkiness 
of the songwriting keeps them sounding 
very much “ahead of their time,” even 
thirty years down the line. While those 
who think punk is solely about Black 
Flag, Ramones, Rancid, and any band 
that sounds like them, will no doubt be 
sorely disappointed, those with a broader 

–Jimmy Alvarado (Overground)

TEENERS, THE: Self-titled: 7” EP
Dude, is this some sorta long lost 
Reatards EP? –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Super Secret)

THROTTLE: Discharge: CD

good band, but either my hearing is 

–Jimmy Alvarado (Collision Course)

TOO MANY DAVES: Self-titled: 7”EP

so friendly that if the technology existed, 
the record itself would be opening up your 
beer and lighting your bong as it spins 

to your friends who dress up in 12-pack 

TOTAL ABUSE: Sex Pig: 7” EP

art punk or something but what I got 
was über-raw, spastic hardcore that 
sounds like very early SS Decontrol 
with a much lower recording budget. 

Alvarado (Deranged)

TULSA: Sour Digs: LP + CD

East Bay pop punk: handwritten lyric 
sheets, songs about cheap alcohol, 

all slid in great silk screened cover 
(along with a CD), all conceptually held 

together with duct tape. You know; the 
current hallmarks to a tried and true 
DIY punk release. And you know what? 
It still rules after you kinda know what 

me Shotwell, the almost-breathlessness 

up in a weird poncho of the Abi Yo Yos. 
Sour Digs feels like a family affair; a 
nationwide family of bands, a family 

along to this record. Shit like this just 

www.starcleaner.com) 

TUNNEL, THE: Self-titled: CDEP
Sounds like Jon Spencer Blues Explosion 
backing a theatrically constipated Jack 

TURBO A.C.’s: Live to Win: CD

UNDERGROUND RAILROAD TO
CANDYLAND, THE: Bird Roughs: CD
I always hold my tongue when I 

and FYP, has this ability to constantly 
stay one step ahead of me musically. It 
took me awhile to warm up to all three 

some of my favorite music of all time. 
I always feel like a knob talking about 



is John Denver, smiling like a tool 

sounds like a quieter permutation of 

behind the kit). I made this mistake last 
issue, insinuating that Dan Padilla was 

the second band started after the other, 
yet contained overlapping members—

Introduced into the fold are Jack Blast 
(a super nice Pedro stalwart), and Jack 

years, and a grade school teacher. I 

Bird Roughs
is mainly subdued, letting the textures 
of songs come to the forefront; from 
surf guitar to the Cure-reminiscent 
jangling. As a matter of fact, throw 

celebrate their entire catalogs—Echo 

Pedro DIY punk perversity blender, 
and there you go. Bird Roughs is a 
weird, but comfortingly so, record 

the folks involved, but not exactly. 

VAPIDS, THE: 
The Point Remains the Same: CD
Played with these intrepid sons of 
Hamilton, Ontario something like 

i was thinking of ((result: I think we 
played with both the Vapids AND the 
Dinks at that show)), which seems 
fraught with commentary on either 
my age, my memory, or the fact that 
any combination of four dudes from 
Ontario with black leather jackets 
is roughly equivalent to any other 
combination of four dudes from 
Ontario with black leather jackets. 

far as i can tell, the Vapids are the 

Ramones-core ((“Riverdales-core?”)) 
phenomenon, except for Head, who 
seem like a “special” case ((if you 
know what i mean)), which pleases 

enjoyed that episode of Gilligan’s 
Island with the Japanese sailor who 

is that, whereas most Ramones-core 
is built around a simple, cartoonish, 
catchy chorus, most Vapid-toons 

go more the route of the New Bomb 

use of particularly distinct choruses, 
and often giving the actual title of the 
song little or no lyrical presence in the 
body of the lyrics itself—making the 
music more about drive than hooks, 

a much worse 24.2 minutes than 

but one might speculate that one of 

really connected on a continent-wide 

wrong tool for the wrong job—trying 
to use a Ramones hammer to drive 

some god damn thing. I once passed 

have always wondered if i made the 
wrong choice in that regard. Listening 
to the Vapids in 2007, i remain as 

or the Anti-Nowhere League; “Human 

title “9.18. Ft. Lee VA 1952” is actually 

day that the Beatles recorded the song 

anniversary, and the anniversary of 

Nørb (Independent Punk Rock)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: New York vs. New 
Jersey-Punk Rock Battle Royale!: CD

down on this mere mortal reviewer. 
Having seen a handful of these bands 
at Insubordination Fest, this is a tough 
call. But I shall carry on! Round one: 

Steinways. Winner: For Science. 
Final score: New Jersey-3, New York-

be disputed. Put on this CD and enjoy 
with a WWF Superstars of Wrestling 

than a pig in shit! (Why anyone, 
including a pig, would be happy in 
this situation is beyond me.) –Sean 
Koepenick (Crafty)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Taking out a Little 
Agression—A Tribute: CD
Anyone thinking about releasing 
a tribute CD should be required to 
listen to Taking out a Little Agression.
Agression was a hardcore, skate 
punk band from Oxnard, California, 
who, along with Ill Repute, Shattered 
Faith, and Battalion of Saints, 
helped create the Nardcore punk 

songs were recorded over three years 
by friends of the band and compiled 
for this CD as a tribute to Knowles and 

3, and Oppressed Logic all contribute 
fantastic versions of Agression songs 
and the resulting compilation is truly 

time in their lives—the loss of two 
friends—and turned it into something 
beautiful. Huge thanks to Dave Haro, 



JellyRoll, and Dr. Strange Records 
for putting this out. –Josh Benke 
(Dr. Strange)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Taking out a
Little Agression—A Tribute: CD
Dave Haro is a great guy, and 

out the right bands to make what is 
normally a tedious exercise in ego-
fellating—the now-dreaded “tribute” 
album—into a more than worthwhile 
listen. Expanding on an idea that 
came after his homeboy (and 
Agression guitarist) Henry Knowles 
died in 2002, Haro and cohort 
Jellyroll enlisted the aid of some of 

Faith, Channel 3, Verbal Abuse, 
Fang, Life Crisis, Retching Red, DI, 
Kat Killer, fellow skatepunk bands 

run through assorted Agression tunes 
in tribute to Knowles and singer 

most unconventional (an acoustic 
version of “It Can Happen”) and the 
punk supergroup S.A.I.D. (featuring 
members of Stalag 13, Agression, 
Ill Repute, and Dr. Know, hence the 
name) dishing out the thrashiest with 
their cover of “Stop the Clock.” In 
all, this set is easily the best tribute 
compilation of the year, if not the 
decade. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Dr. Strange)

VATICANS, THE: Guardia
 CD

continuation of the loud, trashy 
legacy of the Fingers, Rip Offs, 
Infections, et al., are going to be 

this is in a whole other ballpark. 
While still spare in instrumentation, 

legacy sometimes pop up, the bulk of 
this is geared solely toward the pop 
side of the fence, with clean channel 
guitars, mid-tempo rhythms and 
female vocals more Penelope Houston 

substance over style, however, will 

well crafted and very catchy, knowing 
yet tempered with a subtlety and grace 
not usually expected from a buncha 

the right combination of collaborators 

pop band a la the Raspberries. Kudos 

band. Considering I made my bones 
as a Pure Filth staffer, which means 

without mincing words, lord knows 

lightly, no matter who it is. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Pure Filth)

VIOLENT MINDS: Just Kicked In: 7”
VIOLENT MINDS: We Are Nothing: CD

times louder than you can. During the 

whole debacle, you might be annoyed, 
but once it ends—it may be ten minutes 
or ten days later—but you eventually 

actually right. And you are totally 

band is a black cloud spewing raining 

so goddamn beautiful. Pummeling, 

contains songs from their We Are 
Nothing LP plus the four songs on the 
Just Kicked In 7”. –Daryl (Deranged)

WATCH IT BURN!: How America 
Motherfucking Works: 12” 

Watch It Burn that did a split with 

from Portland and sounded like a 

information accompanying this 
record, except for the fact that the 

songs were recorded in October 
of 1998. Watch It Burn!: men of 

do know: 

ugly hardcore laced with feedback 
and propped up by a ton of tempo 

of sound like that Swedish band 

propensity for dragging things out a 

tad longer than they need to. When 
they keep things fast and lock into a 

of is played sloooow, in an attempt 

Hemlock Lake,” which takes up 
the majority of the B side.) Instead, 
it just allows my mind to wander 
elsewhere. No lyrics whatsoever 
(though they do have a song called 
“Earthday Crisis”) and limited to 
300. Lastly, the label must be giving 

with this one: the sleeve itself weighs 
more than most double LPs. –Keith 

WHITE LUNG: Local Garbage: 7” EP

great proto-wave, punk-before-
mass-herding, punk-before-“disco 

tracks of Wire (Pink Flag
Of Four (Entertainment!
Avengers (Self-titled), picked up 
a Kathleen Hannah cabinet and 
microphone along the way (circa 
Reject All American), leapt over 
the last decade while steering clear 

old jigsaw with no missing pieces. 

heard the albums in parenthesis 
in this review, all are highly 

(Hockey Dad)



WIDDERS, THE: Down for Life: CD

factoids my way. First, the drummer 
is “professional skateboarding 

the record, they throw in this choice 

that gnarly!” ! Lemmy may 
drive a white minivan, but he would 
never, ever play a stand-up bass. You 
can take that to the bank and cash 
it! Case closed. –Sean Koepenick 
(Fallen Angel)

WITCHES WITH DICKS: Manual: CD

have a very familiar sound, but 
at no point do they sound stale. In 
fact, they take a familiar formula 
and transfer it into something out of 

chili recipe that just knocks your 
socks off—all the usual components 
are there, but somehow Witches 

never failed to nail me to the wall, 
and the vocal harmonies are the 
screaming end. And the drummer is 

tap drummer; like the great Ringo 
Starr, this guy plays the drums not 
only as a means of providing tempo, 
but as a means of accentuating the 
sound through counterpoint while 

package: an inspired rhythm section, 
a rugged and desperate guitar sound, 
well-placed and well-laced organs, 
and vocal harmonies swirling like a 
barbed double helix of DNA. All I 
know is that Manual rocks and rocks 

Lord Kveldulfr (Kiss of Death)

WORM QUARTET: Mental Notes: CD

in style (they called it “industrial” 
music when I was in college, but I 
think the labels have changed—live, 
aggressive guitars, over-the-top 
keyboards, manic, programmed 
drums), Worm Quartet is a one-man 
band that straps spork references 

funny guy who can work a crowd, but 
the balance of Mental Notes is more 

(Worm Quartet)

YOLKS, THE: 
Introducing the Yolks: 7” EP
You think that i cannot consummate 
the review of this record without 
lowering myself to making at least 
one completely telegraphed pun 

you? Well, HA! In the immortal 
words of the Fastbacks, you are 

dammit, and i will not pander to 
your cretinistic lowbrowisms by 
engaging in spurts of tawdry egg 
humor! A pox upon all your houses! 

seem like the kind of band that 
would not at all be ashamed to 
admit that the Fleshtones are like, 
one of the greatest live bands, like, 
EVER, even though Peter Zaremba 

ethos hearkens back to the glorious 

someone or another wrecked it ((i 

Probably those same jerks who 
trashed your tree fort?)), falling 
somewhere between the Estrus-

and the more brain-damaged-dance-

like the Brentwoods or Bobbyteens, 
except that, at heart, these songs 

maraca-Pebble excursions, not 
involving Dancing the Bug or things 
of this nature ((although Dancing 
the Bug is, at root, quite a worthy 
endeavor)). Actually, while “I 
Found Love” sounds like the Earth-
3 version of the Syndicate of Sound 
((in this parallel world, the Syndicate 

of Sound are not super-villains, but 
actually rescue cats from trees and 

something, i feel the true spirit of the 
band is tidily encapsulated in “I Do 
What I Do”—an almost Richman-
like paean of Pop-Nerd Pride, or 

license plate reads “BADYOLK.” 
–Rev. Nørb (Yolks)

YOUTHS, THE: We’re the Youths: 7”
I hate lyrics on the back cover of a 

their myspace address on the record, 

search for them. I wish I had more to 

give me much. Sorry. –Ben Snakepit 
(Criminal IQ)

We have a fully searchable 
database of reviews up on 
www.razorcake.org.
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•1234 Go!
Oakland, CA 94602
•A389, PO Box 12058, 

•Aborted Society, 1122 E. Pike 
#1377, Seattle, WA 98122-3934
•Acetate, PO Box 36756, 
LA, CA 90036
•ADD, PO Box 8240, 

•Adrenalin Fix, Association Loi 
1901, N 0173005546, 2 Rue de 
Barsac, 33800 Bordeaux, France
•Alternative Tentacles, PO Box 
419092, SF, CA 94141-9092
•Arsenic, PO Box 8995, 

•Art Of The Underground,
PO Box 250, Buffalo, NY 14205
• , PO Box 641, 

•Asian Man, PO Box 35585, 

•Atakara, 1020 Camino Carlos Rey, 

•Australian Cattle God,

•Aviation, 1624 Boren Ave. 
#204, Seattle, WA 98101 
•Bad Afro, Studiestrade 24, 2, 
1455 Copenhagen K, Denmark
•Big Foot, PO Box 41444, 

•Big Neck, PO Box 8144, 
Reston, VA 20195
•Black Numbers
Ringoes, NJ 08551 
•Blind Spot, PO Box 40064, 
Portland, OR 97240
•Boycott The Fencewalkers

PO Box 1347, NY, NY 10276
•Cabana 1, 315 S. Coast Hwy 101, 
Suite U-195, Encinitas, CA 92024
•Chainsaw Safety, PO Box 260318, 
Bellerose, NY 11426
•Cherry Red, Long Island House, 
Warple Way, Acton, London, 

•Chunksaah, PO Box 977, 
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
•Cobra Music, 2136 N. 
Beachwood Dr., Ste #6, LA, CA 90068
•Collision Course, PO Box 215, 
3128 East Chapman Ave., 
Orange, CA 92869
•Combat Rock, PO Box 65, 

•Cowabunga, 195-D Armstrong Way, 
Upland, CA 91786
•Crafty, 75 Earley St., 
Bronx, NY 10464
•Criminal IQ, 3501 N. Southport 
Ave., Chicago, IL 60657
•Crustacean, PO Box 829, 

•Dead Ideas, PO Box 851, 

•Deep Elm, PO Box 5260, 
Clover, SC 29710
• , 147 W. 24th St. #5, 
NY, NY 10011
•Deranged, 2700 Lower Rd., Roberts 
Creek, BC V0N 2W4 Canada

•Desert Island Discs, 408 Belmont 
Ave. E., Seattle, WA 98102
•Dirtnap / Green Noise, 2615 SE 
Clinton St., Portland, OR 97202
•Do The Math,
www.dothemathrecords.com
•Don Giovanni, PO Box 628, 
Kingston, NJ 08528 
•Douchemaster, 156 Pearl St., 

•Dr. Strange, PO Box 1058, 
Alta Loma, CA  91701
•Electric Eel, 2315 S. 15th St. 
Floor 2, Philadelphia, PA 19145
•Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd., 
LA, CA 90026
•Fallen Angel, PO Box 3372, 
Burbank, CA 91508
•Fashionable Idiots, PO Box 

•Fast Crowd, 2721 Wightman St., 
San Diego, CA 92104
•Fat Wreck Chords, PO Box 
193690, SF, CA 94119
•Feral Kid, 29 Custer St., 
Buffalo, NY 14214
•Fivecore
Suite #105, Denver, CO 80231
•Fix My Head
Oakland, CA 94619
•Folk Brand, 1366 Queen St. W., 
2nd

•Fudge Sickll, PO Box 7052, 
Villa Park, IL 60181
•Full Breach Kicks, 2060 N. 
California Ave., Chicago, IL 60647
•Future Appletree, PO Box 191, 
Davenport, IA 52805 
•Go Ape!, PO Box 411, 
Brooklyn, NY 11211
•Go-Kart, PO Box 20, Prince St. 
Station, NY, NY 10012
•Grave Mistake, PO Box 12482, 
Richmond, VA 23241
•Handstand, PO Box 110398, 
Brooklyn, NY 11211
•Hardly Art, 2013 4th Ave., 
3rd Fl., Seattle, WA 98121
•Haunted Town
Ave. #169, Chicago, IL 60647
•Heartfelt Bastard, 614 Cowan, 
Fort Collins, CO 80524
•Hellcat, 2798 Sunset Blvd., 
LA, CA 90026
•High Wave, 751-7 Uchidomari, 

•Hjernespind, PO Box 505, 2200 
Copenhagen N, Denmark
•Hockey Dad, 4150 Brant St., 
Vancouver, BC, V5N 5B4, Canada
•Hopeless, PO Box 7495, 
Vans Nuys, CA 91409 
•Hydra Head, PO Box 291430, 
LA, CA 90029
•Idle Kids

•Idol, PO Box 720043, 

•Incessant Drip, 3410 SE Sherry Ln. 

•Independent Punk Rock, 85 

L85-2S3, Canada

•Inimical, PO Box 2803, 
Seattle, WA 98111
•Iron Pier, PO Box 279, 
East Setauket, NY 11733 
•It’s Alive,  11411 Hewes St., 
Orange, CA  92869
•Jade Tree, 2310 Kennwynn Rd., 
Wilmington, DE 19810
•Joyful Noise, PO Box 20109, 
Indianapolis, IN 46220
•K, PO Box 7154, 
Olympia, WA 98507
•Kiss of Death, PO Box 75550, 

•Last Chance, PO Box 42396, 
Portland, OR 97242-0396
•Let’s Pretend, PO Box 1663, 
Bloomington, IN 47402
•Lifeline, PO Box 692, 

•Maple Leaf, PO Box 535, 
Rosendale, NY 12472
•Menlo Park, 16 West 16th St. 
#6RN, NY, NY 10011
•Moo Cow, 38 Larch Circle, 

•Moonlee, Pat Na Breg 8, 
5250 Solkan, Slovenia
•Nemesis Theory, 4150 32nd Ave. 
SW, Seattle, WA 98126
•No Class, PO Box 40158, 
Long Beach, CA 90804
•No Fun, PO Box 8154, 

•ODS/Dicktionhead, 9510 8th Ave. 
NE, Seattle, WA 98115
•Overground, PO Box 1NW, 

NE99 1NW, England
•Peterbilt
3819 Beecher St. NW, 
Washington, DC 20007
•Plan-It-X, PO Box 14001, 

•Precedent Media Unlimited,

Brooklyn, NY 11211
•Pure Filth
PO Box 15042, SF, CA 94115
•Radio Is Down
State Ave. NE, Olympia, WA 98501
•Rebel Sounds, PO Box 281, 

•Recess, PO Box 1666, 
San Pedro, CA 90733
•Refuse, PO Box 7, 02-792 

•Repulsion, 2552 N. Booth St., 

•Riff Raff
Richmond, VA 23220
•Rock Bottom, 25510 E. 

•Rodent Popsicle, PO Box 1143, 

•Scatboy, 1029 Skylark Dr., 

•Sex Cells, 253 N. Broadway 
Apt. 10, Portland, OR 97227
•Sharpie Fumes, PO Box 31224, 
Halifax, NS, B3K 5Y1, Canada
•Sickroom, PO Box 47830, 
Chicago, IL 60647
•Small Pool, PO Box 173, 
Whittier, CA 90608

•Snuffy Smiles, 12-A 
Kamikousaicho, Shichiku, 
Kita-ku Kyoto 603-8117, Japan
•SOS, PO Box 3017, 
Corona, CA 92878
•Soul Is Cheap, PO Box 11552, 

•Sound Pollution, PO Box 17742, 
Covington, KY 41017
•Spent Planet Limited

•Still life, v.le Buffoli 18 20095, 

•Stress Domain, PO Box 55352, 
Valencia, CA 91385
•Strike 3, PO Box 1666, 

•Sub Pop, PO Box 20367, 
Seattle, WA 98102 
•Super Secret, PO Box 1585, 

•Sweet Rot, PO Box 78025, 
Vancouver, BC V5N 5W1 Canada
•Talent Moat, 1124 Sutter St., 
SF, CA 94109
•Tankcrimes, PO Box 3495, 
Oakland, CA 94609
•Team Science

•Teenage Heart, PO Box 213, 

• , 70 Johns 
Estate Rd., Pine Bush, NY 12566
•Blastoffs, The , 91 Vermont St., 
Rochester, NY 14609
•Thick, PO Box 351899, 
LA, CA 90035-1899
•Thrill House, PO Box 460207, 
SF, CA 94146
•Tilton House, 1463 E. Republican St. 
#14A, Seattle, WA 98112
•To Live A Lie
1306 Flint Pl., Raleigh, NC 
27605-1823
•Treble Damage, PO Box 2768, 
Naperville, IL 60567
•Trigger On The Dutendoo, 846 
Wright St., Oshkosh, WI 54901
•Troubleman Unlimited, 16 Willow 
St., Bayonne, NJ 07002
•Ultrasonar, 230 rue Raubourg St. 
Antoine, 75012 Paris, France
•Victimized

•Vodka Tonic Media, PO Box 1975, 

•Waiting For Lunch, 1541 W. Forest 

•Wäntage USA, PO Box 8681, 

•Wasted Sounds
Box 1903, Linkoping, Sweden
•Wednesday, PO Box 2501, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93120
•White York, 99 Custer St., 
Buffalo, NY 14214
•Worm Quartet, PO Box 23433, 
Rochester, NY 14692
•Yolks, 2835 W Logan Blvd. Apt 2E, 
Chicago, IL 60647
•Yo-Yo, PO Box 920105, 

to bands and labels that were reviewed either in this issue



BEAT SHEET Vol. 5.5,
one stamp, one sheet, photocopied..
Local one-sheeter on the Boston 
hardcore scene. A bit of a tour diary 
here and some reviews. Inspired as 

Your scene needs this guy and not 
you. You jaded, ironic fuck. –Craven 
Rock (Beat Sheet, 6 Wadleigh Place, 

BODY COUNT #2, $2.50/trade, 
5½” x 8½”, photocopied, 44 pgs.

supposedly topped out the format 

admit that Cometbus wins out as far 
as writing goes, with In Abandon
probably taking the cake for visuals 
and aesthetics—I still like reading 
them. I still like the format. So 

Body Count,
where some of the writing goes off 
the page margins and nothing really 
that

comforting and nice about reading 

nightmares and visits to hostels and 

delve much beyond the scope of “I 
went here and did this,” but there are 
some glimmers here and there. If this 
dude decides to do another issue and 
tries his hand at a tighter presentation 
and some fearless editing, we could 
have a winner. –Keith Rosson (Body 
Count, 3608 28th St. SE, Calgary AB, 

CLENCH #9, 2 stamps, 
8½” x 11”, photocopied, 20 pgs.

“long-lost” hardcore record and just 
explore the fuck out of it. Find the 
band members. Interview them. Fill 

contextual history: time period, 

Find people who knew and hung out 
with the band. Interview them. Write 
extensively and lovingly about the 

in question is NYHC pioneers Urban 

page it becomes very obvious that 

New York hardcore in general and 

multiple interviews (band members, 

who recently—and legitimately—re-
released the 7” as a 12”), reviews of 

passionate writing. I mean, maybe 

four pages or more, song by song, 
about a particular record that he likes; 

the photos are generally pretty cruddy 

matter too much—the joy really 

apparently gonna cover the Zero 
Boys. –Keith Rosson (Phil Knowles, 
240 Spring Hill Dr. #240, Roselle, IL 
60172-2470)

DOROTHEA #1, $1, 
4” x 5”, photocopied, ? pgs.

of nice, compact stories, none more 
than a few hundred words. Some 
might think that is too short of time 
to create something of interest or to 
get the reader involved. However, 
somehow he pulls it all together. 

majority have nothing to do with that 

(as he does both in the opening and 
closing notes) that he is a liar and 

who knows if some of these stories 

While capable of pulling out some 
emotions from the reader here or 

EAR DAMAGE #18, $2, 
Glossy, 5 ½” x 8½”, 40 pgs.

and low on the creep-o-meter. Email 

and alt-porn Director Vena Virago; 

he became a porn fan (his uncle used 
to leave copies of Hustler laying 
around); and an article drawing 
parallels between the materialism 
of popular gangsta rap and the 

the Republican party. Ear Damage is 
not the second coming of The Probe,

“punks who are openly into porn” is 

(Cheetah Shine, PO Box 582, Eight 

EXIT 63 BLUES #6 & #7, $1, 
5 ½” x 8”, photocopied, 16-20 pgs.

did every day for weeks on end. Both 

or eight things. And while that may 

you do the same thing almost every 
day. I learned that the author works a 
lot and really likes baseball as well as 
music. He also does most of the stuff 

HERE IT IS #3,
8½” x 5½”, photocopied, 40 pgs. 
I really liked this. Cartoons about 

Some inventive stuff, too (the new 

opinions; its whole point is to spin 
little tales about seemingly pointless 

as I take it, that in these pointless 
moments we discover what the point 
of living is. Reminded me a lot of 
Jim’s Journal, a comic strip from the 

two panels about trying a new burger 
joint, the third providing the point: “It 
was okay.” Here It Is has that same 

(PO Box 7023, Richmond, VA 23231; 
hellomermaid.com)

HULLABALOO #1, $3 U.S., 
$3.50 Canada, 5 ½” x 8 ½”, 
photocopied, 14 pgs.

you some constructive criticism 
regarding how to make a DIY-themed 

personally, and enjoy the ride.
1. DO: Read Stolen Sharpie 
Revolution cover to cover.

been covered to death.
3. DO: Include bylines or at least your 

college degrees someone holds under 

prove shit, and the whole point of DIY 
is that anyone can teach everyone!)

where you write both the questions 
and the answers about why you 

those answers will be self evident!)

three-fourths of a page blank. (You 
could focus on putting all your effort 
into making a few really good pages!)

for the reader “practice making their 

the reader is capable of folding a sheet 
of paper in half!)

Well, there you have it. I hope 

or at least that they prepared you 
for the eternal criticism that every 
writer faces. Please send along the 

see how you have improved with or 
without following the above advice. 
If you have any questions, please 
email me at m.

the boundaries of what feels safe.

#103, Seattle, WA 98109)

INFECTICITIS #5, $2 
or stamps or trade, 
5 ½” x 8 ½”, photocopied, 44 pgs.
Remember feeling really excited, 
totally out of place, completely 

Send all zines for review to: 
Razorcake,
PO Box 42129, LA, CA.
Please include a postal 
address (that’s how we trade), 
the number of pages, the price, 
and whether or not you accept trades.

“DO NOT: 
Bother writing 
what college 
degrees someone 
holds under their 
names.”

ZINE
R E V I E W S

–Lauren Trout
Hullabaloo #1



invincible, and absolutely homesick 

own far away from your hometown? 
Read about Halley, punk rock 

to attend a semester of art school in 
California, and it will all come back 

semester, which she spends skating, 
hanging out with new, diverse 
friends, and dealing with occasional 

typos and awkward wording are 

having trouble trying to describe 
how cool the illustrations are, but 

( m)

LOVE IN THE TIME OF
SCABIES #3 and #4, $2, 
8 ½” x 5 ½”, 37 pgs.

I not totally 
boring as I adjust my monocle?” 

from stories, games, comics, self 
help, and band interviews with dudes 

It comes off as a large group effort 

pretty much what it is, and it rules. I 
liked this so much I asked to submit 

PAYOLA). –Joe Evans III (2919 N. 

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL #298,
$4, 8 1/2” x 11”, newsprint, 144 pgs.

Maximumrocknroll

an issue of this thing in a year or two. 

whole thing. I got about a quarter of 
the way through and started my usual 

couple of interviews, including one with 

cable-access cooking show, some scene 

shitload of reviews. Also, I should note 

good thing or a bad thing, but my guess 

Box 460760, SF, CA, 94146-0760)

MISHAP #22/23, $3/trade/
free to prisoners, 5½” x 8½”, 
photocopied, 64 pgs.

my crapper for weeks now. Okay, 
enough complaining. Onward. As 
the issue numbers suggest, this 

of the usual pointed arguments 

made up the majority of Mishap

was surprisingly accessible, if a 
bit too short (he claims that just 

discussions about sustainability, 
anarchism, environmental and 
social responsibility—and “usual” 

who relentlessly questions himself 
and his surroundings, his impact, 

with an approachable, humble side. 

PO Box 5841, Eugene, OR 97405)

OH NO! THE ROBOT #9, $?, 
5 ½” x 8”, photocopied, 18 pgs.

I could ever hope to. He tells the tale 

apart through the maniacal work of 
his double who is the one not paying 
bills and seeking to make-up with 
ex-girlfriends. Eviction parties, 
living with cats, getting a broken 
nose, and exchanges with friends 

way Chris tells the tale, however, 
is such that it drips with a nihilistic, 
existential coating. It focuses on 
everyday experiences and makes 
them the entire universe for the 

interesting read, taking parts that 
are certainly a la Burn Collector but 
masking them in what seems to be 

of his. It hides itself fairly well. 
And in the end, nothing seems to 
be resolved. But for someone like 
me who is drowning in my own 

ORGA(NI)SM #2,
$4, 5½” x 8½”, copied, 48 pgs.
Written in English by an Italian 
currently residing in Japan. Whew—I 
can hardly hold spit it my mouth 

languages. Anyway, the theme of this 

and Orga(ni)sm
do a great job sticking with the theme 
while still keeping things interesting. 
While the majority of it is centered 

get for free, people-watching on the 
train, a history of immigration to the 

almost unspoken undercurrent of just 
trying to feel at home in a place that is 

nothing explicitly “punk” about this, 
the writing and content transcends 

put together by the same guy that does 
Call And Response. –Keith Rosson 

Kanagawa-ken, Japan)

PERFECT MIX TAPE, THE 
#4: A MONTH ON THE 
ROAD WITH A HUNDRED 
DOLLARS AND A T-SHIRT, 
$1.50, Quarter-size, offset?, 30 pgs.,

Mix Tape is a tour 

author, Joe, did all over the country. 
In the intro it says, “I showed the 

was boring and I should trim down the 

an account of thirty days of various 
meals.” He goes on to say that he 
wanted to publish something from all 
of the writing that he did and that he 
tried to cut it down to something that 

of “a tour diary of where we ate and 
shat.” Unfortunately, it is pretty dull 
and does come off as a play by play 

meets and even tours with are just 

gets to know. Besides the usual tour 
ups and downs, not much happens. 

interesting, though. If his intention 

much more interesting to read some 

are still relevant in this computer 
age. Or maybe the frustrations of still 
being passionate about something 
many believe to be archaic, because 

loves the underdog. –Craven Rock 

1432, Portland, OR 97293, www.
microcosmpublishing.com)

PROFANE EXISTENCE #52/53,
$10, 8 ½” x 11”, newsprint/glossy 
cover, 162 pgs.
Holy shit! Profane Existence is ten 
bucks!? When did this happen? I 
could subscribe to Thrasher for a 

seen an issue of Profane Existence

shut down, and while I remember 
the nice, glossy cover replacing the 

remember it being so expensive. As 

for content, this issue starts out with a 
large amount of coverage of the riots 
in Copenhagen over the invasion and 
destruction of the Ungdomshuset, 
which is an interesting and generally 

of interviews, a Japan tour diary from 
the band See You In Hell, some anti-
Bush content (complete with poetry), 

the two CDs loaded to the brim with 

a great comp included (remember 
Suburban Voice, anyone?), and 

recommend Profane Existence
to anyone who has ten dollars 
to spare and wants to generally 
be angrier. –Will Kwiatkowski 
(Profane Existence, PO Box 8722, 

PREVAILING NONSENSE #1,
SASE, 7” x 8 ½ “, copied, 20 pgs.  
“Expectations are okay in 
moderation,” the cover warns us 
wisely. I was looking forward to 

through it and noticing the 
excellent illustrations and a couple 
cute comics and quotes. So I was 

and there are instructions on how 
to use a penis vacuum on another 

Prevailing 
Nonsense
gross teenage boy who likes to do 
coke and make jokes about anal 

got a couple of endearing moments 
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“Great concept for a zine: take a “long-lost” hardcore record and just 
explore the fuck out of it. Find the band members. Interview them.”

–Keith Rosson, CLENCH #9





PUNK ROCK CONFIDENTIAL 
#11, $3.95, Glossy, 8” x 10”, 100 pgs.
A tabloid about punk. Laid out 
like the National Enquirer, with 
stories on what Douche Inaband 

an easy read that comes off as all 
too serious—not a parody of the 

of punk culture, complete with photos 

the latest punk fashions (Well hack 
my legs off at the knee and call me 

fucking streetwear company!). Quote 

camera for your revolution, but I just 

236 West Portal Ave. Ste. 134, San 
Francisco, CA 94127)

SCENE NOT HERD #1,
$4, Photocopied with an offset cover, 
8½” x 11”, 44 pgs.

time laying it out and make sure that 
people can read your fucking address! 

this collaboration between a couple 
of self-described jaded scenesters 

discuss what keeps these folks 
hammering it out years down the line, 

and they throw in a couple of columns 
about “kids these days and their Hot 

the older guy who shows up at every 
local show and stands in the corner 
chugging beer and fussing about how 

they had Jon Von. Comes with a mix 
CD that belongs in your changer right 

Longview, WA 98632)

SOMNAMBULIST #9,
$3, 5 ½” x 8”, photocopied, ? pgs.

Somnambulist primarily 

including the stress of working on her 
feet all day in a deli. She visits a couple 

with her and also shares some stories 
not related entirely to the subject. 

Peter Bauer and a story about a very 

piece by her friend Kyle. I really like 
the cover art of a little girl chewing 
on a handgun and the layout is simple 

read with many parts coming across 
as Burn Collector-esque. Not bad, not 

Portland, OR 97293)

SUN NUZ ZUN, Summer 2007,
$?, 8 ½” x 7”, photocopied, 8 pgs. 
Eight pages of damaged photocopy 

deny that cutting, pasting, taping, and 

sure all the people involved in this 

creating that kind of art would want 
anything to do with these pages. –Daryl 
(PO Box 7302, Olympia, WA 98507)

UPHEAVAL #11,
$1 or trade, 11” x 17”, two-sided
Do we still use the term 
“gutterpunk”? If so, is it a badge 
of honor or a pejorative appellation 

term that bangs through my brain 
trying to assess the general nature 
of the content of Upheaval, and I 
use it in the best possible sense of 

reviews of records, and hardcore, 
hardcore, hardcore. I like getting 
exposure to bands that I would 
never know about otherwise, but 
one of the reasons that some years 
back I grew disinterested in the 

again. Still, this guy presents some 
pretty lucid reviews and I plan on 
checking out a few of the records 
that he lauds herein. For that, my 
boring old ass hoists a cool one 
in honor of Upheaval [slurping of 

PO Box 301426, Jamaica Plain, 

WILDERNESS SURVIVAL 
HANDBOOK, 1 stamp + a letter, 
4” x 5”, photocopied, 16 pgs.
Here we have an instantly lovable 

sequitur irony and deadpan humor. 
Wilderness 

Survival Handbook assures you that 

for entertainment while waiting to be 

ZISK #14, $2, photocopied, 
7” x 8½”, 36 pgs.

on in the game and give personal 
accounts of seeing favorite teams 

Zisk are working hard at something 
that they care about, and I hope 
that it continues to be worth their 

whistling while you work at a labor of 
love. Finally, this reviewer would like 
to submit a request for more photos 

Ridge Rd., Brewster, NY 10509)

Hundreds more zine reviews can be 
found at: www.razorcake.org





All Your Ears Can Hear 
(Underground Music in Victoria, BC 1978-1984)
By Jason Flower, Kev Smith, Rick Long, 79 pgs.

would have their say.

much turned up anything and everything that could be considered “underground 
music” in the city of Victoria in those early, formative years of punk rock and 

what it was like to be a part of the action. 

featuring over seventy-nine minutes of (predominately unreleased) music from 

that people from elsewhere may have heard of such as Nomeansno, Dayglo 

Ward, and House of Commons, and there are many that have never really seen 
the light of day until now. 

I have been a part of the Victoria punk rock scene for a long time now, and 

music does not only cater to someone who is from here at all. I would recommend 

Canada V9A 3Y3, www.allyourearscanhear.com)

My Life in a Jugular Vein
By Ben Snakepit, 288 pgs.
Ben Snakepit has a new book out, My Life in a Jugular Vein
of daily DIY punk life, three comic panels for every day of the year. It comes 

us both feel real uncomfortable and weird. 
Todd Taylor: Ever go back over a year of your comics and do self-analysis?
Ben Snakepit:

Todd: What do you base you New Years Resolutions on?
Ben:

Todd: What ever happened to being featured in GQ?
Ben: It ended up being two sentences about me at the bottom of an editorial. It 
compared me to Bono of U2, for some reason. 
Todd:
Ben: Back in the days before the internet, when you booked a tour you had to 

having free long distance. A few people had scams going, like those dialers you 
could use on payphones that would make the sound of a quarter so you could 

but it was a good tour. 
Todd:
Ben:

Todd:
Ben:
rubber skeletons hanging around my desk. 
Todd:
Ben: Probably the idea to draw a daily comic strip.
Todd:
Ben:

Todd:
recommendations?
Ben: Der Todesking
Nekromantik. Also Tribulation 99
them. The Corndog Man, The Bride of Frank, Jerkbeast, I could go on and on... 
Todd:
your back that you had to review.
Ben:

Todd: Snakepit tubes down rivers and swims in hotel pools at night, why no 
singing in the shower panels?
Ben:

Todd: Is a fair critique that Snakepit is like Peanuts, except the kids are really 
arrested-development punks?
Ben: Peanuts. In 
Peanuts
just me, with only the occasional bit of dialog from other people. 
Todd: What is N.P.C.P.—the letters on a box on the cover illustration of 
your book?
Ben:

to shower every day. You know the type. A really good dude but just not cut 
out for living that way. 

Anyway, we were in Pittsburgh and we were staying with a friend of a friend, 
and it was a pretty gross punk house in a kinda shitty neighborhood. David opted 
to sleep in the van that night. At one point I went out to the van to get my backpack 
or something, and David was awake. We started shooting the shit and David goes: 

of this.” He started getting really upset, like on the verge of tears. “We need to 
stay with NICE PEOPLE! CLEAN PEOPLE!” He kinda lost his shit and it was 
actually pretty funny. From then on, whenever we got a particularly sweet place to 
stay, like a place with a bed or some nice carpet, we called it an “N.P.C.P. night.” 
Todd:

double-think you should do what you do?
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Ben:
says “What you don’t say is just as important as what you do

skirt over and end up avoiding lots of trouble later on down the road. 
Todd: Snakepit?
Ben:

PO Box 14332, Portland, OR 97293) 

Paping: The Teacher’s Edition
By John Mejias, 80 pgs.

admirable, moving, aesthetically stunning, but mostly, yeah, just straight-up 

public school system. Paping

incorporates collage or what looks like linocuts in his work, for the most, 

On Subbing
are so many similarities: struggling with the balance between trying to do 
right by students within an intrinsically fucked administrative framework 

that Paping
dedication, commitment, and care about the kids they work with is just so 
apparent. Anyone interested in education should grab this up for the times 
when inspiration may be getting lean (as well as the fact that these are, at their 

Paping

Side A: The Music Lover’s Graphic Novel
Edited by Rachel Dukes, 136 pgs.

Side A is really great: a graphic novel featuring a diverse group 
of comic artists, all penning works about their introduction to or love of music. 
While I was familiar with very few of the artists—consider that a testament 

Actually, considering the diversity of styles and approaches presented here, Side 
A
Regular ‘Cake readers will of course be familiar with Ben Snakepit (and his 

by the way), but there are also some really great pieces by Arbee Chapnik (lip-

diverse piece of work. Comes with the Winter Bloo split 7”. –Keith Rosson 

Skateboard Art of Jim Phillips, The
By Jim Phillips 208 pgs.

While his last book (Surf, Skate & Rock Art of Jim Phillips
story and featured all of his artistic endeavors, this volume focuses strictly on 
his work in the skateboard world and collects every single piece of artwork that 
he ever did for a skateboard company.

when you were younger and standing at the top of a half pipe waiting to drop in 
Thrasher,

behind many famous graphics, as well as tales from the fabled Phillips Studios and 

the inclusion of his stellar return to the skate world after so many years out of the 

Stranglehold (Schiffer Books, 4880 Lower Valley Rd., Atglen, PA 19310)

They Could Have Been Bigger Than EMI: A Discography of Now Defunct 
Independent Record Labels That Released Vinyl, Second Edition
By Joachim Gaertner, 567 pgs.
With respect to my own lot in life—a writer who loves punk rock—no matter 
what anybody writes about punk rock, it will never eclipse the music itself. 

with the Flex!

graphics from covers, and a list of each piece of vinyl released by every label 

number of the record is—or any information on tens of thousands of releases that 
are scattered far and wide on the internet (if even that)—this is the tome for you. 

Voices in Wartime Anthology
Edited by Andrew Himes, et al., 244 pgs.
Voices in Wartime Anthology

upon the words and voices of poets, soldiers, physicians, journalists, activists, 

they present is not pretty; in fact what these people have to say is purposefully 
ugly so that those of us who have had the luck and the luxury never to be in a 

searingly traumatic such experiences can be.
However, it should be pointed out that in absolutely no way, shape, or form 

does Voices in Wartime
text. No judgments are offered regarding the moral or ethical motivations for 

really all about—it is not glory, it is not victory. Rather, war is pain, blood, and 
fear—the physical and mental mangling of human beauty. At no point in this 
book are there any overt (socio-)political statements regarding war, not even 
by American veterans of the current war in Iraq or the survivors of American 

concerned with tearing down the illusions regarding the actual conduct and 
effects of warfare that are created to render it palatable and excusable for those 
of us that have never seen it. If I may paraphrase Camus, he wrote in The Rebel
that one of the reasons that society is becoming more violent is that the blood 
of the victims is not on the hands of the entire social group. His point is that if 
human suffering and the responsibility for bloodshed is diffused throughout the 
group, then the individuals in that group will be less likely to engage in violence. 

apart, and left me a sobbing, shaking mess; never has this reviewer read a piece 

primary effects of this text—the reader, however distant he or she may be from 
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Lip-syncing to Bad Religion in high school! Egads!



Finally, in his narrative contribution, editor Andrew Himes offers what I 
believe to be the most important point of the book: “I have a history as a fool, 

justice, and morality, and that my motives were clean and pure, while those of 

accompanying text; we may oppose or support war based on moral, ethical, 
or ideological grounds, but unless we understand what war actually involves 

whitpress.org)

Zinester’s Guide to Portland, The
Edited by Shawn Granton 129 pgs.

hip, cool, Portland version of a Lonely Planet guide. A lot of effort has been put 

overcast sky, “What the hell am I going to do with myself?” 

necessary. So please allow me some room to break it down. I am not a fan of 

distinctly different). Zinesters tend to be the type of folks who like to throw 

being obsessed writers, illustrators, journalists, and journalers or whoever that 

community” is all about and take it for granted as being universal to everybody 

anybody else. 

website: “Portland, Oregon is one of my favorite cities. First of all, it’s hipper 
than anywhere, and that includes San Francisco and Paris, France. Trust 
me, Portland is hipper than both. It’s got more cool anarcho-purple haired 
mellow stoner smash-the-state people running their own companies out of their 
bedrooms than any berg in the Universe.” 
guide is intended for, people who love having everything handed to them and 
can appreciate a town that is overly cool and provides it to them with the barest 

have. 

and make their own fun or the punks who have trouble doing what everybody 

www.microcosmpublishing.com)

The purpose of this text is simply to show the reader what war is really 
all about—it is not glory, it is not victory. Rather, war is pain, blood, 

and fear—the physical and mental mangling of human beauty. 

Many more book reviews can be found at www.razorcake.org.


